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ABSTRACT
After a preface, a general index is given, 
followed by a general introduction. Following tikis 
introduction are the nine main chapters of the 
thesis, each with an individual outline of its con­
tents, and grouped as follows: chapter 1 intro­
duces the various transcriptions used; chapters 
2 and 3 describe the phonology; and chapters if to 
9 present the grammatical analysis.
Within these grammatical chapters, there are 
certain subgroupings. Chapter k presents the 
analysis from the sentence to the piece, and 
chapters 6 to 9 handle the analysis of the various 
pieces introduced in chapter if. Chapters 6 and 7 
describe the pieces whose structure can be stated 
in terms of phrases, taking the analysis down to 
the level of the morpheme; chapters 8 and 9 deal 
with those pieces and their constituents which 
are not analysed in terms of phrases. Chapter 3 
is somewhat different, as it describes two aspects 
of the grammar - the prefixial paradigm and the 
relationship between strong and weak forms - which 
are relevant to the description of both phrasal 
and non-phrasal pieces.
Following these nine chapters, an analysis of 
one of the texts is provided. The thesis is then 
concluded with a vocabulary of stems cited in the 
thesis, and a bibliography.
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PREFACE
This thesis, in being a description of an American 
Indian language, follows the precedent set by Dr.J.T. 
Bendor-Smauel's thesis ’The Structure and Function of 
the Verbal Piece in the Jebero Language', which was the 
first to be presented to the University of London on an 
American Indian language. As he was, so I also am 
indebted to the late Professor J.R,Firth and to Professor 
K.L.Pike for the training I have received in general 
linguistics, not indeed under them personally, but under 
those closely associated with them.
I have had the advantage of working under two 
supervisors, Professor C.E.Bazell and Mr.R.H.Robins, 
and I am indeed grateful to them for their valuable, 
detailed, and patient criticisms throughout every stage 
of the writing of the thesis.
I would also like to express my sincere thanks to 
the University of London for a grant from the University 
Central Research Fund which met all my travelling 
expenses. I am also grateful for the help received from 
my colleagues of the Brazilian Branch of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics, without which it would hardly 
have been possible to settle down so quickly in the 
interior of Brazil with a primitive tribe.
Finally, I greatly appreciated the ready co-operation 
of the Serviqo de Proteqiao aos Indies in granting 
permission to live in the Apinaye village of Sao Jose, 
and also the interest expressed in, and the help given 
to, the research by the Museu Nacional in Rio de Janeiro 
with whom the Summer Institute of Linguistics has close 
links.
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1GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The Apinaye language is spoken today by a little over 200 
Indians, living in two villages between the Rivers Tocantins and 
Araguaia, in the northern tip of the state of Goias in Brazil, The 
largest of these villages, Sao Jose, has about 160 inhabitants and 
is situated some 15 miles west of Tocantinopolis, a small town on the 
western bank of the Tocantins. Its latitude and longitude are thus 
about 6 .S and 48.W. The second village, called Mariazinha, is 
situated about a day’s journey from Sao Jose in a northerly 
direction, and contains some 50 inhabitants.
The first known contact of the Apinaye with Europeans was 
in 1774, when a certain Antonio Luiz Tavares encountered what were 
almost certainly Apinaye Indians at a place on the River Tocantins 
not far from M a r i a z i n h a . ^ Europeans had paid visits to this area as 
early as the 1650s, but there is no record of contacts with the 
Apinaye.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century they became known 
by the name Apinaye, and established a certain amount of trade with 
the local white population. The tribe was considerably larger at 
this time, being estimated at some 4000 in the 1820s. Contact with 
the white population was steadily maintained, and is still so today, 
though the Indians still retain many of their former customs.
1. The spelling used in this thesis is that recently recommended 
by the Brazilian Anthropological Association. The name of the tribe 
and of the language is also found spelled Apinage and Apinaje in 
older writers and in dictionaries. The spelling recommended by the 
B.A.A. will also be used where other tribes are referred to, except 
when quoting from other writers, in which ease their own spelling 
will be retained. Apinaye is pronounced (a,pina'^c).
2. The historical information cited here is taken from the section 
on the history of the Apinaye in ’The Apinaye’, by Curt Nimuendaju, 
translated from the original German by R.H.Lowrie, in the Catholic 
University of America, Anthropological Series, no.8 . It was 
published by the Catholic University of America Press, Washington,
D.C., in 1939*
2In 19^5» the Servipo de Protepao aos fndios (SPI) 
established a Post among the Apinaye in the village of Sao Jose.
It Is interesting to note that the tribe is now increas­
ing in size, as Nimuendaju estimated their number at l6o in 1937° 
It thus appears less likely than before that the language will die 
out, especially since protracted contact with the Portuguese 
language and use of it for trade purposes, has not supplanted the 
use of Apinaye in the home.
The Apinaye language is classified as a member of the Je 
(or Ge) language group„ A short account of the known material 
published on the language is given below.
The earliest records of the language are those obtained by 
Francis de Castelnau, recorded in ’Expedition dans les parties 
centrales de l'Amerique du Sud ’ , Pt.l, Vol.3i pp.270-273“ 
vocabularies are given, one collected in 18^-A by Castelnau himself, 
consisting of 178 words; and the other obtained by Castelnau from 
the commandant of a fort at the juncture of the Rivers Araguaia and 
Tocantins, consisting of 38 words. Both are transcribed in French 
orthography; Castelnau's own is recognisably Apinaye, but the 
commandant’s is not.
The next known list is found in 'Glossaria Linguarum 
Brasiliensum*, Vol.2, pp,lA6~lA9i consisting of some 198 words, 
collected about 1867 by C.F.P.V.Martius. The orthography seems to 
be a mixture of Portuguese, French, and German, and a few of the 
words appear to be Apinaye.
1. See, for instance, Henry Osborn's ’A List of South American 
Indian Languages’, Indiana University, 19^8 (this is based on various 
lists, such as thvt of J.A.Mason, used in the Handbook of South 
American Indians, Vol.6). Like other writers, he groups Apinaye as 
the only member of the Western Timbira, a subgroup of the Je 
language group, as much geographical, however, as linguistic. J.M. 
Camara, Jr., in ’Alguns Radicals Je', Publicapoes Avulsas do Museu 
Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, 1939i & comparative study of twelve Je 
languages, groups Apinaye with Piokobie and Rankokamekra. This 
grouping, he says, ’appears to be entirely new'. But all workers 
in this comparative field readily admit that there is at present 
insufficient linguistic evidence to accurately identify or classify 
the members of the Je language family.
3In l895» Oscar Leal in 'Viagem a um paiz de selvagens' 
lists 129 words (pp.225-228), but according to Nimuendaju, ’the 
word list is copied from Castelnau, with partial alteration of 
French into Portuguese orthography’.
A list of 206 words, with so$e short sentences, is 
contributed by Theodore Sampaio to the 'Revista do Instituto 
Historico e Geographico Brssileiro', LXXV, 1912, Pt.l, under the 
title ’Os Kraos do Rio Preto no Estado da Bahia’ (pp.163-185 and 
17^-198). Again, according to Nimuendaju, these were ’recorded in 
the capital Bahia in 1911 from the lips of three Apinaye who 
pretended to be Kraho; the vocables are genuine Apinaye, not Kraho 
at all'. However, a list of purportedly Apinaye words is also 
included, and the two lists are very similar. Some of the supposedly 
Kraho words are possibly Apinaye, but others I did not recognise.
Two separate lists were recorded in 1926, one published 
in 1930, thpbther in 1931' Hie author of that ptiblished in 1930 
wa.s Carlos Estevao de Oliveira, in ’Os Apinage do Alto-Tocantins' , 
Boletim do Museu Nacional VI, no.2, pp.99-10^; he lists some 239 
words. The orthography used is Portuguese, and the transcription 
used is quite good, though no distinction is made between the back 
spread and the back rounded vowels (as with all other writers 
except Nimuendaju). The names of many of the local birds and 
animals are listed, with not only their Portuguese and Apinaye 
names, but their scientific names as well.
The list published in 1931 was collected by E.Heinrich 
Snethlage, and published in ’Unter nordostbrssilianischen Indianern', 
Zeitschrift fUr Ethnologie, LXII, pp.186-200. It comprises ’33? 
words and short sentences’ (Nimuendaju), and uses an amplified 
German transcription (such as a final n for nasalisation) of quite 
good quality. It is this list that J.M.Camara draws on for his 
comparative study (see footnote cn previous page).
Also published in 1931 Is a list of 1? words in ’Na 
terra das palmeiras’ by Silvio Froes Abreu. The list is poorly 
transcribed.
In the following year, Henrique Jorge Hurley listed 1A0 
items in the 'Revista do Instituto Historico e Geographico do Para', 
Vol.VII, pp.242-2A3» in an article entitled 'Eu e o meu professor 
de Apinaye’. These words were recorded from an informant named 
Pemotcho from the (now non-existent) village of Botica. The words
kare listed in Portuguese orthography and are poorly transcribed.
The only other known investigator of the Apinaye language 
is Nimuendaju, but there is no published work on the language by 
him. All that is available are words scattered through his book 
'The Apinaye' (see footnote 2, p.l). In his work 'A Obra 
Linguistics de Curt Nimuendaju', J.M,Camara mentions that 
Nimuendaju's linguistic work was not included in 'The Apinaye' and 
consisted of '13 pages, typed in double columns, with an 
alphabetical listing according to the German entries'.1 Nimuendaju 
visited the tribe in 1928 and 1937» and the words he records in his 
book are very good - good enough for an informant to recognise what 
they were from my pronunciation of t h e m . 2
It is clear from this survey of previous material that 
all earlier work on the Apinaye language has extended no further 
than listing words, and occasionally short sentences, and that, 
apart from Nimuendaju's work, it has missed important phonetic 
features of the language.
Before leaving the subject of previous work, however, 
reference should be made to two more modern works. The first of 
these appeared in the International Journal of American Linguistics, 
Vol.l8 , no*3i 1952, and was by Miss Olive Shell, under the title 
'Grammatical Outline of Kraho (Ge Family)'. This was an attempt 
to present a modern descriptive analysis of Kraho based on the 
material collected by an anthropologist Buell Quain, who met his 
death while studying the Kraho. Kraho is a language closely 
related to Apinaye (with a certain amount of practice, the members 
of the two tribes can communicate, though how fluently, I could 
not say), and the analysis she gives is similar in a number of 
respects to that of Apinaye.
The most recent work is that of J.M.Camara, Jr.,
1. I translate from Camara's Portuguese.
2. Some examples from Nimuendaju's book, with my own orthography
in brackets, will show how well he recorded the b:.:ck spread vowels,
<?ne of t'hfe'most difficult features of the language. 1 mbadn-yambi5
(mAnzami) 'forearm feathers'; 'kridre' (krit~re) 'a type of wood'; 
'kambvi' (kambve) 'to shoot arrows at something*.
5published in 1959 (see footnote 1, p.2), As previously mentioned, 
this is a comparative study of 12 Je languages, one of these being 
Apinaye. Camara uses lists from various writers for the different 
languages, that of Snethlege (see p.3) being used for Apinaye.
* * * * * * * * *
The analysis of Apinaye presented in this thesis is based 
upon material gethored in the village of Sao Jose between October 
1958 and September 1959= The material consists of eight tape- 
recorded traditional stories given by Estevam Laranja; a story 
given by Francisco Sutepo, not recorded; and a body of elicited 
material using a number of informants, the most important being 
Francisco Sutero. Estevam Laranja was the 'judge* or 'counsellor' 
of the tribe, and so was the official storyteller; he was one of 
the older men, probably in his late fifties. Francisco Sutero was 
a young man in his early twenties.
The majority of the grammatical analysis is based upon 
the eight stories, which means that it is subject to two 
limitations. It reflects the speech of one person only; and it is 
based upon one type of discourse, that used in telling stories. 
Neither of these, however, are serious limitations, as material 
obtained from Estevam Laranja differed only in occasional details 
from that obtained from other speakers; and as the stories 
contained a considerable amount of conversation which was the same 
as that in daily use.
The phonology is based more on the elicited material, 
particularly with respect to such details as the 'echo-vocoid', 
which is very rare in text; _nd with respect to the juncture 
phenomena, of which text material exhibited a percentage only of 
the range of possibilities. The phonology, therefore, reflects 
more the speech of Francisco Sutero, but again, this only differed 
occasionally from thrt of other speakers.
The thesis is conceived of as having two main purposes, 
though the second of these covers a number of secondary emphases. 
The first of these purposes is to provide a scientific analysis, 
in terms of modern descriptive linguistics, of a language hitherto 
not subjected to such an analysis; and indeed, of a member of a ^ 
language family about which very little has so far been written.
1. See next page.
6Apart from the intrinsic interest of such information, it is hoped 
that this thesis will contribute towards the comparative study of 
Brazilian languages, which is of particular interest to Brazilian 
linguists.
The second of these purposes is tc show the value of an 
analysis of the phonology in terms originated and taught by 
Professor J.R,Firth and his colleagues at the School of Oriental 
and African Studies. So far as this thesis is concerned, this 
approach is evidenced in the following ways.
Professor Firth emphasised the need for a syntagmatic 
approach to the phonology, and the general units of the phonology, 
viz., phonematic units and prosodic features, are chosen in 
accordance with this emphasis. Also, the particular treatment of 
certain of the phonetic facts, such as initial consonant clusters, 
final palatal consonants, and vowel sequences within the syllable, 
reflects this approach.
This, however, is only applying the distinctive concepts 
of a 1 prosodic' approach to another language - there is nothing 
essentially new in it. Where new ground is broken, it is felt, is 
in the handling of sequences of syllables, and in the analysis of 
the intonation. So far as I am aware, prosodic analysis h's not 
been used to handle what is commonly called 'morphophonemics' on 
the widespread scale in which it occurs in Apinaye. Chapter 3 is 
an attempt' to do this, and the* introductory remarks to that chapter 
give a more detailed discussion of the value of a syntagmatic 
approach to this type of feature, as opposed to a paradigmatic 
’phonemic’approach- Similarly, I am not aware of a formal analysis 
of intonation in terms of prosodic features and phonematic units, 
such as I have attempted at the end of chapter 2. These are 
experiments, as it were, in the realm of prosodic analysis, and it 
is hoped that they will give increased insight into the value of 
its distinctive contribution to phonological analysis.
In addition to the syntagmatic emphasis, there is a 
polysystemic emphasis. This shows itself in that there is no 
monosystemic ’overall’ handling of the phonology, but different 
systems are set up for different syllable units, and different
1. (from previous page). Members of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics are at present engaged in the study of some of the Je 
languages, so that published material should scon be available 
about them.
7places in these units. Similarly, different juncture systems are 
set up for different syllable-finals
Finally, there is a third emphasis, on the close 
correlation between grammatical categories and phonological 
features, a correlation liable to be obscured by an ’overall* 
approach. This shows itself in the highlighting^ of phonological 
features peculiar to, and so characteristic of, various 
grammatical categories, particularly word-classes, There are thus 
such sections as ’The phonology of the nominal suffixes' (6.41) and 
’The phonology of the particle conjunctions nc and hum’ (8.43)°
It will be seen that it is felt that so far as original 
work is concerned, the main contribution is in the phonology. It 
is true, however, that the grammatical analysis is not closely tied 
to any particular school. It owes most debt, however, to the 
tagmeme concept as developed by Professor K.L.Pike,3 for although 
the terms ’slot’ and ’tagmeme1 will not be found in the thesis, the 
basic concept of a ’slot-class correlation’ has been constantly 
used. I am also indebted to the thesis of Dr.Bendor-Samuel (see 
the preface), with its analysis in terms of favourite and non­
favourite sentences,4 and cross-classification of sentences as 
question, statement, etc.5
1. It should be borne in mind, however, that a thesis of this 
sort is too wide in its scope to do full justice to a polysystemic 
approach.
2. Again, it is not possible to do more than this in a thesis 
which aims to cover the whole language.
3° See, for instance, chapter 7, Vol.l, of ’Language in Relation 
to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior’, Sumner 
Institute of Linguistics, Glendale, California, 1954.
4. opocit.i43» p *43*
5 . op.cit.i443» p.46.
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9CHAPTER 1 THE TRANSCRIPTIONS
1.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Throughout the thesis, three separate transcriptions are 
regularly used - phonetic, reading, and phonological. These three 
transcriptions are described in the following three sections, 1.2 - 
l.A. No examples are given in this chapter, as the detailed 
description of the phonology is given in chapters 2 and 3 *
1.2 THE PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION
All material that is transcribed phonetically will be 
enclosed in brackets,! and will be given in terms of the 
International Phonetic Alphabet. However, certain conventions in 
the phonetic transcript of the material have been adopted, to make 
for ease of typing; these are given below,
a) The letters p, t, and k represent lightly aspirated 
plosives, rather than unaspirated plosives; and tp is a lightly 
aspirated affricate;
b) the letters t, d, n, s, z, and 1 represent sounds made at 
a dental point of articulation;
c) the letter r is used to represent an alveolar flap, with 
or without lateral tongue shape;
d) the letter a represents a vowel a little backed from the 
cardinal a of the chart, but not a central vowel.
1. Except in the text at the end.
1.3 THE READING TRANSCRIPTION
The reading transcription which is provided is a phonemic 
one, which adheres in general to the symbols used in the 
International Phonetic Alphabet, but has certain deviations, 
mostly for typing convenience.
The use of the symbols in the reading transcription will 
bd described in four main sections: 1.31 will define the consonant 
symbols; 1.32 the vowel symbols; 1*33 the punctuation and other 
symbols; 1 .3 -^ the principles on which these are used, with 
reference to the morphophonemics.
1.31 The Consonant Symbols
Twelve consonant symbols have been used, which are 
conveniently grouped into three sets of four - the plosives, 
the nasals, and the continuants, these terms being used 
phonologically, rather than strictly phonetically. These will 
be described in turn in the following paragraphs, a final 
paragraph adding some general comments applicable to many of the 
consonants.
The four plosives are represented by the symbols p, t, b ,
1. The phonemic procedures used were based on 'Phonemics', 
by K.L.Pike, Ann Arbor - Univ. of Michigan Press, 19^7*
2, The diacritic v serves to distinguish this symbol from the 
c used in the phonological transcription, and to relate it to the 
alveolo-palatal £.
and k, being respectively, bilabial, dental, alveolo-palatal 
(affricate) and velar in point of articulation. They are voiced 
when they are both unstressed (i.e. syllable-final in any syllable, 
syllable-initial in an unstressed syllable) and preceded and 
followed by voiced sounds; they are voiceless and lightly 
aspirated elsewhere. In faster speech, and especially next to 
open or half open vowels, the voiced forms may occur as 
continuants,%?, r, 3, and y respectively. The consonant b occurs 
as a palatalised dental plosive (tp when preceding a voiceless 
plosive.
The four nasals are represented by the symbols m, n, and 
13, being respectively, bilabial, dental, alveolo-palatal, and velar 
in point of articulation. When they precede an oral vowel in the 
same syllable, they occur as voiced prenasalised plosives, except 
when preceded by a nasal, when tljey occur as voiced plosives; 
elsewhere, they occur as nasals, .
The four continuants are represented by the symbols v, r, 
z, and 0 . The symbol v represents a labio-dental continuant, 
normally frictionless (\?) but occasionally fricative (v) when 
strongly stressed. The symbol r represents an alveolar flap, 
with or without lateral tongue articulation, in all positions 
except syllable final before a consonant, or following t and n; 
in these cases it is a dental lateral continuant.
The symbol z represents (i) a voiced alveolo-palatal grooved 
fricative (3 5) or a flat palatal fricative (3) (the difference seems 
to be one of dialect) when initial in a stressed syllable, or an 
unstressed syllable following a plosive, silence, or the vowel i; 
(ii) a dental fricative when following a plosive or nasal in the 
same syllable, fluctuating between voiceless (s) and voiced (z) 
with the plosives; (ili) a palatal frictionless continuant (3) 
when initial in an unstressed syllable following a nasal cr 
continuant.
1. The nasals and the plosives can thus both occur as voiced
plosives. In the case of the nasals, however, the voiced plosive 
is initial in a stressed syllable; in the case of the plosives the 
voiced plosive is initial in an unstressed syllable.
The symbol 9 represents a voiceless glottal plosive.
The plosives, and often the nasals and continuants, when 
initial in a stressed syllable, and preceded by a short open 
syllable (CV), are long, with the stress occurring medially. 
Also, when the plosives and nasals are in cluster with a 
following v or £ within a syllable, there is open transition 
of an obscure central quality, except for the cluster kv. When 
the alveolo-palatal consonants occur syllable final following a 
back vowel or a, they are preceded by a palatal glide (i).
1.32 The Vowel Symbols
Ten oral vowels, and seven nasal vowels, are represented 
in the reading transcription. They are described in turn.
The ten oral vowels are charted below, their phonetic 
value being indicated reasonably adequately by the labels on 
the chart. However, the half-close vowels were a little closer, 
and the back half-open vowels rather more open, than the chart 
would indicate.
FRONT BACK
HALF-OPEN
HALF-CLOSE
OPEN
CLOSE
cl
1
e
A
O
0
1. As has already been stated (see 1.2) this vowel is a
little centralised frcm the cardinal a.
13.
The seven nasal vowels are charted below. Their phonetic 
values match the corresponding oral vowels, except that the 
half-open vowels can fluctuate to a half-close position.
CLOSE 
HALF-OPEN 
OPEN
BACKFRONT
1.33 The punctuation and other symbols
A number of other symbols are used in the reading 
transcription, which can be grouped into punctuation symbols, and 
other symbols, described respectively in 1.331 and 1.532.
1.531 Punctuation symbols
Sentence-final is marked in one of three ways: by a
question mark if the final clause is a question; by an exclama­
tion mark if the tune-unit on the final clause is L, and occurs 
with the high tune-prosody (see 2.4-21); by a full stop if the 
clause does not fulfil the conditions stated for a question or 
an exclamation.
1 . See footnote on the previous page.
Clause-final, which is not sentence final, is marked in a 
number of ways, as follows. Generally, such clause-finals are 
marked with a comma, but the colon, semi-colon, and dash are also 
used. If the clause is an Indirect Clause-Type introducing direct 
speech, it is punctuated with a colon.f if the clause-final occurs 
with the final-prosody f (see 2.4-22) it is punctuated with a semi­
colon; and if the following clause (in the same sentence) is a 
partial repeat of the previous one, they are separated by a dash.
Speech (conversation) is enclosed within double inverted 
commas, and capital letters are used for the names of persons.
1.332 Other Symbols
A few other symbols are used in addition to the punctuation 
symbols described above. These are described below.
A sequence of dots (,...) is used to represent a very long 
vowel (see 2.4-1).
A hyphen (within a word) marks the word as a compound of a 
major form and a particle, the latter following the hyphen.. A 
tilde (~) within a word marks the word as suffixed, the suffix 
following the tilde.
An acute accent is used to mark any syllable which is 
stressed differently from the descriptions of the stress 
system given in 2.312, 2.331i and 2.332. It is also used to mark 
the syllable in a suffixed form which carries emphatic stress 
(6.4-11) .
A word which occurs with emphatic stress (2.4-21) is 
underlined-.
15*
1.3*1- The representation of the morphophonemics
A problem of transcription arises when it is desired to 
represent a sequence of words1 a compound word, or an affixed 
word, as Apinaye has a considerable number of morphophonemic 
changes. The problem arises, therefore, of whether to indicate 
the changes in the reading transcription, or not to do so, or 
to do so to a limited extent. For this thesis, it has been 
decided that the changes will not be represented in the reading 
transcription so that a given morpheme is always written in the 
same way* It is felt that this will considerably facilitate 
the task of someone reading the thesis who is unfamiliar with 
Apinaye as a spoken language.
1.4 THE PHONOLOGICAL TRANSCRIPTION
It is not proposed to describe the phonological trans­
cription at this point, but the reader is referred to chapters 
2 and 3 * It should be noted, however, that the phonological 
transcription represents an analysis in terms of prosodic 
features and phonematic units, so that the danger should be 
avoided of equating identical symbols (e&.g. k) in the phono­
logical and reading transcriptions (and, of course, the 
phonetic transcription). They belong to entirely separate 
systems, and should be so regarded.
16
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CHAPTER 2. THE SYLLABLE, THE WORD, AND THE TUNE
2.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
It is proposed in this chapter to describe the phonology 
of thj syllable, the word, and the tune. Unassimilated loan 
words , however, are excluded from the material under consider 
tion; and in the sections on the syllable and the word the 
phonological structure of the members of the prefixial 
paradigm and of the nominal suffixes will not be discussed, th 
present discussion thus being limited to the structure of 
roots and stems .
The statements made in this chapter will net take into 
systematic account categories rand abstractions set up at the 
grammatical level, though occasional reference will be made 
to them. It is not implied, however, that such categories 
and abstractions are entirely irrelevant to the phonology, 
and in subsequent chapters attention will be drawn to those 
phonological features which are i)eculiar to seme grammatical 
category.
1. This term is used in the same sense as E . J.A^Tieriderson 
in 'The Phonology of Loanwords in some South-East*-Asian 
Languages’, TPS, 19511 p.131. See also R»F-.Robins, ’Vowel 
Nasality in Sundanese, A Phonological and Grammatical Study’, 
BSOAS, p. 87, footnote 5* and C.C.Fries and K.L.Pike, 
'Coexistent Phonemic Systems’, Lang,25 (1949), pp.29-58.
2. A 'root* is defined as any form that never occurs 
affixed (e°g. adverbs, connectives, etc).
3. A ’stem' is defined as any form that can occur 
affixed (e.g. nominals, verbs, etc).
In the sections on the syllable and the word, the 
phonetic exponents stated for a phonological element ere 
those appropriate to that element when the syllable in 
which it occurs is both preceded and followed by another 
syllable, allowing for the abstraction of the phonetic 
exponents of the juncture. Consequently, the phonetic 
exponent(=5 of the element when preceded or followed by 
silence will be given separately, and the examples 
at the phonetic level will illustrate these phonetic 
exponents only.
The phonetic exponents given, unless otherwise stated, 
reflect a somewhat siowish well-enunciated style of speech.
The chapter will be pr o sented in three main sections 
describing respectively the syllable (2.2), the word (2.3), 
and the tune (2,4).
2.2 THE SYLLABLE
The syllable will be described by means of two 
syllable units, termed S and U. These syllabic units are 
defined (end thus distinguished) in terms of their internal 
structure and external distribution as described in this 
section, and in 2,3 on the word. In general, however, it can 
be said that the syllable unit S has a more complex structure 
than the syllable unit U; and that it occurs word-final and 
with primary stress, whereas the syllable unit U never occurs 
word-final, and usually occurs with tertiary stress. They 
are also distinguished by their juncture with ether syllables
1. It would be possible to set up juncture systems to
handle juncture with silence, but this has not been done, 
except to a limited extent. No juncture system is set up 
to handle juncture with preceding silence, as this would 
necessitate setting up an entire extra system (cf. footnotes
1 and 2 , page?); but juncture with following silence is 
incorporated into the general juncture system except for 
the case in which an echc-vccoid occurs. This 'particular cas 
will be describe'1 in this chapter; the more general case is 
exemplified by the text material following chapter 9*
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In sections 2.21 and 2.22 the structure of the syllable units 
S and TJ vd.ll he described respectively. Their structures will be 
stated by means of two systems, the phonematic units system, and the 
prosodic features system? and three places, initial, medial, and final. 
A phonematic unit is a phonological element that has phonetic exponents 
which may be referred to one place only in the phonetic structure of 
the syllable? a prosodic feature is a. phonological element whose 
phonetic exponents either extend over more than one place in the 
phonetic syllable, or have implications over more than one place in 
that they delimit it from, or link it to, preceding and following 
structures,
2.21 The structure of the syllable unit S
The structure of the syllable unit S will be des'cribod in two 
sections, the first dealing with the phonematic units system (2.211)? 
the second with the prosodic features system (2,212).
2.211 The phonematic units system of the syllable unit S
The phonematic units system of the syllable unit S is a closed 
system comprising four members, which are represented in the 
phonological transcription by C, V, c, and ©„ These combine to form 
six types of syllable unit S, which are grouped into three pairs,
1. See the Introduction, pp.5“7> for a general discussion of 
the phonological approach adopted in this thesis.
CV and V ; CVc and Vc; CVa and Vs. The first pair are 
termed 'short open' syllables; the second pair 'closed1 
syllables; and the third pair 'long open' syllables. A 
count based on some random samples cf text material showed 
that, for S syllable units, short open syllables accounted 
for nearly 70 per cent of the occurrences, closed syllables 
for about 3° per cent, and long open syllables for less than 
2 per cent.
2 . 211.1 Medial place in the syllable-unit S
Medial place in the syllable-unit S is filled by a 
vowel unit, V. There are three such V units, which 
together form a closed system for medial place. These
three units are represented in the phonological
transcription by I, E, and A. The phonetic exponent of 
the vowel unit I is closeness of articulation; of E is 
midness; and of A is openness. A count made on some text
material showed that the V unit A accounts for about 70
per cent cf all V units occurring; the units I and E 
account for about half each of the remaining 30 per cent „ 
E.g.1
r* fwnum ' and.' ( ’pum) CVc CIc
pci ’to come back' ('poi) CVa CEe
A 'thus' O a ) V A
1. Throughout section 2.2 examples will be given in
3 columns as follows:-* (l) reading transcription; (2) 
translation; (3) phonetic transcription; (A) syllable 
type (CV, CVc, etc); (?) the phonematic units and prosodic 
features. With regard to this last column, symbols will 
net be used in the formulae which have not been introduced 
and described, even though this temporarily necessitates 
'mixed' formulae using general units such as C and V, and 
specific units such as I and A.
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2.211.2 Initial place in the syllable-unit S
Initial place in the syllable-unit S is filled^by a 
consonantal unit, C. There are eight such C units , which 
together make up a closed system for initial place. These 
eight C units are grouped into three subsystems - Cp, Cn, 
and Cj, which are described, in turn, below.
The subsystem Cp comprises three members, which are 
represented in the phonological transcription ky^P, T, and 
K. The phonetic exponents of these are plosives , at bilabial, 
dental, and velar points of articulation respectively.
Following silence, they are voiceless and lightly aspirated.
E.g.
pa 'I' ( ' pa) CV PA
te 'that is so' Ot?f) CV TE
ki 'hair' (' ki) CV KI
The subsystem Cn comprises three members, which are 
represented in the phonological transcription by M, N, and IJ.
1. Two initial consonants, s and h, have been excluded
from the initial system because of their extreme rarity and 
restricted occurrence. 's' is only found in certain proper 
names, such as Si~ti, Sit, and SiprI; and in loan words from 
Portuguese such as Sap 'Saturday' (Port, sabado), and sik 
'five' (Port, cinco) . 1h 1 was found in only one form, he,
meaning unknown, (3 *52, and 8.65)* but was also noted in 
songs. It is quite likely to have been borrowed from 
neighbouring Indian languages, such as Kraho, where h occurs 
as a consonant.
2. 9.32 describes one special case in which the phonetic
exponent of the C unit P is a bil abial nasal.
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The phonetic exponents of these are nasals, at bilabial, 
dental, and velar points of articulation respectively. 
Following silence they are voiced. E.g.
mA 'to' ( ' mia) CV MA
ne • and 1 C'Xfic) CV NA
r)o 'water' . (13' go) CV ]JE
The subsystem Cj comprises one member, which is 
represented in the phonological transcription by J. The 
phonetic exponent of J is a non-nasal continuant. E.g.
ra 'already' (’ra) CV JA
2.211.3* Final place in the syllable-unit S
Final place in the syllable unit S may be filled by 
either a consonantal unit e , or a syllabic unit e „ The c 
unit system will be described in 2 .211,31 and the 0 unit system 
in 2 .211,3 2 ,
2.211.31 Final place in the closed syllable unit S
Final glace in the closed syllable unit S is filled 
by a c unit . There are seven such c units, which together
1. Lower case letters are used for final phonematic
units and also for phonematic units which occur in the 
syllable-unit U. They are thus related at the phonological 
level (as reflected in the transcription) because their 
phonetic exponents exhibit numerous parallels and their 
juncture phenomena are closely related.
form a closed system for final place. These seven c-^units 
are grouped into three subsystems - Sep, Sen and Scj .
The subsystem Sep comprises three members, which are
represented in the phonological transcription by p, t, and
k. The phonetic exponents of these are plosives, at bilabial
. 2-dental, and velar points cf articulation respectively. E.g.
t ep 'fish' ('tebe) CVc TAp
mit ' sun' ( 'mbmditO CVc Mit
pok 'flame' Opcgo) CVc PEk
The subsystem Sen comprises two members, which are 
represented in the phonological transcription by m and n 
The phonetic exponents of these are nasals, at bilabial 
and dental points of articulation respectively? E.g.
tcm 'to fall' ('temc) CVc TAm
ton 'armadillo'('tono) CVc TEn
The subsystem Scj comprises two members, which are 
represented in the phonological transcription by v and 
r. The phonetic exxoonents of these are frictionless 
continuants, the former at a labio-dental point of 
articulation, the latter at a dental or alveolar point 
of articulation? E.g.
niv 'new' (n' dtu.iMu.) CVc NIv
pur 'clearing' ('x>uru) CVc PIr
1. The initial letter S distinguishes these subsystems
from the subsystems set up for final pdLace i-n the syllable 
unit U (see 2.221.3)*
2. For further details concerning the phonetic exponents
of final c units, see the last paragraph cf this section. 
Chapter 3 also gives other phonetic exponents of final c unit 
in x^articular junctures.
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In absolute final position, the final contcid of a 
closed syllable may be followed by an 1 echo-vocoid'. At 
slower speeds this echo-vocoid is voiced, onc3 has the 
same degree of openness as the vocoid which is the phonetic 
exponent of the V unit (unless there is a final-prosody, or 
the V unit is A with no syllable-prosodies). At faster 
speeds the echo-vocoid is voiceless, and is closer- in 
articulation than the nuclear vocoid, if the latter is not 
the phonetic exponent of a V unit I. In the slower case, 
the final contoid is voiced; see the examples oiven above.
In the faster case, the final contoifi is voiceless if it is 
the phonetic exponent of a member of the subsystem cp, or of 
the c unit r; otherwise it is voiced. Two examples at the 
faster speed are given below.
top ’fish' (’tcpi)l (5
pur ’clearing’ Opuru)
CVc TAp
CVc PIr
2.211.32 Final place in the long open syllable-unit S
Final place in the long open syllable-unit S is 
filled by a e unit. There is only one such o unit, whose 
phonetic exponent is an unstressed vocoid immediately 
following the vocoid which is the phonetic exponent of 
the V unit. (For further detail concerning the details 
of articulation of this voccicl see section 2.212.3)*
nAi ' ’woodpecker' ('nd^Ai) CVo NA q
krua ’arrow’ (’kru^a) CV0 KIo
1. A 'contoid' is any sound which is not a •centred 
resonant oral'; a 'vocoid' is any sound which is. See 
K.L.Pike, 'Phonemics', Univ. of Michigan, 19A7, pp.235*
2.212 The prosodic features system cf the syllable-unit S
The prosodic features system set up for the syllable- 
unit S consists of three closed systems, set up for the 
whole syllable, fc-r syllable-initial place, and for syllable- 
final place. For convenience, these prosodic features will b 
referred to respectively as syllable-prosodies, initial- 
prosodies, and final-prosodies.
2.212.1 The prosodic features system set up for the whole
syllable
A closed system of four prosodic features is set up 
for the whole syllable. These four syllable-prosodies are 
represented in the phonological transcription by n , j?f, w 
and y, written on the line preceding the symbols for the 
phonematic units. The syllable-prcsocies will be considered 
in two pairs:- n and y(; and w and y.
Every syllable unit S occurs with either an n or a 
$ syllable-prosody, but the former never occurs with a 
syllable with the vowel unit E.
The phonetic exponents cf the syllnble-prcsody n 
are the following.
(i) With all short open and closed syllables,
whose initial C unit is not a member of the subsystem Cn, 
the phonetic exponent of the syllable-prosody n is low'ring 
of the velic for -all vocoid articulations. If the final 
c unit is a member of the subsystem cp, there is voiced 
nr sal transition between the nuclear vocoid and the phonetic 
exDonent of the c unit, homcrganic with the letter. E.g.
1 'when' Ci) V nl
ror 'babassu C'roro) CVc nJAr
palm'
prot 'tc run' ('prond5) CVc nPAt
(ii) With all shcrt coen and closed syllables, whose 
initial C unit is a member cf the subsystem Cn, the phonetic 
exponent cf the syllable-prosody n is lowering; of the velic 
at the release of the initial contcid, one for ell vcccic 
articulations in the syllable. If the final c unit is a 
member of the subsystem cp, the same phonetic phenomena occur 
as described above in section (i). E.g.
kai j r ’swamp1 (p're^gc) CVc n?JAk
(iii) With loner open syllables, the phene tic exponents 
of the syllable-prosody n arc as livon above, but the vocoid 
which is the exponent of the e unit may or not be nasalised, 
i.e. there is free fluctuation. E.g.
mui 'that' ('mui/'mui) CVa nMIe
The phonetic exponents cf the syllable-prosody izf are 
as follows:
(i) With el] syllables, excepting these whose
initial C unit is a member cf the subsystem Cn, the phonetic 
exponent cf the syllable-prosody vi is raising of the v^lic 
for all vcccid articulations unless the final c unit is a 
member of the subsystem Sen, in which case there is low :ring 
of the velic for the articulation of the echo-vocoid (except 
when the V unit is E ) . E.g.
1. Where polysyllabic forms are cited as examples,
the syllable unit S will be underlined in the rending 
transcription, and only its phonetic exponent will be 
given in the phonetic transcription.
2top ’fish' ( ' tebe) CVc j^TAp
Am 'to place ('ahia) V c jatAm
something'
om 'to pound ( 101110) Vc j^ Em
some thing'
(ii) With syllables whose initial C unit is a member 
of the subsystem Cn the phonetic exponent cf the syllable- 
X)rosody d is raising of the velic at the. release of the initial 
contoid, and for all vocoid articulations in the syllable (with 
the same exceptions stated above) .
pre 'to sing' (13'gre) CV jftjA
men
£
'honey' (m'b^pi) CVc jzfMAn
All sylleble-units S occur with one or both of the 
syllable-oroscdiL'S w and y, unless the V unit is A, in which 
case the syllable can occur without a syllable-prosody.
With all syllables without a final-prosody the phonetic 
exponent cf w syllable-prosedy (without y syllable-prosody) 
is backness and rcundnc-ss of articulation throughout the 
syllable; cf y syllable-prosody (without w) is frontness and 
spsadness throughout the syllable. The phonetic exponent cf 
w Yvith y is backness and of y with w is spror. dncss, so that 
syllables which occur with both w and y syllable-prosodies 
are characterised by backness and sprerdness throughout the 
syllable. E.g.
mo 'to go' ( ' ifflO) CV nwMA
ket 'not, none' ('ked°) CVc h'yKEt
0 'yes' O y  ) V tfwyE'-
If the syllabic occurs with one of the final prosodies, 
the phonetic exponent of the syllable-proscdy extends to uhe 
nuclear vocoid only. E.g.
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|j o i. ’to come back' ( ' pci) CVo ^wPEa
vfh^n a syllable-unit S occurs with the V unit A, and 
without the syllable-prosodies w and y, there is absence of 
rounding, spreading, backing, and fronting throughout the 
syllable - the syllable is, as it were, neutral. In this 
case, the echo-vcccid is close and spread in articulation; 
if the fin-1 c unit is r, it is front, if it is not r, it 
is back. E.g.
par 'foot' ('pari) CVc )?fPAr
tarn ' h i m s e l f  ( ' trim50 CVc nTAm
2.212.2 The prosodic fe-tures system set up for initial place
A closed system of four prosodic features is sot up 
for initial place in the syllable. These four initial- 
nrosodies are represented in the phonological transcription 
by w, r, y and 9 , written as superscripts preceding the 
symbols for the phonematic units, and follci^ina those for the 
syllnble-pnacsodies.
The initial-prosody w occurs with both conson-: nt and 
vowel initial syllables; the initial-prcscdies r and y with 
conscn'nt initial syllables only; the initial-proscdy 9 with 
vowel initial syll blcs only. h syllable unit S may or may 
not occur with rn initial-prosody.
The phonetic exprnent of w initial-prosody is c 
labic-dentel fricticnless continuant. "When the initial 
yhcnem-- tic unit is T or N there is optn transition of an 
obscure central quality between the initial contoid and 
the contcid which is the phcnetic exponent of the w initial- 
prosody. E.g.
kvo ’a few, some1 (’kpjr) CV ^wyWKE
30.
0  \  y W
bvrr 'like, similar ( ' t$ •prri) CVc yi TAr
to'
va 'two' ( !A?a) V A
The phonetic exponent of r i n i t i r l - p r o s ^ d y  with a 
syllable whose initial C unit is a member cf either of the 
subsystems Cp or Cn is an alveolar flap, with or without 
lateral tongue sh-pe; with tne initial C unit J it is a 
dental or lateral continuant. E.g.
krX 'hend' ( ' kr a  ) CV
r
nwy KA
mra 'to voIk, go' (1mfcra) CV / M A
ri 'continuously' ( ' ri) CV pfyrJl
vre 'to dc.seend) Cur#) CV yfwyWrE
The^phcnetic exponents of y initial-prosc-dy are as 
follows .
(i) With the initial phcnomntic units P and K,
the phonetic exponent cf y initial-prosody is an alveolar 
(occasionally alveolo-palatal) grooved, fricative, which may 
be voiced, voiceless, or voiceless initial and voiced final. 
There is usually open tr:nsiticn between the phonetic exponent 
of the C unit and the phonetic exponent of y. E.g.
pze 'hole' (1pazo/'psu/1 , etc)
CV ^yyPE
(ii) With the initial phonematic units M and N, the 
phonetic exponent is as described above in (i), but is always 
voiced. E.g.
mzen 'husband' (m' bQzene/m' b^-ene , etc)
CVc jffy^ MEn
1. These phonetic exponents are based upon the speech of
my principal informant, Francisco Sutero. Other speakers used 
a flat palatal fricative in all contexts, except with the C 
units T and N
(iii) With thu phonematic unit T, the phonetic 
exponent of y initisl-prcscdy is alveclc-palstal 
affrication. E.g.
cer 'to burn' ( ' tpere) CVc j^y^TEr
(iv) With the initial phonematic unit N, and n 
syllable-prosody, the phonetic exponent of y initial-prosody 
is alvedo-palatal point cf articulation; with $ syllable- 
prcsfdy, the -phonetic exponent is alveole— palatal s?f fricaticn 
of the release cf the initial centcid. E.g.
ni 1tc sit' ('pm) CV nwy^NI
h a 'interrogative' (n'd^A) CV ^fwy NA
(.v) With the phonematic unit J, the phonetic
exponent cf the initial-prosody y is an alveole-palatal 
or palatal continuant.
£a 'this' C^a) CV JA
The phonetic exponent of the initial-prosody 9 is a 
gluttel plosive. E.g.
v
°o 'with' ('°o) V ^w A
The distribution cf th^ initial-prosodies with the 
initial ccns( n m t  units is shewn on the fc He w i n g  chart.
It can be summed up by saying that in general the ‘phenetic 
exponents of the initial C unit and of the initial-prosody 
have different points cf articulation. An 'x' marks the 
combinations that wore found; an 'x' with an asterisk in 
the columns under Cn, indicates forms that ccur only in 
syllables witn the syllable-prosody jf.
32.
INITIAL CONSONANT UNITS
Cp Cn Cj
INITIAL
PNOSODIES
1 T K H N J
w X X *x *x
r X X X X X
y X X X *x X * X X
rw X * X
wy X *x
2.212»3 The prosodic features system set up fir final pigce
A closed system cf three prosodic fe-_turcs is set up 
for final place in the syllable. These three final-prcscdies 
are represented in the phonological transcription by y, w, and 
n, written as a final su oerscri;pt. A shr.rt open syllable never
i ccurs with any of these final-pro sr dies; closed "’nd long cpen 
syllables may cr may not recur with them.
The finsl-prcsody y occurs with both closed and long open 
syllables. Its phonetic exponents are as fellows.
(i) With the final c unit t, its phonetic exponent
is alveole-palatal affrication; and with the final c unit n, 
alveclo-palatal point cf articulation. In both these cases, 
there is also palatal transition between the vocoid which is 
the phonetic exponent cf the V unit (especially when there is 
w syllable-pr osc.dy), and the final contoid; and the ecbr- 
voccid is a close, spread, palatal vrcoid. E.g.
tec 'hard1 ('tv^dgi) CVc ^wyTEt*^
'to like (of (’A^pi) 
food) '
Vc ^wyAn^
33.
(ii) With the final unit 0, the phonetic exponent 
cf the final-prc sody y is a clcse spread palatal articulation 
cf the unstressed vcceid. The final-proscdy y occurs with the 
final unit 0 only if there is w syllable-j-resc-dy, r.r no 
syllable-prosody at all. E.g.
pci 'to come hack' ( ' oh i) CV0 ^wPEs^
The final-prosody w occurs with long open syllables cnly* 
Its phonetic exponent is a close rcunded back articulation :f 
the unstressed vcccid, with backing of the phcnetic exponent of 
the V unit. The only V unit fcund occurring in a syllable with 
w finol-prcsody was A, and there is absence of any syllable- 
prcsodies. E.g.
ku9pau 'to err' ( 1 pa_u) CV0 jafPAoW
The final prosodies y and w c;.n occur together, and in 
this case there is absence cf fronting, backing, closeness * 
spreading and rcunding . Only syllables whose V unit was 
ncn-A, and which occurred with either w or y syllable-prosody, 
but not both, have been f=. und with w and y finsl-prcscdies*
When there is y syllable-prcscdy, there is a palatal transition 
between the two voccids; when there is w syllnble-pruscdy there 
is a back rrunded transition between the vocoids. E.g.
9apea 'to look for ('pe^a) CVe j^yPE0W^
something'
9inua 'to hollc w cut (n'duWa) CV0 rfwNIo^
some thing'
The final-proscdy n cnly occurs with long open syllable^* 
and with both w and y final-prcscdies. Its phonetic exponent 
is nasalisation cf the- unstressed vocoid, usually accompanied 
by a back articulation. E.g.
r wyn
preE 'many* (q'gre/O CV0 jfy ^E 0
1. Except when the final-proscdy n also occurs; see
belcw.
3*f.
2.22 The structure of the syllable unit U
The structure cf the syllable unit U will be described 
in two sections, the first dealing with the phonematic units 
system (2*221); and the second with the prosodic features 
system (2.222).
2.221 The phonematic units system of the syllable unit U
The phonematic units system of the syllable unit U is 
a closed system comprising two members, which are represented 
in the phonological transcription by c and v. These combine 
tc form fcur types cf syllable unit U, which are grouped into 
two pairs, cv and v; cvc and vc. The former pair will be 
termed 'open1; the latter pair ’closed'. A count based on 
seme random samples of text material showed that, for U 
syllable units, open syllables accounted for ever 80 per cent 
of the occurrences, closed syllables for rather less than 20 
per cent.
2.221.1 Medisl place in the syllable-unit U
Every syllable-unit U has a medial place which is 
filled by a v unit. There are three such v units, which 
together make up a closed system, for medial place. These 
three units ere represented in the phonological transcription 
by i , e, and a. The phonetic exponent of the vowel unit i 
is closeness cf articulation; cf e is midness; and of a is 
cxnenness. A count cf U syllable-units in text material 
shewed that the vowel unit a accounts for about 70 per cent 
of all v units; the vowel unit i for ab«.ut 30 per cent;
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and the vowel unit e for 0 per cent'*'. (Cf. with 2*211.1, 
page 21).' E.g.
'to cut up (9i) v i
something'
kenA 'certainty' (ke) cv ce
arik 'to remain, (a) v a
stay'
2 * 221,2 Initial place in the syllable-unit U
Initial place in the syllable-unit U is filled by a 
c unit. There are six such c units, which together make up 
a closed system for initial place. Those six consonant units 
are grouped into three subsystems - cp, cn and cj, which will 
be described, in turn, below.
The subsystem cp comprises three members, which are 
represented in the phonological transcription by p, t, and 
k. The phonetic exponents of these are plosives at bilabial, 
dental and velar points cf articulation, respectively. 
Following silence the plosives ore voiceless and lightly 
aspirated. E.g.
1. It is, in fact, difficult to decide whether a v unit
e should be set up, or n^t. Only four forms were found to 
contain a syllable-unit TJ with a v unit e, vizi pe9k.A 'a 
large-tailed squirrel cuckoo'; kenA 'certainty1; opok 'right';' 
okapi 'to look for a way t<. escape **,
2. In the examples, the syllable unit U will be
underlined in the reading transcription, and only it will 
be given in the phonetic and phonological transcriptions.
36.
pi 60 'banana' (pi) cv pi
tc 'many' ( tj|0) cv ta
kat o 'to be born' (ka) cv ka
The subsystem cn comprises twe members which are ^ 
represented in the phonological transcription by m and n .
The phonetic exponents cf these are nasals, at bilabial and 
dental points of articulation, respectively. They are voiced 
when following silence. E.g.
mAncn 'again' (e i a) cv ma
nxpec ’to make cr do cv ni
something'
The subsystem cj comprises one member, which is 
represented in the phcnelcgical transcription by j. The 
phonetic exponent of j is a continuant. Following silence 
it is voiced. E.g.
zare 'to tell, say (fta) cv ja
something1
2.221.3 Final place in the syllable unit U
Final place in the (closed) syllable unit U is 
filled by a c unit. There are five such c units, which 
together make up a closed system for final place. These 
five units are grouped into three subsystems Ucp, Ucm, and 
Ucj.
1. A third member, 33, has not been set up as it has
only been found to occur very rarely as a variant for 
either n cr j. E.g. i^ ime^ for nlrneg 'to kill someone'; 
an  ^ *3ar^ ^or %arsT rtc tell, soy something'. It is 
XJessible that such forms are the relics of a dialect 
difference.
Tiie subsystem Ucp comprises two members, which are 
represented in the phonological trsnscrixiticn by p and t. 
The phonetic exponents of these are plosives, at bilabial, 
and dental points of articulation respectively. E.g.
anka^ti 'tomorrow, the (ap) vc ap■ ■ inn ' u
next day'
abte 'again' (&XJ) vc
The subsystem Ucn comprises two members, which are 
represented in the phonological trnnscrii)tion by m and n. 
The phonetic exponents of these are, respectively, bilabial 
and dental nasals. E.g.
amnl 'one's self (am) cv am
kunne 'to taste, (kujj,) cvc kin
try s omething * &
The subsystem Ucj ccnrprises one member, which is 
represented in the phonological transcription by v. The 
Xihonetic exponent of v is a labic— dental frictionless 
continuant. E.g.
av&anZ 'to return' (a\») vc av
2.222 The prosodic features system cf the syllable unit 13'
The prosodic features system set up for the syllable 
unit TJ consists cf three closed systems, set up for the 
whole syllable, for syllable-initial place, and for syllable- 
final pjlace. These will be referred to in the same way as 
for the syllable unit S.
38.
2.222.1 The prosodic features system set up for the whole
syllable
A closed system of feur prosodic features is set up fcr 
the whole syllable. These frur syllable-presodies are 
represented in the phonological transcription by n, jzf, w and
y-
Every syllable unit U occurs with either an n or a $ 
syllable-prosody, and the phonetic exponents cf these two 
syllable-oroscdies are as described fcr the syllable unit S. 
However, there are certain limitations on the distribution of 
these two prosodies with the syllable unit U which do not 
apply to the syllable unit Si n syllable-proscdy occurs cnly 
with those syllables whose initial c unit is a member of the 
subsystem cn; yt syllable-proscdy cccurs only with those 
syllables whose initial c unit is net a member of the 
subsystem cn. Both cf these syllable-presodies cccur with 
vowel-initial syllables. Cf. and contrast 2,212.1, page 26. 
E.g.
pumu ’to see (pu) cv jzfpi
something'
o_po 'to extract (o) ~v na
something'
Every syllable-unit U occurs with one or both of the 
syllable-prosodies w and y. The phene tic exponent cf w syllable- 
prosody (when net occurring with y) is backness with rounding; 
of y syllable-prosody is non-backness with non-rounding. When 
w syllible-prcsody occurs with y syllable-prosody, its phonetic 
exponent is backness; when y cccurs with w its phonetic exponent 
is spreading. E.g.
°aro 1 womb1 (’a) v Kyn
kupe 'white person’ (ku) cv p'wki
Apen 'tc work' (a ) V jfwya
39*
2.222.2 The prosodic features system set up for initial place
A closed system cf thr«e prosodic features is set up for 
initial place in the syllable. These three initial-prosodies 
are represented in the phonological transcription by y, w and
9 . y initial-prosody cccurs only with a syllable whose 
initial c unit is a member ,-f the subsystem cJ; w and 9 
initial-prcscdies cccur with vowel-initial syllables only. A
syllable unit U may cr may net occur with an initial-prosody.
The 
are the s 
occurring 
E.g.
phonetic exponents 
ame as those stated 
with the syllable
of these three initi 
for the initial-pre- 
unit S (see 2.212.2,
al-prosodies 
sodies 
page 29).
vakr c •place, spot' Owa) V j wm  a
bipro 'swallow' (t£i) cv jrfyhi1
zatA ' n ow' ($a) cv ^ y y j a 2
'to tell, say 
something'
(9a) V yiy a
2.222.3 The prosodic features system set up for final place
There is only one prosodic feature set up for final
1. It seems very likely that forms with an initial c unit
t and initial-prosody y which are not weak forms (see 5*3) 
are borrowed forms, either from Portuguese or another Indian 
language, such as KrahC. Forms of this structure which have 
been identified as borrowed are the following: * scapf
(Pert, sabao); bikar 'cigarette' (Pert.cigarro); bukrut~rc
'guinea-hen' (Kraho). There are two forms not identified as 
borrowed; bivivi~rc 'a whistle'; and the form cited in the 
text above.
2, Forms with an initial-prosody y and initial c unit j
are confined to the Adverb Glass and the Nominal Particle Class.
AO.
place in the syllable-unit U, and it is represented in 
the phonological transcription by y.
The final-prcsody y occurs with the final c units t 
and n only. The phonetic exponent with t is a palatalised 
articulation of the contoid. Also, if the v unit is a, 
there is a palatal glide from the phonetic exponent of a 
to the contcid; if the v unit is i, there is a particularly 
close articulation of its phonetic exponent, so that there 
is friction (marked in the phonetic transcription by a + 
under the vocoid symbol). E.g.
abte 'again* vc jrfyat^
ibko 'to drink* (it,) vc— -
The phonetic exponent cf the final-proscdy y with the 
final c unit n is alveolo-palatal articulation of the final 
contoid; also, if the v unit is not i with syllable-prosody 
y, there is a palatal glide between the phonetic exponent of 
the v unit, and the final contcid. E.g.
2*> THE WORD
The word has status primarily as a^grammatical element, 
being defined as a 'minimum free form* . However, it is also 
recognised as: having status at the phonological level so as tc, 
handle the distribution cf the syllable units and such prosodic 
features as stress and Juncture.
kunne 'to taste, (k
try something1
u'ji) cvc
1. Following L. Blccmfield, 'Language', page 178.
The word will be described by means of two systems, 
the syllable units system, and the prose die features 
system; and by means of three places, ultimate, penultimate, 
and antepenultimate.
The c!escrix^tion of the word will be in terms of 
three types of word - the simple or favourite word (2.31)? 
the repetitive word (2 ,32); and the compound word (2.33)*
2.31 The simple or favourite word
The simple word is defined as any (minimum free) form 
which comprises one, and only one, syllable-unit S. It could 
also be designated the 'favourite' word, as the great majority 
of the words in the lexicon fall into this category. In 
XJarticulor , all mono-syllabic-words are simple words.
The structure of the simple word will be described in 
two sections, the first dealing with the syllable units 
system (2 .311); the second with the prosodic features 
system (2.312).
2.311 The syllable units system of the simple word
The syllable units system of the simple word is a 
closed system comprising two members, S and U. These two 
units combine to form three types of simple word, viz. S, 
US, and UUS, which will be referred to, respectively, as 
'monosyllabic', 'disyllabic', and 'trisyllabic' simple 
words. A count based on text material showed that mono­
syllabic words account for about 75 per cent of all simple 
words; disyllabic for nearly 25 per cent; and trisyllabic 
for about 1 per cent.
k-2..
There are certain distributional limitations tc be 
noted in connection with disyllabic and trisyllabic words.
In disyllabic words, the only syllable units U which have not 
been found to occur are those with the initial c unit m.
In trisyllabic words trie U syllable unit occurring in 
the penultimate place was a short open one only, without 
initial-prosody. In the antepenultimate place the U syllable 
unit was found to consist cf the general structures cv, v and 
vc only, and there were no initial-prosodies.
Considerable distributional limitations also occur 
between the fillers of penultimate and antepenultimate place. 
It is not proposed to describe these in detail (it is net 
easy tc tell what are structural limitations, and what are 
’fortuitous', due to lack of data), but the following two 
comments can bo made.
(i) With one exception, on antepenultimate syllable
with v unit a is followed by a penultimate syllable with v 
unit i; and vice-versa.
(ii). Closed antepenultimate syllables haje only 
been found preceding syllables with the v unit a .
Some examples of trisyllabic words are given below, 
with the non-ultimate syllables underlined.
^ya + jzfwki
f^ya + nwmi 
jzfwi + ^yja
jzfyap + jzfyka
in which the
1. Apart from one adverb: see 8.21.
akuno ’to flee’ (}agun'do)
amucu ’tc hide' (,amut’tpu)
u£air 'tapping, (, u ja fa rtn)
pecking'
apka°ti 'tomorrow, the (tapka0'ti)
next day'
In disyllabic weak forms (see 5*3)
initial c unit in the penultimate place is p; and in 
trisyllabic words in which the initial c unit in the 
penultimate place is m, there is a type of harmony between 
the penultimate syllable, end the ultimate one. Such 
penultimate syllables are always characterised by w syllable- 
prosody; if the syllable unit S cccurs with y syllable- 
prosody (with cr without w syllable-prosody) then so does 
the syllable-unit U. In disyllabic words there- tends to be 
fluctuation. E.g.
pumu tc S' something1 jzfwpi + j^wMI
pune
pine
amubu
amitkri
'to catch something'
'to hide'
1 afternoon!
J^w(y)pi + jf(yNE
nwmi + ^(w^TI 
2?
nwymi + yfwy KI
2 .JIB. The prosodic features system of the simple word
The prosodic features system set up for the simple word 
comprises two closed systems, one set up for the whole word, 
and the other set up fcr the junctures between the syllable 
units within the simple word. These will be described in 
turn, in sections 2,312.1 and 2.512.2 .
2.312.1 The prosodic features system set up fcr the whole word
There- is only one prosodic feature, stress, which is 
set up as a prosodic feature for the whole word; it will be 
referred to as a word-prosccly. It is considered to be a 
prosody cf the whole word because it has phonetic implications 
throughout the word of prominence, vocoid length,■pitch md 
juncture.
Mf.
The phonetic exponents of the prosody of stress can 
he conveniently considered in four groups, which will he 
termed primary, second-ry, tertiary and emphatic stress.
The phonetic exponents of primary stress are greater 
prominence (or 'hreath-force1) than secondary or tertiary 
stress; a higher pitch than secondary or tertiary stress; 
potential lengthening of the vocoid which is the phonetic 
exponent of the V unit in a syllable with primary stress; 
and particular phonetic exponents fcr the phonological 
elements cf the syllable with primary stress when in juncture.
The phonetic exponents of secondary stress are a 
degree of prominence not greater than that fcr primary 
stress, and usually less; lower pitch than primary stress; 
no lengthening cf the vocoid; and the same phonetic exponents 
for the members of the junctural-prosedy system, as for 
primary stress.
The phonetic exponents of tertiary stress are least 
prominence; pitch no higher than secondary stress and 
usually lower; no lengthening of the vocoid; and a different 
set of phonetic exponents fcr the phonological elements of 
the syllable v/nen i!t is'in juncture^ The principle difference 
between the phonetic exponents of secondary and tertiary 
stress is in the phonetic exponents exhibited by them when 
in juncture with other syllables.
Emphatic stress can be regarded as a special form of 
primary stress, in which the pitch level is in the high band, 
and which is frequently accompanied by lengthening.
In the simple word in isolation, the (ultimate) syllable- 
unit S -always occurs with primary stress; the penultimate 
syllable unit U with tertiary stress; and the antepenultimate 
syllable unit U with secondary stress.
In phonetic transcriptions, primary stress will be 
marked by a vertical stroke above the line (’); secondary 
stress by a vertical stroke through the line (,); tertiary 
stress will be left unmarked; emphatic stress will be marked 
by two vertical strokes above the line In phonological
k5*
transcriptions, primary stress will be marked by an acute 
accent over the vowel unit; secondary stress by a grave- 
accent ever the vowel unit; tertiary stress will be 
unmarked; emphatic stress will be marked by two acute 
accents over the vowel unit. E.g.
pikunor ’to flee* ( t pigun' doro) $ypi + jzlwki + jzfwNAr
2.312.2 The prosodic features system set up for juncture
within the simple word
It has not been thought profitable tc set up two 
distinct systems for juncture within the word and fcr 
juncture across word boundaries, as the former is identical 
with the latter, apart from being much more restricted. 
Hence, to save a considerable amount cf repetition, nothing 
more will be said about the junctur-.l system at this point; 
full details will be given in the next chapter.
2.32 The repetitive word
A repetitive word is defined as any (minimum free) 
form which comjjrises two, and only two, syllable-units S, 
which stand in n particular phonological relationship to 
each other. Repetitive words can be formularised as (U)SS, 
where the brackets indicate that the syllable unit U may or 
may not be present; and wln.re the underlining indicates the 
phonological relationship between the two syllable units S.
There are two. types of repetitive word, which differ 
as to the relationship between the S syllable-units; one 
will be termed the 'open repetitive word* and the ether the 
’closed repetitive word’. These will be described in turn 
in suctions 2*321 and 2*322.
2 Q 2 1  The open repetitive word
The open repetitive word cen be formula riser! as 
follows:-
(cv) + CV + CV(c/s),
where the C and V units are identical. Thus, in the open 
repetitive word, the first of the syllable units S is always 
open, and the second may or rruay not be. The final unit c 
comprises any member of the system cf final c units set up 
for the syllable unitaSwhese phonetic exponent is not a 
labial or a nasal, viz, t, k, and r.
In the repetitive were! in isolation, the- second syllable 
unit S carries primary stress; the first syllable unit S may 
occur with either secondary or tertiary stress; and the syllable 
unit U occurs with tertiary stress. The first syllable unit 
S occurs with secondary stress if the initial G unit is a 
member of the subsystems Cp or Cn, and has an initisl-prosody; 
otherwise it has tertiary stress. E.g.
OuSu~" 'Moon1 ^tput'tpu) nw^Tl + nw^Tf
p \ p ^
qrcijrcr 'smooth' ( , jagreq'grere) hy + j’fy
y
looked 'monkey* (kok'kei) ^wKE + jrfwKEe
katotok 'thunder* (kadot' to^gS) ??fyka + nwTA + nwTAk
kapreprek'to spank' (kap, prop* proge) jzfyka + fy P& + ^y Pfik
1. Forms written with a final tilde are stems that have
only be^-n found suffixed, net free.
2.^22 The closed repetitive word
The close-' repetitive wcr-1 can bo formularise 5 as 
fellows:-
(cv) + CVc + CVc,
where the C and V units are identical, and where the final 
c units are also identical. Thus, in the- clc see repetitive 
word, the first syllablo-unit S is always closed, and so 
also is the second. The final c unit comprises any member 
of the system cf final c units whose phenetic exponent is 
a labial, but net a nasal, viz, p and v. Considerably fewer 
closed repetitive wtrds have been f< und than open ones.
The distribution of stress in the closed repetitive 
•Acrd is the same as that described above for the open 
repetitive word. E.g.
1
n opn o p ’itchy1 (,n d § cm1d 2 ob o) + /w^NE p
X1
kukrivkriv ’many small1 (kuk, krai v1 krm v) /wki + /wy Klv - 
(of stones) / rT,./wy Kfv
0
2.33 The compound word
The compound word, like the word in general, has status 
primarily as o grammatical element, and may be defined as any 
form which comprises two vr mere roots and/or stems, which is
1. A final c unit p, when it occurs preceding an initial
C unit which is a member cf the subsystem Cn has a bilabial 
nasal for phonetic exponent.
p-8.
substitutable fcr a single rcct or stem in an^equivalent 
grammatical context, and which is indivisible .
At the pht.nologicsi level, a compound word is defined 
as any form which comprises at least two syllable units S, 
which do ru.t stand in any particular phonological relation­
ship tc: one another.
Compound words are grouped into two types: those
which consist of major roots or stems only, which will be 
termed ’homogeneous compound words', and those which 
consist of major and particle roots and stems, which will 
be termed ’heterogeneous compound words'. Section 2-331 
will describe the former; section 2*332 the latter.
2-331 The homogeneous compound word
The description cf the homogeneous compound word will 
be given in three sections, the first dealing with compound 
words that contain S syllable units only; the second with 
those that contain only one syllable unit U ; and the third 
with those that contain two syllable units U.
a) Compound wcr;s th t contain syllabic units S
only. Two forms cf this type of compound have been fcund, 
viz. SS and SSS. In each case, in isolation, the final 
syllable unit S occurs with primary stress, and the initial 
syllable unit S with secondary stress. In the trisyllabic 
form, the medial syllable unit S can occur with tertiary or
1. For the one exception tc this statement, see
7.322.2.
"y x1 vr
(m, bnrd’-Hirw) ^fwyMlr + j6*y A
( , tra: , tpAfn'mc) yfwyTtk + jfwyTA + nyMA
( , txcfS^Am'mc) jfwyTlk + jzfwyTA + nyMA
b) Compound words that contain one syllable unit II.
There are four types cf compound with only one U syllable unit, 
which c-^ n be f crmularise'1 as fellows: USS, SUS, SUSS, and SSUS.
In ench case in isolation, the final syllable unit S carries 
nrimory stress, and the U syllable unit terti ry str.. ss. The 
syllable units S which are nun-ultimate occur with secondary 
stress. E.g.
kupebe 'cloth' (kup, pet' t ge) j^wki + nypA + yijTt.
krXSsapap 'hat' (, kr a  jap' pa bra) nwyrKA + + j^pAp
mitzapocbA 'east' (m,b ,po:'tgn)
jrfwyMtt + f^yjch + + yfwyTn
ropkrAzakot 'night-ape' (,rop,kra jak'kodo)
bVr J a p  + nwy KA + jzfyja + jrfwKAt
c)e&itj/iie. Compound words that contain two syllable units U. 
Only one^of this type of compound has boon fcund, which can be
formularisGu as USUS. The U syllable units occur with tertiary
stress; the final S syllable unit with primary stress; the 
medial syllable unit S with secondary str'ss. E.g.
amhikati ’to play’ (am jnigat11i)
jzfyam + ny^Nl + jafyks + yiyTt
There are a few compound words in which two successive 
syllable units S stand in the phonological relationship 
described for the repetitive word. Two examples are given 
below.
1. The difference in stress on the penultimate syllable
appears tc bu related t^ the speed cf utter;nee. At slower 
speeds, it occurs with secondary stress, cat faster speeds, 
with tertiary.
secondary stress . E.g.
Kitvra” 'Me on' SS
 ^ „ 'to SSS
tikGAme breathe'
rerekkA 'flank' (rs,re:'kA) SSS
ZyrJA + /yrjAk + /wykA
merknnene” 'dragonfly' (m, bwlgan , d^en1 d?e) SUSS
ZwyMI^r + Zyka + Zy^ VliJ + / y^ Nlfi
2.332 The heteregeneous compound word
Heterogeneous compound words are cf two types: these 
in which the particle rcot or stem precedes the major roots 
and/or stems; and these in which it fellows the major root 
or stem. These will be described in turn in sections a and 
b below.
a) Heterogeneous compound words in which the
particle precedes the major form(s). In compounds of this 
type, the -'article forms the initial syllable, and is 
always monosyllabic. It may occur with cither secondary or 
tertiary stress, as shown by its juncture with preceding 
forms, such as prefixes. To illustrate the -rlif ference, a 
prefixed form is given below, the- prefix being a-, the 
second person sg. prefix. E.g.
atoane 'to treat you like this' (at(toan'ne or
adoan'nc)
Zya + ZwTA + /ya + nyNA or /ya + / w T A  + , etc.
b) Heterogeneous compound words in which the
particle follows the major form. In compounds cf this type 
the particle forms the final syllable, is monosyllabic, and 
occurs with tertiary stress. Because such forms exhibit a 
different stress pattern from the favourite, i.e. primary 
stress on the ultimate syllable, the particle will be 
separated from the major form by a hyphen. The S syllable 
unit immediately preceding the particle occurs with primary 
stress. E.g.
tan-mA 'how (interrcg)' ('ta^unE) /Tln^ + nwyMA
pin-9 a 'instead o f  ( 1 pAjii.) nwyPAn^ + nwy9 A
2. k THE TUNE
51.
In this section, an attempt is made tc describe the 
pitch patterns characteristic cf Apinaye utterances. It 
is not intended, however, to be- an exhaustive treatment, 
as that wcul'-1 require considerably more text material, and 
a description tec extensive ancl detailed to be part of 
this thesis; but it is hoped that the following 
description is reasonably adequate.
Ijt dees net seem ‘profitable to set up a system cf 
tunes coextensive with the sentence. Rather, a system of 
tunes is set up such that a sentence may be coextensive 
with one tune, but, much more commonly, with a sequence of 
tunes. The boundaries cf such tunes shew no 1-tc-l 
correspondence with any grammatical unit smaller than the 
sentence (such as the clause- or piece), but frequently 
coincide, at the phonetic level, with pause.
For the purpose cf describing the phonetic exponents 
of the phonological elements used in describing the tune, 
three pitch levels, or rather, bands, are used as follows:- 
lew ^ mid, and high, as marked on the following diagram.
high mid ,
low
The structure of the tune will be described in terms 
of two systems - a tune units system, and a prosodic features 
system. The former will be described in section 2.A1, and 
the latter in section 2.A2.
1. For the use cf the term ’tune', see 'The Verbal
Piece in Jebero', Ph.D. thesis, London University, 1959 1 
p.l^f, by J. T. Bend or-Samuel.
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2. hi The tune units system
A system of three tune units is set up for Apinaye, 
res. actively termed Level, Descending, an-' Ascending, 
represented in the phonological transcription by L, D, 
and a . Of these, the tune-units L and D account for the 
great majority ^f the pitch patterns,’ tune-unit A is 
relatively rare, and restricted in occurrence*
The tune-unit L has the phonetic exponent of a 
sequence cf level pitches on the syllables with primary 
stress, the syllables with secondary cr tertiary stress 
sometimes being on the same level, but more commonly 
somewhat lower.
The tune-unit D has the phonetic exponent of a 
descending sequence cf level pitches Gn the syllables with 
primary stress, the syllables with secondary or tertiary 
stress sometimes being in the line of descent, but more 
commonly somewhat lower.
The tune-unit A has the phonetic expcnent of an 
ascending sequence of level pitches on the syllables 
with primary stress, the syllables with secondary or 
tertiary stress sometimes being in the general line of 
ascent, but more commonly somewhat lower.
The highest pitch in tune-units D and A 
referred to as the ’peak’ c. f these tune-units .
In the examples thrcughout this section on the tune, 
the pitch pattern will be transcribed above the phonotic 
transcription, beneath which will be the reading 
transcription. This will be followed by the phonological
1. Occasionally, ’double1 peaks occur, either
immediately in succession, cr with syllables with 
secondary cr tertiary stress between them. See, for 
example, 6*Nb.
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transcription of the tune, with translation and reference. 
Syllables with primary and secondary stress will be 
transcribed with a line; those with tertiary stress by a 
dot, in each case over the voccid(s) cf the phonetic syllable.
An example cf each cf the tune-units is given below.
] o, ~ 1 2'9Aq ' grerom' bra ,jium L 'he walked around 2.3A
n ~ «- sina’inp’. and 1°Ai)rcr mra, nurn '
a'7' pa 1mAtf t engebi ' '?cm'?ka1y  kobo 'non D 6.AF.6-9
a9par ml tc, nc kep pl'-’o, ne 9kack.ep mo, nc
'As he was falling, he turned into a leaf, went
circling down, and .
it)' lor mi' gee ' di A 'My father,' A. 6
+ t
"i<5kr Amrie'^~ti, "
1. Absence of any phonetic symbol before nnd/or after the
phonetic transcription indicates that it follows and/or is 
followed by a pause. A sequence (f three dots (...) will 
indicate the absence cf pause.
2, References will be given as fellows. Where a simple 
number occurs before a cot (as 2.3A), this refers tc the number
of the text, there being nine texts, the first eight given by
Estevam Larnnja, the ninth by Francisco Sutero: the figures
after the dot refer tc the line. In the case of text 6 ,
however, which is that analysed in detail at the end of the 
thesis, after the 6 , there will be a capital letter, or letters, 
which refer tc the sentence, and then a small letter referring 
to the pause-group in that sentence, or a number referring to 
the clause similarly. Where an example is cited frcm elicited 
notes, the number preceding the dot is the page number, and
the letters preceding that are the initials of the informant 
who gave the information.
The tune unit may < ccur in a special farm, in which the 
final syllable unit with primary stress in tune unit L, cr 
the peak in tune unit D, may occur in a very long form. Such 
long syllables usually occur as the final syllable of a verb 
stem, -nd have; the- semantic implication cf continuity - 'gcing 
on doing something' - which can bo expressed in English by 
such a construction as 'he walked and walked an- walked' or 
'he keot cn walking',
Much loss commonly, syllables which ore not part cf a 
verb stem occur with this lengthening, but no particular 
semantic implication was found, except perhaps seme added 
emphasis.
Such lengthened syllables will be indicated in the 
reading transcription by a sequence of dots, cn the line, 
following the word concerned. E.g.
nem*mo: ; L 'so he went on and on ... 2,2
and 'nc mo . . . , num
jnfmgu'i>o:: : aki'b.rin° D 'He ate an:! ate and ate, 2.8
, . and then he said;'nurn kuvo..., Arnrr-ne;
A tune unit may or may not be oreceded by what is 
termed a 'prelude'. a prelude comprises a sequence cf 
syllables with secondary or tertiary stress preceding the 
first syllable cf the tune unit. In the majority cf cases, 
the prelude occurs in the low band, but occasionally in the 
micl . No prelude was found with tune unit A; it occurs most 
commonly with tune unit D.
The prelude con also occur as a sharp rise from low 
or mid to the first stressed syllable cf the tune unit.
In this special case, the rise is analysed as the prelude, 
and the highest point it reaches as the start cf the 
phonetic exponent of the tune unit.
r 1 r*pp •
In the following examples the boundary cf the prelude 
will be marked by a broken vertical line.
kot pait , tpcb"Amitj' ye gup' pc 
r,kotpn za cap Am icpe kupc."
D 6.Br.2
I will become a white man1.
n MdAyot' paimca 1 mX9 
,{nA- kotra za mcaniA "
D 6 . B(g. I- 2 .
For your sake, I will (become 
a white man)
When two consecutive tunes are nut separated by a pause, 
the second may still occur with or without a prelude. A 
prelude is considered to occur if the second tune unit is 
preceded by cne cr mere syllables with low or low-mid pitch, 
with tertiary or secondary stress, and belonging tc the same 
grammatical piece as the first word or words of the tune 
unit.
In the following example, successive tunes will be 
divided from one another by vertical lines (solio^ ), and the 
preludes will be marked, off by a dotted vortical line. E.g.
_ 9 9 1 ' ” hoop ~~
jiumgAm9ka^gom nb c ; ja9 ’ kuyt * tangum' mejium9 , pog 1 ra : : net11 cnguo ( pii -
fSo he (the wo c.d pecker) pulled off a piece of honey for him, 
and threw it; it burst into flame, and fell, but he (Sun) 
caught it, and it went out1.
I) + L + L
-jauma9 * trn 2.18
hum kXm 9kai;io rncc z,a 9kvata, nc kume, hum 9 pok rab, ne tc,
ne kupi, hum a9ti.
2. 42 The prosodic features system
The prosodic features system set up for the tune comprise 
two closed systems, one set up for the whole tune, anc the cth 
for tune-final. These will be describe!, respectively, in
2.421 and 2.422.
2.421 The prosodic features system set up for the whole tune
A system cf throe preset':ic features is Sut up for the 
whole tune; low, mid, and high. These will be represented 
in the phonological transcription by 1, m, and h, written on 
the line preceding the tune unit symbol.
The phonetic exponent of the tune-prr.scOy 1 is the 
occurrence in the low band cf the phonetic exponent cf the 
tune-unit.
The phcnetic exponent of the tune-presody m with the 
tune unit L is the recurrence of the syllables with primary 
stress in the mid band; and with the tunc units D and A is 
the occurrence of the peak in the mid band.
The phonetic exponent of the tune-prosody h with the 
tune unit L is the cccurronce cf the syllables with primary 
stress in the high bond; and with the tune units D and A is 
the occurrence of the peak in the high band.
There are thus nine possible combinations of tune unit 
and tune-prosody, cf which seven were fecund, the tunc unit A 
not being found with either low cr high tune-prosocy. Of 
these seven, the tunes with mid tune-proscJy account for the 
majority cf the pitch patterns, the high and lew forms being 
rarer and more limited in their function.
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Tunc units L and D with the mid tune-prc.s<. dy are the 
usual narrative patterns, the latter also being used 
extensively in ctnversaticn. See fcr instance, the first 
two examples 011 page 53 •
When tune-unit L occurs with the high tune-orcscdy, it 
adds emoticnal force tc the utterance, such as expcstulaticn 
or calling for attention. In the reading transcription this 
oitch ...attorn will be marked by an exclamation mark. E.g.
_  ..
mem ' bra s 5 di 1 mcm' brad ' ;prtpf r c'^ )a! ' nc : hL 1.1
mcMit~ti meMitvre-re vn snci
'Sun and Mccn acted like this I1
Tunc unit D with high tune-prcscdy is the commonest of the 
rarer combinations. The word in which the syllable with high 
pitch occurs is emphasised, ;;nb this will be indicated in the 
ro?cling transcription by underlining it. E.g.
* •  \ _
mc^kXm"Agat1t0 hD 6 . A c/A2
mcickAm a kato. ... . „ ,, . , j. ,— »it was m  the following way that he was
born •ru'nong us1,
Tune units L and D with low tuno-prosc^y tend to occur 
sentence finally.
’ tpe : name91 k o t ' krin ' bAn ' 1 a  ' r ct' tpAinno . . . ID 6.AK.2-3*
Se nn mc9kot kritmAnrA~rc c a m , ne ......
'he put his pot macaw on a stick behind 
them, and ...'
Tune unit A (with mid tune-prosedy) is most commonly 
used fcr the Vocative Piece, as in the third example on 
■po*5e 53.
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2.k22 The prosodic features system set up for final place
fl. closed system of three final-prosodie-s is set up fcr 
final place in the tune:- final fall, non-final fall, and 
rise. These will he represented in the phcnc.logical 
transcrioticn by f, /, and r, written as final superscripts. 
A tune nay or may not occur with a final-prcsocly.
The final-prosody f occurs sentence-final only, and is 
therefore marked in the reacting transcripticn by a full stop. 
Its phonetic exponents arc- as follows.
(a) If the final syllable cf the tune unit occurs
with primary stress, the phonetic exponent of f is a fall to 
the lower half of the low band. See example 1.1 on page 57 
for an example with a tune unit L, see examples 6.BP.2 (page 55 
and 6.Ac/A2 (page 57 ) fcr examples with the tune unit D.
An example with tune unit A is given below.
j - —  x
iij' kr Am ' ge : ' <J i : mA^ 1 My fa ther.' 1.1k
nickr Ampe^~ ti . M
(b) If the final syllable of the tunc unit does not
c.ccur with primary stress, in which case it is almost invariably 
tertiary, the phonetic exponent cf f is low pitch, with the 
potentiality of a partial fall cn the preceding syllable 
(with primary stress). E.g.
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~ ~ fi9 t krin, bAii, 1a "r e :m' r Aa (ti hL 7*31
i9krinmAnrA«rc amrAkatil ’There was nc trace of his 
pet macaw
jiumge J ; pe9i , kse9 ’ t#dle mD ('see fn.l) 1.25
"nutii ke icpe 9ik£e 9tat~re. " 'But my halves are hard.’
(c) If neither of the last two syllables of the tune
unit occurs with primary stress, the phonetic exponent of f is 
low pitch on the final syllable, and a pitch on the pre-final 
syllable intermediate between low and the pitch of the last 
syllable with primary stress; or, low pitch on the final two 
syllables, and a partial fall on the last syllable with primary 
stress. This is a rare pattern, and is restricted to sentences 
in which the final word was the modal kenm.
mette9 'pilyenX hL^ 'We did kill him11 6.AM.1a
"mcibte 9oIr kenAl"
PA
"friciSte 9pir, nc 9acAr kenA;"’We did kill and bury him!
me^t c9 ' pilne9at ' tpAlyenA hL^ 6.AZ.1-2-
1. When there is only one syllable unit with primary stress
in the tune unit, tune units L and D are homcphcnous. However, 
it is usually possible to assign the pitch pattern to one or 
the other by grammatical or (other) phonological parallellisms 
with unambiguous cases. In this case, the long prelude is 
characteristic c. f tune unit D.
GO.
The phonetic exponent of the final prosody / is a 
partial fall, that is, to the lower range cf mid, cr the 
upp r range of lew. This prosody marks a mnjcr grammatical 
break within the sentence, an<;- will be represented in the 
reading transcription with a semi-cclon (unless otherwise 
marked) when it occurs clause-final, which is almost 
invariably the case. E.g.
'kvat ’ ti. gotka9om' be9'*' (nc hi/* 2.23
"kva to, kotka *^riC(5 nc; " 'Y-, u had better do well;'
N
r kv-an * d a  . . .
k v a  n A i
hDA 
'Net sol1
1 .2k
The phonetic exponent of r finsl-proscdy is a rise in 
pitch on the last syllable of the tune-unit. This final-pros-, ciy 
is very rare , and has only been found two or three times in 
text material. It alws-ys eccurs with a. question (the reverse 
is not true, however).
mLr 6.KC/2.
•Will he really be like us?'
kot' ’omcitf a9pin’ t a  * 
"kot 9o mepn9pirAk<? "
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CHAPTER 3 JUNCTURE
3.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In section 2.312-2 (page 45) cf the preceding chapter, 
reference was made to a system of juncture-prosodies set up to 
handle juncture between the syllable units within a word, and 
also between syllable units belonging to different words. The 
purpose of this chapter is to describe this system of juncture- 
prosodies, and also the phonetic exponents of the various 
phonological elements when in juncture, where these differ from 
those stated in the previous chapter.
Before going on to the details of the chapter, it might 
be valuable tc give some reasons as tc why what is often 
termed 'morphophonemics' is being handled in terms of a system 
of 1 juncture-x31,080^ 631 * There are three main reasons fcr 
preferring this mode of analysis, which are given below.
a) An analysis such as this emphasises the fact that
speech has 'horizontal features' as well as 'vertical 
paradigms'; is 'syntagmatic' as well as 'paradigmatic'; and 
so aims to draw attention to the juncture phenomena as 'links' 
between syllables by abstracting such features as voicing, 
nasality, etc., which are cc-mmcn to both of the syllables in 
juncture.
b) Such an approach enables the phonetic data to be
handled in a way that mere obviously brings to attention the 
phonetic characteristics of a particular juncture. In a 
•phonemic approach, a considerable amount cf the phonetic 
detail would be handled allophonically (in the description 
of the phonemes), and would thus be irrelevant to the 
morphophonemics, which wculd only describe changes at the 
phonemic level. For instance, in the present approach, the 
phonetic facts that 'p1 (in the phonological transcription) 
can occur as a voiceless bilabial plosive; as a voiced 
bilabial plosive; end as a voiced bilabial nasal, are all 
regarded as equally relevant tc a consideration and 
description cf the juncture phenomena. But in a phonemic
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statement of the morphophonemics, the first two cf these 
phonetic facts would not he mentioned as they would be 
handled as allophcnes of the phoneme /p/*
c) An analysis in terms of the prosodic features
brings cut the relationship between the phenology and the 
grammar. Thus, the cccurrence cf ° or 2 juncture-prosody 
distinguishes between certain subclasses, both of nouns 
and of verbs; and the juncture-prosody Y links together 
words which stand in certain grammatical relationshipis.
While one cf the purposes of this thesis is to high­
light the relationships between the grammatical and 
phonological levels, yet, with the exception cf the two 
final sections, 3 *^ and 3 *6» grammatical categories are 
only mentioned incidentally. There ore two reasons for 
this ^-grammatical’ approach. The first is that much 
(though net all, as indicated above) cf the juncture 
phenomena is independent cf the grammatical class and 
relationship of the words involved - a ncun-medifier 
juncture will be the same as a noun-verb juncture if the 
phonological elements involved are the same. But a second 
reason is that the juncture phenomena have been described 
in terms of the stress system set up in the 'previous 
chapter (see 2.312.1), but without considering whether, in 
fact, the stress that a particular syllable bears has 
anything to do with its grammatical class or function* This 
makes for a much simpler treatment (a description subdivided 
according to the grammatical categories of the major word, 
the compound word, and the particle, proved tc be very long 
and to some extent, repetitive), but it is well tc emphasise 
here, at the beginning of this chapter, that stress is very 
often closely related to the grammatical class and function 
of the form concerned* In particular, the majority of the 
monosyllabic forms cited as occurring with tertiary stress 
are particles, "ni- the majority cf the forms (whether mono­
syllabic or polysyllabic) cited as occurring with primary 
or secondary stress on the ultimate syllable arc- major words.
The details of the juncture phenomena will be presented 
in the following way. The chapter will be divided into two 
main sections (3*2 and 3 *3) describing, respectively, junctures 
in which the prejunctural syllable is a short open one; and 
junctures in which the prejunctural syllable is a closed or 
long open one. Within these two main sections, the juncture 
phenomena will be handled in groups, each group occurring with 
the same juncture-prosody. There will nlsc be three further 
sections; one on the special juncture-prosody Y (3*^ -) ? on® on
6b
juncture with pause (3 *5)? anc1- one on those junctures peculiar 
tc particles (3 *6).
3.2 JUNCTURES OF THE TYPE Jv
Junctures of the type Jv are these in which the pre- 
junctural syllable is a short open one, i.e. has the structure 
(C)V cr (c)v. For junctures of this type, a closed system of 
two prosodic features is set up. These prosodic features will 
be represented in the phonological transcription by 9 and 2 
(’glottal1 and 'non-glcttal'), written immediately above the + 
sign between the two syllables in juncture. It should be 
noted that where both of these 3uncture-prosodies can occur 
in the same phonological environment (for instance, when the 
post-junctural syllable has an initial G unit which is a 
member of the subsystem Cp), their occurrence is defined 
grammatically, net pho nologic ally.
Junctures of the type Jv will be described in two 
sections, the first (3 *21) describing junctures which occur 
with the juncture-prosody 9 ; and the second (3 *22) describing 
the junctures which occur with the juncture-prosody 2 .
3«21 Junctures cf the type Jv with the juncture-prosody 9
The junctoire-prcsody 9 occurs only if the initial 
consonantal unit of the pest-junctural syllable is a member 
of the subsystem Cp, or of the subsystem cp; or, (and this 
only applies within a word, and not aaross word boundaries), 
if the post-junctijiral syllable is vowel-initial with the 
initial prosody . The 'phonetic exponent of 9 juncture-
1. There is one exception tc the above statement - the
f°rm ro?r°i *a dance’; the sequence 9r has net been found 
elsewhere in the language.
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prosody is a glottal plosive, with voiceless articulation of 
the phonetic exponent of the following consonantal unit if it 
is a member of one of the subsystems Cp or cp; or with voiced 
articulation of the phonetic exponent of the initial-prosody w.
In the examples given in this chapter, the syllables 
whose juncture is beiijig considered will be underlined in the 
reading transcription , which will be given first. This will 
be followed by a translation, and by both a phonetic and a 
phonological transcription cf the syllables in juncture.
The phonological transcription will be invariant; that is 
to say, e. particular syllable will always have the same phono­
logical transcription irrespective of its phonetic shape in any 
given context. Thus, fcr instance, the phonological transcription 
of the wcrd tcp 'fish', will be jrfyTAp, whether it occurs at the 
phonetic level as (tep),(tcb), (tem), (tee), or (te). This means 
that a scatter of forms at the phonetic level can be related tc; 
one form at the phonological level, and that, on the ether hand, 
ambiguities at the phonetic level arc resolved at the phono­
logical. For instance, the last phonetic form cited above, 
viz,, (tc), could be related to any of ten different phonological 
forms, according tc the context in which it occurred. The 
scatter of forms, however, will be reflected in the system of 
juncture-prosodies, with some additional subsystems which will 
be described later in the chapter.
•? 2
mcA^pumuh 'those who ((A9pu) jffwya + jjfwpi 6.13n
understand’
9ikze 9t8b~rc 'one side' was (fkse9'ty:d) + jrfwyTfit^ "
hard' 1.25
krX9kA 'crest' (grA9,kA) nwyrKA + jafwyKA 2.9
9 a  a 9 ve ' t o  a s k  f o r  (a9'\>,v) jzfya + jzfwyWF F3H *13
something'
1. The reader is reminded that the reading transcription
is 'morphological' in the sense that it retains the shape cf 
the morpheme as it cccurs in isolation.
2. A reference followed by an 'n' means that the form
cited was obtained as a note on that particular line of the
text; such notes were obtained from Francisco Suterc.
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3.22 Junctures of the type Jv with the juncture-proscdy a
The juncture-prosody a is unrestricted in occurrence with 
respect to the following; consonantal unit, .nd has the following 
phonetic exponents.
a) When the pest-juncturol syllable occurs with primary
or secondary stress, and has an initial conson-ntal unit which 
is a member of one cf the subsystems Cp cr cp, the phonetic 
exponent cf 2 juncture-prosody is lengthening and voiceless 
articulation cf the phonetic exponent cf the initial unit. At 
faster speeds, however, there may be absence cf the phonetic 
exponent of lengthening. E.g.
n
ape ’worked’ (ap'pe) j^ ya + ^yPE A. 6
x*w ^ >
jpvra ko ’a buriti palm' ( , pgura k ’ko) yi ]jA + j?fwKE 1*35
9ikze 'one side’ (0i,kse) ny i + ^y^Kfe 1.22
b) When the post-juncturol syllable occurs with tertiary
stress, and has an initial consonantal unit which is a member of 
one of the subsystems Cp or cp, the phonetic exponent cf a junctur 
prosody is voicing of the phonetic exponent cf the initial unit. 
E.g.
2
£, jdu mo, ’L-t us go' ('ebu) ^fyA + j^wPI 3*17
tok rA ta_ 'the flower of (,rAcla) nwy JA + ^TA 1.1A
the trumpet bush1
a
akuno 'he fled' (agu) jzfya + jzfwki 1 .1?
In faster speech, the i^honetic exponent of the initial 
consonantal units P and p can occur as a labial frictionless 
continuant; the phonetic exponent of T or t can occur as an 
alveolar flap; and the phonetic exponent of K and k can occur 
as a velar frictionless continuant, or zero. These phonetic 
exponents tend particularly to occur when both the pre­
junctural and the post-junctural syllables have one c-r other 
cf the vowel units A or a. E.g.
2
c_, pa mo, 'let us go' ( ' cva) jtyA + jzfPA 2.10
t r 2
kva, tokic; 'Quickly1.' ('kwaro) ^ k A + ^fwta 3*8
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1 2k-A kamrek ' i t  was r i p e '  ( f kAya) ^wyKA + jzfyka 5*11
s
krA°kA kamrek 'a red c r o s t 1 ( f kAa) jtfwyKA + j?fyk.a 2 .9
c) When the post-junctural syllable cccurs with
primary or secondary stress, has an initial consonantal unit 
which is a member if the subsystems Cn or cn, anti occurs with 
the syllable-prosody n, the phonetic exponent of a 2 juncture- 
proscdy is lengthening and voiced articulation of the phonetic 
exponent of the initial unit.
When the post-junctural syllable cccurs with primary or 
secondary stress, and has the initial consonantal unit J or j, 
with the initial-prosody y; or is vowel-initial with the 
initial-prcsody w; then the phonetic exponent of 2 juncture- 
prosody is lengthening and voicing of the phonetic exponent 
of the initiol-prosodies.
When the post-juncturnl syllable recurs with rjrimcry or 
secondary stress, and hrs the initial prosody 9 , the phonetic 
exponent of the juncture-proscdy - is lengthening and^voiceless- 
ness of the phonetic exronc-nt cf the initial-prosccly.
In all these cases, there is fluctuation with a phonetic 
exponent of 2 juncture-prosody which is simply voicing (or 
voicelessness in the case of the initial-prcsody 9) cf the 
phene tic exponent cf the initial consonantal unit cr initial- 
prcsody, particularly at faster speeds. For these junctures, 
the phonetic exponent of lengthening is a less regular 
characteristic than for those described in (a) .
1 . (y) represents a voiced velar frictionless continuant,
rather than a voiced velar fricative.
2, The phonetic data pertinent tc this juncture admits
of interiorstation as either a 9 or a 2 juncture-arosedy (see
the Inst example cited) . The latter interpretation has been
preferred because of its parallellism with the ether junctures
described in this subsection (c).
b8
ari no ’they stayed 
lying down*
('rin1 no) nyrjl + nwNA A.lA
nc kumc 'and he threw 
it ’
( gu 1 m c)
2 ,
^wki + nyMA 3-21
9 IZt •to cut some­
thing in piec
(9i9'5m)
CB '
ii.y9i + ^wyyjl
9 2 9
FS1
nc 9o9o 'and eat one' (,959 ,9o) nw A + jrffw E 1.21
d) When the pest-junctursl syllable occurs with
tertiary stress, and has the initial consonantal units ?.nd/cr 
initial prosodies described above in (c) , the phonetic exponent 
of the juncture-proscdy 2 is as given above, but without any 
lengthening. Also, when the initial consonantal unit is J or 
j, with the initial-prosody y, the phonetic exponent of y is 
a palatal frictionless continuant.
~ ~ \ t a. 2 y oAm r i ~nutn ' s o '  ( m 'b r ip u m )  j6y MI + nw MIm ? . o
h a ’Can it be . 1 (n! d^Ave) j^wy^NA + 6 . Kb
i9o &a ’the one’ (,9oja) nw A + j^JA 8 .6A
e) When the post-juncturrl syllable has an initial
C unit wiiich is a member of the subsystem Cn, with syllable- 
prosody; cr has the initial C unit J, with r initial-prosody; 
then the phonetic exponent of 2 juncture-prcsody is voicing of 
the initial C unit in the first case, and cf the initial- 
prosody in the second case. This phonetic exponent cccurs 
for all stress on the post- junc t u r d  syllable.
kva n A I 'Not sol' (’kwhn'dA) jfWK.A + jdfwyNA 1.2A
P £2 j*
mri rum mo'he came back (m'brmru) j^ wy Mi + nw Jim 5*17
from the hunt'
f) When the pest-juncturol syllable occurs with
primary cr secondary stress, and is vcwel-initial without 
initial-prosody, the phonetic exponent of the juncture- 
■prcscdy 2 is zero* E.g.
c a  urn k/Lm 'Do you want ( ’t p A ' u m )  ^wy^TA + n w l m  3*20
n honey mixed 9kai]o? . ,,J ,, olwith the wax?'
1. A single FS in the reference indicates the-1 the fc-rm
in ouestion was recorded directly cntc its file-slip.
o9
g) When the pest-junctural syllable occurs with
tertiary stress, ann is vowel-initial without initial- 
jxroscdy, the plicnetic exponent of the juncture-prosody 2 
is zero. If the phonetic exponents of the vowel units in 
the twe syllables in juncture are the sore, (i.e. as given 
in chapter twe), then the phonetic ex onent cf the vowel 
unit in the post-junctural syllable is usually zero. It 
is also usually zero if the post-juncturni syllable is a 
syllsble-unit U, and cccurs with y syllable-pr os>. cly.
12mcibt£ omun 'we saw him* (ttco) j^yTA + jawa 6.BDo3
1 2
ka ari ’yen may1 (ka'ri) j^ KA + j^ ya 5*6
1 r 2
2Amri anc 1 (I ) spoke as (m'bri'ne) jafy Mi + ^ya 8.1
fellows'
3.3 JUNCTURES OF THE TYPE Jc
Junctures cf the type Jc ar^ . those in which the pre­
junctural syllable (at the phonological level) is e closed 
one or is a long open one. Fcr junctures of this type, a 
closed system of three urcscdic features is set up. Those 
prosodic features will be represented in the phonological 
transcription by Z, X, and H.
The phonetic exponent of the juncture-prcseby Z is 
voiced articulation cf the phonetic exponents of the phono­
logical elements in juncture. The phonetic exponent of the 
juncture-prosody X is vciceb articulation of the phonetic 
exponent of the final phonological element, and voiceless
1. In examples in which a syllable is elided, the syllable 
following the elided (pest-juncturr:l) syllable will be under­
lined, "nd given in the phonetic transcription, but not in the 
phcnclogical•
2. The expression 'the phonological elements in juncture1 
means the final phonemstic unit of the pre-junctural syllable, 
and the initial phcnomatic unit of the post-juncturrl syllable, 
except for vowel-initial post-junctural syllables with an 
initial-prosody, in which case the reference is to the initial- 
prosody .
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articulation of the phonetic exponent of the initial 
phonological element. The phonetic exponent cf the 
juncture-prosody H is voiceless articulation of the phonetic 
exponents cf the phonological elements in juncture.
Throughout this section (3*3) on junctures of the 
type Jc, charts will he used on which the particular 
junctures under consideration in any subsection will he 
marked with an fx'. However, an example will not be given 
of every such juncture, but simply sufficient examples to 
illustrate each type. These examples will he driven first 
for which nc further statements are needed tc describe 
the phonetic exponents of the elements in juncture than 
those that were given in chapter 2 ; following these, any 
necessary further statements will be given, with examples 
tc illustrate.
3.31 Junctures of the type Jc with the juncture-prosody Z
The phonetic exponent of the juncture-prosody Z is 
voiced articulation of the phonetic exponents of the 
phonological elements in juncture. Of the three prosodic 
'Matures set up for Jc type junctures, Z is much the 
commonest, accounting for over 80 per cent of the 
occurrences of Jc junctures in text.
The junctures which are comprised within this group 
will be described in five subsections (3*311 - 3 *313)1 
each subsection sharing some common feature at the phonetic 
level in addition tc occurring with the juncture-prosody Z.
’Simple’ junctures are defined negatively as those that 
are net ’nasal’ , 'ncn-y' , ’a ’ , or ’vowel’ junctures, these bein 
defined in the following sections. That is to say, in general 
they are junctures in which the phonetic exponents of the 
phononogical elements in juncture are not both nasals; in 
which the phonetic exponent cf the final-prosody y with the 
c units t and n is net zero; and in which the pre-junctural 
syllable does not have a phene tic exponent analysrtle as of 
phonological structure CVe or CV.
Junctures which c; n he classed as 'simple-' are marked 
with an 'x' on the following chart; these that are also marked 
with an asterisk may occur as vowel Qunctures (see 3 *315) 
when the post-junctural syllable occurs with tertiary stress; 
and those that are bracketed only rarely occur as simple 
junctures, but are included fcr completeness; they will be 
discussed in the sections on 0 and vowel junctures.
The chart is divided into two main sections; junctures 
in the first section occur with Z juncture-prcsody indepen­
dently of the stress on the post-junctursyllable (except 
the two asterisked junctures); junctures in the second 
section (separated from the first by double vertical lines) 
occur with Z junctur e-prosody only when the *.cst- junctural 
syllable has tertiary stress.
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INITIAL PHONOLOGICAL ELEMENTS 
(with any stress) (with tertiary stress only)
M N IJ yJ V v V/v V/v ! p/p T yT/(t) K/fc (nX (j)
p X X X X X X X
t X * X X X X *x *x
t* X X X
k (x)(x) X * X X X X
m X X X X X X X X X X
n X X X X X X X X X X
ny X X X X X X
r X  X X X X X X X X X X X X
V X X X X X X X X X X X X X
FINAL
UNITS
In the giving of the examples, an0 in the description of 
the phonetic exponents, the junctures will be considered by 
columns, as indicated by the single vertical lines.
Column 1
Tj yqiv mui 'that mud' (131 gra\/mui) /wyljlv + nwMle FS16.23
The phonetic exponent of the final c unit r is a dental 
lateral.
r ZUr cr 'and heard the (13' gr elm' ba) /y IjAr + /kA 2.3A-
singing'
1. The initial elements which are bracketed only occur when
the juncture-prcsody Y is present (apart from some loan words 
and adverbs). Such elements will be indicated in this way on 
all the charts. Where it is necessary, for completeness, to 
cite examples involving them, the juncture-proscdy Y will not 
be indicated in the phonological transcripticn, in accordance 
with the practice (in this thesis) of not introducing elements 
th^t have not yet been defined and described.
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Column 2
"V" ^ ^
Hum ra 'now already' (pum''ra) nw NIm + jzf JA' A,10
The phonetic exponent c f the initial-prosody r when the 
final c unit is t or n is a dental lateral; and, in this case, 
the phonetic exponent i.f t may alst be a dental lateral.
Z r
mArira~pc 'a macaw' (m'bAn'lA) jzfwyFiAn + nwy JA ?.A6
Z r
mut ri^ti 'a long neck' (m'bul'lm :) jzfwMlt + jzfwy Jf FS-^G.8
When the post-junctural syllable occurs with primary or 
secondary stress, the phonetic exponent of the initial-prosedy 
y is a grooved alveole-palatal fricative articulation. When the post* 
junctural syllable occurs with tertiary stress, a no- the- final 
c units of the pre-junctural syllable are members cf the sub­
system Sep, the phonetic exponent cf the initial-prosody y is 
a grooved, alveclo-palatal and fricative articulation* When 
the final c units cf the pre-junctural syllable are members af 
the subsystems Sen or Scj the phonetic exponent cf y initial- 
prosody is c palatal frictionless articulation. In the case 
cf members of the subsystem Scj there-is, however, occasionally 
free fluctuation between the fricative and frictionless 
phonetic exponents.
kep £ u k . ..
mitzaooccA
um za
vaqe na^ v za
(,keb1§u : : ;) „
^yKfep + /ivi Jlk 1.17
(m,buid5a) j^wyMlt + j^yja 1*3
('umja) mvtrn + j^JA 3*26
13 Y
'this new craiba (n'dnvj^a) yfwyNfv + yi JA 9*2.9
tree '
'he wandered 
afc-'-ut for 
fear of him'
'east'
'the wax'
Column 3
Mitvro-rc Moon (m' fctucl hirv) 7
yfwyMtt + j?fwy £
1.
kHm, "£, 'he said to ( (fcAm' c:) nwyKAm + yiyA
him, "Alright," '
2.21
7^
The initial-prceody 9 has the phonetic exponent of zero 
in all trie junctures in this column, unless the preceding word 
is a particle (see fcr this case).
Z ^
po^kon^i ’ gourd-seecls ' ( ' kon ftn -,nwKAn + jzfwy 1
or ’ ko ' nm)
an|r 22. ^3 'he kept cn Cpraro) nwy^Nlr + jrfw A
speaking 
like this1
5*9
A.l^ i-
Column k
ahpcn kura 'he struck
onether one'
a pen pe
Z
(’pengu) nyPAn + j^wki
"V* Zf
while working 1 (' pepbe) j^ fyPEn + jffyPE
k.lA
*w9
The phonetic exponent of thu final c unit r is a dental 
lat eral.
mcicte 9pir kenXi ’We did (’pilge) nyPlr + yiyke 
kill him I'
7-. 66
Column 5
niv n m u the lad.'s n: se ' (n ' dumpi) 7
5?(wyNlv + nyni FS23 0.19
The ph'-netic exponent of the final c unit r is a dental 
lateral.
par nxkze
* Z
’the side of ( ’ palpi) jzfPAr + nyni 
the foot’
FS56.21
1. Occasionally, especially when the post-junctural
syllahle occurs with primary stress, the final contoid 
initiates the following phonetic syllable*
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Column 6
(The phonetic exponent of the juncture-prosody Y is the 
same as the phonetic exponent of the initial-prpsody y as 
described under column 2 , for tertiary stress).
The phonetic exponent of the final c unit r is a dental 
lateral.
3 .312 'Nasal* junctures of the type Jc with the juncture-
'Nasal' junctures are those in which the phonetic 
exponent cf the final c unit cf the pre-junctural syllable 
is a nasal, and the initial consonant unit of the pcst- 
junctural syllable is a member cf the subsystem Cn r cf 
the subsystem cn. Such junctures will be represented in 
the phonological transcription by an ’n' written immediately 
following the symbol Z.
On the following chart, 'nasal1 junctures are indicated 
by an 'x'j those that are asterisked may occur as 'vowel' 
junctures when the post-junctural syllable cccurs with 
tertiary stress end the syllafcle-proscdy n (see 3*315)*
kok zakri
ken zaka
'a cold wind'
'a white stone'
8 .'20
•prosody Z
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FINAL
UNITS
a°tep, nc
man mo
INITIAL UNITS 
(with any stress)
M N yN (n)
p X X X X
t X *x. X  ‘ * X
t^ X  * X 1X X
..^ b '1 . ....
m X X X X
n • X *x. X * X
,y • 1n -0. X X
'he d r e w n e a r , (• t e m n c )
mci
’(they will) 
come here1
Zn
Zn(’Vnan'mo) nMAn + nwMA
2.34
8.40
When the post-junctural syllable occurs with the syllable- 
prcsody y( the phonetic exponent cf the initial C unit is oral 
closure, at bilabial, dental, or velar points cf articulation.
i^kritmAnrA-rc Zn
’his pet macaw' ( ’krin'bAn) y(y Ktt + jfwyMAn 6.AG.1
Zn
ibkrAm^et«ti ’My father,' ('krAm'ge:) nwy KAm + jrfyijSt 1.14
If the pre-June tural syllable has the syllr.ble-prosody yi, 
and the final c unit n; and if the post-junctural syllable has
the initial C unit IJ; then the 'phonetic exponent cf the final
c unit n fluctuates between a dental nasal, and a dental nasal 
preceded by a transitional dental plosive. E.g.
men 130 '(you) gave (me) (m* be^ji'qo j^yMAn^ +n nwtjA FS74.22
honey' .. d ,or m ’beJji!i3o;
1. These junctures only occur as nasal junctures if the
post-junctural syllable has the syllable-prcscdy if it 
has the syllable-prosody n, they occur as ’e ’ or ’vowel' 
junctures, as described in 3 ,31k and 3 *315*
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When the post-junctural syllable occurs with primary 
or secondary stress, the phonetic exponent cf the final 
c unit t in a syllable with the syllable-prosody jzf 
fluctuates between a dental stop, a dental nasal, and a 
dental nasal with a preceding transitional dental plosive.
■ Cf. the paragraph above.
kvret hi 'The fish's ('kvryd'jil ^wyrWKfit nyNt
flesh' . i d , F S . 5 ^or 1 kvry n'jii;
tokic mo, '(I) am going ('km^ji'mo ^wyKlt^+n nwMA 8 .25n
immediately' (1 i . ^  o oc-0 or 'kraji'mo) 0.25
3.313 'Ncn-y' junctures cf the type Jc with the juncture-prcscdyz
cNon-y' junctures are those in which the phonetic exponent 
of the final-prosody y is zero, when it occurs with the final 
c units t c-r n. In junctures of this type the post-junctural 
syllable has an initial consonantal unit which is a member cf 
the subsystem Cj, or cf the subsystem cj.
'Ncn-y' junctures will be represented by the symbol y, 
written after the symbol Z, in the phonological transcription.
On the following chart, 'ncn-y' junctures are marked 
with an Tx f; the junctures with an asterisk can occur as 
'vowel' junctures when the pest-junctural syllable has 
tertiary stress (see 3 *313)•
INITIAL ELEMENTS 
(with any stress)
r
J yj (J/j)
FINAL ty ; X *x *x
ELEMENTS ny X X X
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There is one further juncture of type 'ncn-y' not shewn
on the chart. This is the juncture between the final phcno-
Y *logical elements n and either cf the initial phonological
elements T or t (with y initial-prosody cr Y juncture-prosody)
when the latter occur in a syllable with tertiary stress.
For the phonetic exponents of the consonantal units and 
the 'prosodic features, see the corresponding junctures without 
the final-prosody y, os described in 3*311, columns 2 , 4, and
5* PP.73-74*
^ikze pi£ rcrck 'one side ('pills) jzfyPlt^  ^yPJA 1.23
only was soft'
raeomor bven za 'he who had (''tpyynja) ' ~
brought them' ^wyWT$n^ ?  yt JA 8*35
3.314 'o' junctures cf the type Jc with the juncture-prosody Z
By a 's' juncture is meant one in which the pre-junctural 
syllable has a phonetic structure which is identical (at the 
phonetic level) with that of a long open syllable (see 2.211.32, 
page 23, and 2.212.3, page 32, for the details). This juncture 
will be represented in the phonological transcription by a. '01 
written after the symbol Z. In junctures cf this type, both 
the pre-junctural and post-junctural syllable can occur with 
primary or secondary stress only.
Junctures cf the type 'e' arc marked with an 'x' on 
the following chart.
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INITIAL ELEMENTS
(with primary or seccndnry 
stress only)
M N yN 1J rJ yJ WV
P
t
ty
k
FINAL ---
m
n
ELEMENTS n7
r
v
8
X
X
X  X
X
X
1
X X
X
X
X
X  X X  X
X
X  X
X
X
*9 * junctures are of three phonological types; these in 
which the phonetic exponents of the final elements and of the 
initial elements are the same, or differ only in mode cf 
articulation; those in which the final c unit is k; and those 
in which the final element is 0. Also, in addition to the 
junctures shewn cn the chart, those in which the pre-junctural 
syllable has the structure CV0, and one cr ether of the final- 
prosodies w and y (but not both) ; and in which the post- 
junctural syllable has tertiary stress (with any initial 
consonantal unit), occur as 0 junctures.
rop r.ia 'the dog's (own) ('roim'ba) 
liver 1
kuk no~ti 'a wrinkled face'('ku:n'd^o)
(n' dm: ' vyyl)na 11 '’the young man
ket nc didn't bathe*
ijroi hi 'the porcupine's
quill'
ku^oau, pu 'if you err, we
(131 groi 'jii) 
('paubu)
jdfwrjAp jrifMA FS10.21
j?(wKlk Z+ ^wyN£ 
bVyNl v )7wryW£r
^wrlfA0y nyNl
y(wPI
FS215-2
FS251„6
FS
me cer shall burn'
1. This juncture occurs as a 0 juncture only when the
pest-junctural syllable has the syllable-prosody n.
8o
As was mentioned in 3*311 (see the bracketed forms on the 
chart in that section) those junctures in which the final c 
unit is k can also cccur as simple junctures, E.e .
kuk no-ti 'a wrinkled face' ('kugn'b^o) ^wKIk ■? j^ wyNE
FS. 215.2
When the pre-junctural syllable occurs with both cf the 
final-prosodies w and y, the phonetic exponent cf the final- 
prosodies may be as given in chapter 2 , (see 2 .212*3 i PaSe 32), 
or it may be zero. E.go
kia rac !a large grill ( ' kia ' raad £pi *+0
for cooking' . 99 . x )?{rjAt^0 or ' k i ; ' raadgi)
FS . 2.29«28
3*313 'Vowel' junctures cf the type Jc with the juncture-prcscdy z
'Vowel' junctures are those in which the pre-junctural 
syllable has a phonetic structure which is identica]|. (at the 
phonetic level) with that cf a short cpen syllable * In vowel 
junctures, one or both cf the syllables in juncture occurs with 
tertiary stress; the case in which it is the pcst-junctural 
syllable, however, is much the commoner of the two.
The junctures comprised within this group are indicated 
on the following chart with an 'x', These junctures to which 
reference has been made in earlier sections (indicated on the 
charts at that point by an asterisk cr bracketing), and which 
can therefore occur in an alternative form at the phonetic 
level, will be underlined.
1. At the phonetic level, 'vowel' junctures and Jv type
junctures are hemophonous (when the pi st-junctura 1 syllable 
has the same structure and stress). They sh;uld not be 
confused, however, since at the phonological level they are 
quite different, and function in two different prosodic 
systems. Phonetic identity does not necessarily imply 
phonological identity.
FINAL
UNITS
INITIAL PHONOLOGICAL ELEMENTS 
(usually -with tertiary stress)
6l
P T JT K M N ^N XJ yJ WV/v p (t) k (n) (3)y w.
wy
The x^hcnetic exponents cf the junctures on the chart are 
the same as these .q;iven for Jv junctures, with the juncture-
ucture and stre ss; see 3*22. Ei.g.
ickrXmpet ta ’my father’ ( ’ 70 da)
7 v
y^fffit + jfTA 8.15
arik, pa ’(yf u) stay here 
while I 1
, (’riba) nyr Jlk s(Pa if. 7
9a,)e<5, num ’it came to an 
end , and’
( ’ ;enmn) ^yP]£t^ "+V nw^NIm 3*6
kot 'he will’ (’koja) j^wKAt 7.67FS
kvar rcrck ~ti 'soft manioc’ ( ’ k.v>vr e) ^wyWK]£r ^yrJA FSA8 JL9
pika ninua , nc ’she see oped a 
hollow, and’
( ’ dune) jAwNl nyNA 7*10
tX num ma ’But away ...’ (jaum’ma) nw'^NIm Z+ nMli 2«f-2
3 *32 Junctures of the type Jc with thw juncture-prtso'y X
The juncture-prosody X has the phonetic exponent of 
voiced articulati: n of tne phonetic exponent of the final
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phone lexical element, and voiceless articulation of the phonetic 
exponent cf the initial phenologies! element.
In all junctures which cccur with the juncture-prosc d.y 
X, the pest-junctural syllable occurs with primary or 
secondary stress, and its initial C unit is a member cf the 
subsystem Cp, or of the subsystem cp.
The junctures which occur with the juncture-proscdy X 
c.^ n be divided into three groups, which are termed 'simple', 
'ncn-y', and 'a', corresponding to the groups set up for the 
juncture-prosody Z. On the following chart simple junctures 
will be marked with an 'x'; 'ncn-y' junctures with a y; and 
'a' junctures with a 'a'.
INITIAL ELEMENTS
(with primary or secondary 
stress only)
FINAL
ELEMENTS
P T yT K P (t) k
p a 0
t
ty
0
0 0
k 0 0 G 0 0 0 s
m X X X X X X X
n X X X X X X X
ny X X y X X y X
r X X X X X X X
v X X X X X X X
a ; 3 0 .? a 9 G 0
The examples will be given in three subgroups, (a) tc
(c), with simple junctures ‘escribe0 first, then the 'non-y' 
junctures, end finally the a junctures*
Subgroup (a); simple junctures.
9pon pa 'he clerned tl em' ('po^n'vpa) j^ wPfin^  + 2.20
X
i]i v kuzate 'he pushed tie mud ' (13' ku) jfwylflv + J^ wki.
FS259.11
S3
The phonetic exponent of the final c unit r is a dental 
lateral •
V X
n±r tX hum ’But' (tjnSl'tX.) nwy Mir + nwyTA 7*^9
Subgroup (b): 'non-y' junctures.
roh cet 'a burnt ('r o n 'tyede)
macauba fruit1
Subgrouxa ( c) ; e junctures.
vamekep pep 'the four of ( ,ke: 'pcf ^p) \9 nyPAp 8.59
them became soldiers'
pAtkAk tvem 'the sloth's fat* ^wyKAk ^wyW T^3m
('kA:'t0vvm) FS8o.ll
ku9 :i>au ket nc '(you) did not err' jzfPAeW y^fdilt 2.6n
('pau'k e :)
The phonetic exponent cf the final-proscdies w and y is 
(predominantly) zero.
9inua ket nc '(you) did not jrfyKJiIt 7* 10ft
build it' (n'du:'ke:)
3*33 Junctures cf the type Jc with the juncture-prcscdy H
The phonetic exponent of the juncture-proscdy H is 
voiceless articulation cf the "phonetic exponents of the final 
and initial phonological elements.
All junctures which cccur with the juncture-proscdy H 
are of the simple type. Also, the final unit in the pre- 
junctural syllable is a member of the subsystem cp only; 
and the initial consonantal unit cf the pest-junctural 
syllable is a member cf the subsystem Cp, or of the sub­
system cp, only.
nwPjAn^ ^  ^ y^Tfit
FS70.13
8A
Junctures which occur with the juncture-prescly H are 
indicated by an ' x' cn the following chart.
INITIAL ELEMENTS
FINAL
ELEMENTS
(with any stress) (with non-tertiary
stress)
p T K p k yT/t (T/t)
p X X X X X
t X X k X X X
ty X X X X X
a pka 91 i 
ZAt pSe
H'tomorrow' (a pka) J^ysp + J^yka p.o
jffwy^jAt ? 7.9'a potato hole'
((^a t 'pse)
The phonetic exponent of the final-prosody y (with the 
final c unit t and H juncture-prcsocly) is a palatalised 
articulation of the final ccntcid, with a palatal glide 
between the voccid and the final ccntcid.
icpob, t a  'we returned, ^pc^J'tA) + nwyTA
but1
6.A8
Hit THE JUNCTURE-PROSODY Y
The juncture-prcsccly Y has been set up to highlight the 
correlation between the grammatical relationship cf certain 
(grammatical) elements, and the juncture between these 
elements. Vcwel-initial stems (for details, see 5*3) have 
what are termed 'weak forms', which occur only when the stem 
is in grammatical construction with a preceding grammatical 
element; the juncture between the weak form and the preceding 
element is always characterised by the juncture-prcsody Y.
The phonetic exponents cf the juncture-proscdy Y are the 
same as those cf the initio --prosody y when it occurs with 
the initial phonological elements T, N, J; t, n, j, as
8p
described in the sections on Jv an;1 Jc junctures;^ and it has 
zero phonetic exponent with the initial c unit p. Y juncture- 
prc scOy occurs with the initial units N and 11 only when the 
post-junctural syllable has the syllahle-prcsody n.
The juncture-prosody Y does not occur alone, but always 
in conjunction with one of the junctures already described in 
sections 3*2 and 3•3* it will be written in the phonological 
transcription preceding the symbols for the other juncture- 
prosodies, and separated from them by an oblique stroke. E.g.
v- Yapka9tpi co9 to 'many days' ('tid$o) ^yTf + jfwta 7.6
kapot hip ok ri 'in the middle ( ' pcjii) p'wP^ t ^/+^jVnyni 1*1?
cf the plateau'
Y /Y
kato.rcA 'mother' (’tol'tgA) ^wlAr + jdfwyTA 7*11
rop cvo
t cc th'
'the dog's ('rop'tgvia) ^w1 jAp jzfWTA FS6,2
For some special junctures with the juncture-prcscdy Y, 
see chapter 5i section 5-32.
1. If Y juncture-prosody has the same phonetic exponents
as y initisl-prosedy, it may well be asked why it is intro­
duced into the analysis; could it not equally well be stated 
that the particular grammatical relationships in question 
correlated with y initial-nrosody? The basic reason is that 
stated in the introduction, namely, using an approach which 
emphasises syntsgmatic relationships. An analysis in terms 
of y initial-prc-sody alone would draw attention to the initial 
characteristics of the syllable, but that would be all; an 
analysis in terms of a juncture-prosody draws attention to 
the relation between that syllable and the preceding one, and 
this, it is felt, is the function of the phonetic forms sc 
handled.
There is also the secondary consideration of 
predominance. It will be noted that Y juncture-prcsody occurs 
with certain initial units only, and so far os these units 
are concerned, their occurrence with y initial-prosedy is 
rare, and in some cases is a mark of a loan word. See the 
footnote to cipro in 2.222.2, page 39*
3*5 JUNCTURES WITH PAUSE
To account fcr all the phonetic clatn reccrdec1 in the 
text material, it is necessary to set up a phonological 
unit 'pause': two such pause units are recognised, non­
final pause, and final pause.
Non-final pause is any pause which occurs sentence- 
medial; final pause is any pause which occurs sentence- 
final. For juncture with these pause units, the same 
juncture-systems are used as have already teen described 
(except for the special case cf the occurrence of the echc- 
vcccid: see 2.211.31? final paragraph, page 23)= That is
tc say, short open syllables occur with either of the 
juncture-prosodies 9 or 2 ; closed and long open syllables 
occur with either cf the juncture-prosodies H or X (hut not 
Z) . At final pause, however, the juncture-prcsoey 0 is never 
found; that is tc say, 2 juncture-prcscdy, when linking a 
syllable to pause, is a marker of non-finality,
In the phonological transcription non-final pause will 
be represented by c, final pause by 0. E.g.
" nA , " ( n ' d A V)1
a
j^wyNA + 0 "No' • 2.A
11 nA, " (n1 ft a/) j^wyNA + 0 " No" 2,6
"pu me cer. " (bumet * t£er/) KyyTEr + 0 " we will 
burn *
2.6
"nor niv" ( 1 no In ' dm w/)
y
^wyNIv + 0 'When he was 
a young man"
6 .Qa
t
1. The oblique bar represents a pause in the I'honetic
transcription•
8?
3.6 JUNCTURES PECULIAR TO PARTICLES
There is a group of junctures peculiar to particle + 
major word sequences, in which the ultimate syllable of the 
particle is a closed one, i.e. the junctures belong tc the 
general category of Jc type junctures. This group of junctures 
can be divided into two subgroups as follows. The first sub­
group comprises, those junctures in which the juncture-prosody 
is 9 ; and the second group comprises those junctures in which 
the post-junct-ural syllable has the initial-prosody 9 . Thus, 
in each case, the final contoid of the particle immediately 
precedes a glottal plosive, forming a phonetic sequence which 
is never found in major word + major word sequences (see 3 *311» 
column 3)*
In these junctures, the phonetic exponent of the 
juncture-prosody 9 , or the initial-prosody 9 , is a glottal 
plosive, often with glottalisaticn of the phonetic exponents 
of the vowel unit, and cf the final c unit in the pre- 
junctural syllable. Also, the phonetic exponent of the final 
c units m, n, and r (no example was found with a final c unit 
v) varied between voiced, voiceless, and a transition from 
voiced to voiceless, and the phonetic exponent of r was an 
alveolar flap (contrast the usual dental lateral when 
preceding another contoid). E.g.
kot 9p¥r 'they killed him' (kat9<pil)
the wax'
na £ar 9kanve 'he pierced it 
here'
jrfwKAt + nyPfr
9 9
um kjym °ka3Qo 'honey mixed with (gAm9ka)
v
nwyKAm + ^yka 
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'^ar9 ,ka) 
jff^ jAr + $yka
7.61
3.2* 
MF86.12
In the case in which the post-junctural syllable has the 
initial-prosody 9 , the juncture-prosody will be analysed as H 
if the final c unit of the pre-junctural syllable is a member 
cf the subsystem cp; and X if it is a member of any of the 
other subsystems set up for final place. This contrasts with 
major word + major word sequences, in which analogous junctures 
can only occur with the juncture-prosody Z (see 3*311).
kep ^ikze 9teb 
num 95 £a
'one side (,kep9i)
became hard'
2 9 ^
'and one of (jium'9o) 
them'
nyKfip
nw^NIm
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CHAPTER 4. THE SENTENCE, THE CLAUSE, AND THE PIECE
4,1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The grammatical structure of Apinaye will be described by 
means of a hierarchy of elements set up at the grammatical level. 
In this chapter, the three largest elements in this hierarchy 
will be described - the sentence, the clause, and the piece 
Subsequent chapters (6-9) will describe the grammatical elements 
th^t are smaller than the piece.
The chapter will be i^resented in three major sections? the 
sentence (4.2), the clause (4-3) i -and the piece (4.4).
4.2 THE SENTENCE
The sentence is defined both phcnolcgically and 
grammatically. Phonologically, there is the occurrence of one 
of the final-prosodies (f and r) set up for the tune (see 
2.422, page 58 )? and there is also potentiality of pause before 
and after the sentence . Grammatically, the sentence is defined 
as a sequence of clauses, in para tactic relationship, the mono- 
clausal sentence being the limiting case.
1. This is not to deny, or imply, that it would not be
possible to set up larger elements than these, but no attempt 
has been made tc do so in this thesis.
It is only rarely that there is absence of pause.
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In text material, it is not always easy to determine the 
boundaries of sentences, as grammatically, it is only necessary 
that they coincide with the end of a clause, and phonologically, 
it is not always possible, with complete certainty, tc decide 
whether a particular pitch sequence is a final fall or not. It 
could, perhaps, be said that the sentence is a somewhat loose 
phonological grouping of clauses within some larger framework, 
such as a narrative, or a conversation.
Sentences have been found to comprise from one to fourteen 
clauses, but sentences with ever 5 clauses account for less 
than 15 per cent of all sentences, and those with over 8 clauses 
for less than 3 per cent. The average number of clauses in a 
sentence was found to be somewhat over three. The percentage 
of sentences comprising from 1 to 5 clauses is given below, the 
percentages being given to the nearest five.
2 clauses 
3 and clauses
25 per cent 
20 per cent 
13 per cent 
10 per cent
1 clause 
5 clauses
Examples are given below of sentences with 2, 6 and
8 clauses respectively.
"e , msmri i n m A  amc." Alright, you can throw it to me' 2.18
■'num mepa9pAm ze var 9tem, nc’poc, ne hum k£m; "Ha na 
ka iSpumu? M
'So one of our ancestors arrived 
there, a n d h e  (Vlahmek fiDprXn^rc) said 
to him, "Do you recognise me?" '
hum kupl, Hum Mitvra-ra mh ^kapio mec za ta, ne kumc, hum 
Mit~ti kXmi "kep urn kAm ^kai^o; kep um khm ^kaigo." 3.21
'He caught it. Then he (Woodpecker) 
pulled off some good honey for Moon, and 
threw it. But Sun sc*id to him, % e t  it 
become honey mixed with the wax - let it 
become honey mixed with the wax. " '
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'’El/; kotpa £a akupa*~m '’oinmor ket nc; meicte omun, ne
^pir, nc kurum inmor, ne icpoc, tA 9tcm, nc 9pob k e n L  ” 6 I3D.1-
1 'Wo, I am not goin? to take him 
there again. Vvc saw him, and killed him, 
and then returned from there, but none­
theless he has definitely come back* n '
A.3 THE CLAUSE
The clause is the largest grammatical unit to be set up, 
other than the sentence, and comprises one or more pieces.
Every clause (without the Connective Piece) can occur as a 
mono-clausal sentence; that is to say, every clause has the 
potentiality of occurrence with one of the final prosodies set 
up for the tune, and of being preceded and followed by silence.
All clauses can be assigned to a limited number of clause- 
types, which are the abstracted patterns of individual clauses. 
The clause-types thus set up can be grouped into major and miner 
clause-types, which ore described, respectively, in sections 
P .31 and A.32.
k.31 Major clause-types
Major clause-types differ from minor clause-types in 
three ways: their structure can be stated in terms of pieces,
they exhibit a certain flexibility of order, and they have a 
much wider external distribution.
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It is found that for each of the major clause-types 
there is one order of the constituent pieces which is much 
more common than the ether possible orders. Moreover, when 
the same pieces are found occurring in the different major 
clause-types, they occur in the same order relative to one 
another; thus, the Subject Piece precedes the Adverb Piece, 
which in turn precedes the Indirect Piece. This order will 
be termed the 'favourite' order.
There are also certain orders, infrequent in occurrence, 
which differ from this favourite order, and'these will be 
termed 'non-favourite' orders.
Further, certain of the r>ieces of which a clause 
consists can occur immediately following the Connective 
Piece, and preceding all the other pieces; since this order 
often correlates with emphatic intonation (i.e. a tune-unit D, 
with high tune-prosody; see 2.A21), it will be termed the 
'emphatic' order.
It was also found that certain major clause-types 
occurred in two forms, which are termed 'extended' and 
'non-extended'. Extended clauses are marked in various ways, 
such as by the occurrence of the extended form of the verb in 
a verbal phrase-type 1 (i.e. consisting of a verb only: see 
7.21) ; or by the occurrence of the Subject Particle, -te_ (see 
9*22); or by the occurrence of the con junctions nlr-ne and n£r- 
num. Non-extended clauses are marked, partly negatively, by 
the absence of the above markers; and partly positively, by the 
presence of other Predicate Particles than the Subject 
Particle.
A count was made for the commonest of the major clause- 
types (the Verbal Clause-Type) of the relative frequency of 
the? favourite and non-favourite orders (putting emphatic 
orders with non-favourite orders), and of the extended and 
non-extended forms. The results are listed below:
favourite order, non-extended form 
favourite order, extended form 
non-favourite orders, non-extended
form
non-favourite orders, extended form
80 per cent
12 per cent
7 per cent
1 per cent.
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There are four major clause-types - the Verbal Clause- 
Type, the Nominal Clause Type, the Indirect Clause-Type, and 
the Predicate Particle Clause-Type. These will he described 
in turn in sections 4.311 ~ 4.314.
4 .3H  The Verbal Clause Type
Of the four major clause-types, one is found to occur 
much more commonly in text material than the others, 
accounting for some 80 per cent of all the clauses that occur. 
It is termed the ’Verbal Clause-Type' because it always 
comprises a Verbal Piece, which occurs in the final place in 
the clause•
The Verbal Clause-Type will be described in three sub­
sections, (a) to (c), dealing with the favourite, non-favourite, 
and emphatic orders respective i y .
(a) The favourite order
The favourite crder of the Verbal Clause-Type consists 
of a sequence of 6 pieces, in the order shown below:-
Conn. P. ~ Subj.P. - Precl .Part. P. - Adv. P. - Indir.P. - 
Verbal P.
No example with all six pieces was fcund in text, but 
examples with five were not uncommon. The minimum form 
consists of the Verbal Piece only.
In the examples, the clause under consideration will be 
given first in the reading transcription, and this will be 
followed by a classification of the clause as a non-extended 
Verbal Clause-Type (nxVCTf), or as an extended one (xVCTf). 
Also, the pieces will be identified by means of the 
following abbreviations;- Connective Piece - CP; Subject 
Piece - SP; Predicate Particle Piece - PPP; Adverb Piece - 
AP; Indirect Piece - IP; Verbal Piece - VP.
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kato,^ nxVCTf rhe was bcrn' 6 F.l<
VP
Hir-nc kot ma ken prek~ti v«r omor, xVCTf 7*26
CP PPP AP IP VP
'so they took him away to the mountain'
Vnnm£kaprAn~re tarn na a ri vamcatoane nxVCTf ?.20
SP PPP AP VP
'it is VanmekaprAirre himself that has 
been doing this to you all*
(b ) The non-favcurite orders
There are two non-favourite orders of the Verbal 
Clause-Type, In the first, the Predicate Particle Piece 
precedes the Subject Piece,
nc num te nn. za i^oc-mA opa nxVCTnf 7*2
CP- PPP SP IP VP
'and his mother would carry him to 
the river'
In the second, an Adverb Piece occurs following the 
Indirect Piece, not preceding it, as in the favourite 
order: this will be termed 'Adverb Piece 2', and
abbreviated as AP2.
Amri-num Vanmc ka prXn~r c mcibkAin 2 kato
CP SP IP AP2 VP nxVCTnf 6.A.2--
'Now, it was in the following way 
that Vanmcka prAn~re was born 
among us'
1, This minimum form of the Verbal Clruse-Type is not
common; its most frequent occurrence is sentence-initial, 
repeating the Verbal Piece at the end of tne previous 
sentence. It is also used in commands.
2. Two examples were found in text (7»&3 and 8.10) in
which both Adverb Pieces occurred in the same clause.
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(c) The emphatic orders
The Indirect and Adverb Pieces can occur preceding all 
other pieces in the clause, except the Connective Piece* In 
this position they are termed the Emphatic Indirect and 
Adverb Pieces since they often occur with emphatic stress 
(indicated by underlining) and the tune-unit D with the 
high tune-prosody. They will be symbolised as EIP and 
EAP respectively, and the clause will be symbolised as 
VCTem.
hum po9kon za kami kotpu za pa9kra &e 9opakato.
CP EIP ' " PP? ' VP -rr,_nxVCTem
we shall create our descendants 
inside the gourds’
hum ra Mitvre-re za tc, nxVCTem 5*15
CP EAP SP VP
’Moon had already arrived1
There also occurs what may be termed an ’Emphatic 
Object Piece’, in the same position as the other emphatic 
pieces, when the Verbal Piece is transitive. In this case 
there is cross-reference between the Emphatic Object Piece 
and the bound object of the Verbal Piece.
tok rh na pa 9te kuku nxVCTem 1.10
EOP PPP VP
'it was the flower of the trumpet 
bush that I ate’
P
THe predicate Particle Piece can also occur in an 
emphatic position; for further detail see 9-312. It is 
labelled EPPP in this position. E.g.
hum ke v c° c pri 9krac k7\m m c  ku9tA~re men nopon mo : J+.±6
OP EPPP SIP SP IP VP
’Now (surprisingly?) it was at the 
beginning of the path that 
Woodpecker was pecking out honey !
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Examples with two Emphatic Pieces have been found; 
in the majority of these cases, the Emphatic Pieces are 
the Adverb and Object Pieces, and usually in that orch r .
Am 1 icte omun ken/.
EAP EOP PPP VP xVCTem 8 .31
rit was definitely his body that 
I saw'
^-.312 The liominal Clause-Type.
The Ncminal Clause-Type is the second: most common 
of the major clause-types, accounting for a little 
under 10 per cent of all major clause-tyx^es. It is 
termed the 'Nominal Clause-Type' because it always 
comprises a Nominal Piece, which occurs in the final 
place. It is distinguished from the Verbal Clause- 
Type in thet it never comprises a Verbal Piece.
Unlike the Verbal Clause-Type, the Nominal Clause- 
Type has not been found occurring in the extended form, 
but only in the nen-extended form. It exhibits, however, 
favourite, non-favourite, and emphatic orders, which 
will be described below, in thr^e sub-sections (a) to 
( c) .
(a) The favourite order
The favourite order cf the. Ncminal Clause-Type 
consists of a sequence of 6 pieces, in the order shown 
below:-
Conn.P. - Subj.P. - Pred.Part P. - Adv.P. - Indir.F. - 
Nominal P.
No example was found in text with more than 4 pieces; 
in its minimum form it comprises the Nominal Piece only.
Por the examples, the same notation will be used as 
was used for the Verbal Clause-Type, with the addition cf 
NP for Nominal Piece, and of NCT for Ncminal Clause-Type-.
i^krAzapap kupece~re pic NCTf
NP
'his hat was a cloth one'
kotpa za cep Xm icpe kupe NCTf
PPP AP IP NP
'I am gcing to become a white man'
nc...memo zr nr£ meakukreb~re, NCTf
CP SP AP NP
'these things belong to you1
_(b) The non-favourite orders
The Nomina, 1 Clause-Type exhibits the sane two non­
favourite orders ?s dees the Verbal Clause-Type (see 
A.311 (b) , page 95 ) •
na eip pvra za amA rerek NCTnf
PPP SP IP NP
'your buriti fruit is soft'
nc amni lvia acku9tX 0 NCTnf
CP IP AP2 NP
'when they h.ve their own food'
(c) The emphatic orders
The Indirect and Adverb Pieces can occur in the 
emnhatic position. No example was found with more than 
one emphatic ijiece.
A m r i - n u m  k~m k o t p u  za mepape k u p e ;
CP EIP PPP IP NP NCTem
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7.90
7.82
8 . 9
1.2A 
A.23
'now, it was with him that we 
became white p e o p l e '
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num ra i°o za kXm A p e n  even, NCTom 8. 6p
CP EAP SP IP NP
'already one wos his maid1
*f»513 The Indirect Clouse-Type
The Indirect Clause-Type is a little less common 
than the Ncminal Clause-Type (about 7 per cent of major 
clause-types). It is termed the 'Indirect Clause-Type1 
because it always comprises an Indirect Piece, which 
occurs in the final place. It differs from the Nominal 
Clause-Type in this respect, and in not always comprising a 
Nominal Piece; it differs from the Verbal Clause-Type in 
never comprising a Verbal Piece.
The Indirect Clause-Type was found to exhibit only 
favourite and non-favourite orders, which are described 
in turn below. It can also occur in extended and non­
extended forms, but the former is restricted to those 
indirect clauses the t introduce direct speech; s<e bclcw.
(a) The favourite order
The favourite order of the Indirect Cl"use-Tyoe 
consists of a sequ-.-nce of 5 pieces, in the order shown 
below:-
Conn.P. - Subj.P. - Pred.Part P. - Adv.P. - Indir.P.
One example was found with all 5 pieces, but more chan 
3 pieces was rare. In its minimum form it comprises the 
Indirect Piece, and one other piece.
In addition to the notation ..lready introduced, the 
abbreviation ICT will bo used for 'Indirect Clause-Type'.
nir tA num amni kamX pi&aAm 9o; nxICTf 7
CP IP
'but he was embarrassed about himself'
hum 95 apu Am i9pro 9 a nxICTf 8
CP SP \ap IP
'and the other was probably his wife’
(Jo) The non-favourite order
There is only one non-favourite order of the Indirect 
Clause-Type, in which the Predicate Particle Piece precedes 
the Subject Piece,
Amri-hum bep poi 9pAr za mco i^onopri kamX nxICTnf 9
CP PPP SP IP
'now there was a corn-plant in their 
bathing place'
There is one particular form of the Indirect Clause- 
Type which occurs very commonly (relative to other forms 
of the clause-type), and which has s very limited 
distribution. In form, it always occurs with the Indirect 
Particle mA 'to' (third person stem is khm); and it 
always occurs immediately preceding direct speech, 
functioning as an introduction to it. Alsc>, it not 
infrequently occurs with the final-prosodyx,set up for 
the tune (see 2.^22, page 5& ) i and it is the only form 
of the IndirecJ Clause-Type that has been found in the 
extended form.
In the reading transcription such indirect clauses 
will be punctuated with a colon.
1. Occasionally, this clause occurs without the Indirect
Piece, i.e. it consists of a Connective Piece, with or 
without a Subject Piece. See, for instance, 6,^,2.
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n c kXm 
CP IP
nxICTf mult
* one* he said to him*
nir-num kot kAm; 
CP PPP IP
xICTf 8.11
'so he said to him1
Amri-num M±t~ti H a £ ku°tA~re mX: nxICTf
CP SP * IP
3-27
then Sun said to Woodpecker1
*f»33A The Predicate Particle Clause-Type
Certain clauses were found, both in text and in 
elicited material, which can not be included in the other 
major clause-types, as none of them ever comprise a Verbal 
Piece or a Nominal Piece; ancl only occasionally an 
Indirect Piece. On the other hand, they differ both inter­
nally (their structure is stateable in terms of pieces, and 
shows variability of order) and in distribution from the 
minor clause-types. Consequently, they are handled as 
major clause-types, and are termed 'Predicate Particle 
Clause-Types' since they always comprise one or more 
members of the Predicate Particle Piece.
As so few examples were found, no attempt has been 
made to set up favourite, non-favourite, and emphatic 
orders, as was done for the other major clause-types, 
although this might be possible with further data. Also, 
no examples were found in the extended form.
mc9,5 na ka? PPCT 'Who are you?' 7*9^
QP PPP
1. For the establishment of the Question Piece see
the next section*
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ke ari tam. PPCT ’‘He is the one who knows’ 8.8
CP AP PPPem
4.315 Question, Command, and Statement
All major clause-types can be classified as questions, 
commands, or statements, independently of their grouping 
into clause-types. The definitions are given in the 
following paragraphs.
^ question is any clause which includes a Question 
Piece (QP). The Question Piece occurs preceding all other 
pieces (including the emphatic pieces) except the 
Connective Piece, and comprises one member of the class 
of interrogatives (see 8.2). Questions will be punctuated 
in the reading transcription with a question mark, and the 
clause will be identified with an oblique bar and the 
symbol q following the identification of the clause-type.
E.g.
mo na ka 9te aku? VCT/q 1.9
QP PPP VP
’What have you been eating?’
ca urn kAm 9kaqo? NCT/q 2.4
QP NP , ^  , , , , .,'Do you want honey mixed with the
wax? '
/
Ha Am 9Apuri na ka akuzaren 9o ane?
CP EAP PPP IP VP
VCT/q 5•6
'Is what you are saying really true?'
A command is any Verbal Clause-Type, or Nominal 
Clause-Type in which the Nominal Piece has a Class 2b 
modifier as head word, which occurs initial in speech 
(i.e. conversation, as oxpposed to narrative) and has 
nothing in it which precedes the Adverb Piece (except, 
rarely, a Quantitative Particle). A sequence of
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commands may be connected by the connective nc 'and', 
each clause fulfilling the stated conditions, other than 
initiality. If the verb is a Class 1.1 or 1.2 verb it 
occurs with the second person prefixes (see 5*2) under 
the appropriate syntactic conditions (see 7*321.1 and 
7.321.2).
Commands will be punctuated in the translation 
with an exclamation mark (but not in the reading 
transcription unless the tune-unit occurs with the 
high tune-prosody - see 2.^21), and the clause will be 
identified with an oblique bar and the symbol c 
following the identification of the clause-type. E.g»
vainuiA kaxjo mec me VCT/c 3*32
IP VP
'throw us some good honey' '
afflA uma 9ket nc NCT/c 3*^6
IP NP
'don't be afraid! '
kAm arani krA rum kapa, nc ^aiyre °o 9kupu9 mac, nc kAm ame. 
“IP VP CP IP VP CP IP VP
VCT/c + vCT/c + VCT/c 3*^1
’Pull it off your head for him, wrap 
it uio well in the feather ornament, 
and throw it to him.f
A statement is any clause which does net answer to 
the conditions for a question and a command* It is left 
unmarked in the analysis - see examples previous to this 
section.
^-.316 Major clauses as included clauses
Of the four major clauses, two have been found 
occurring ?s 'included clauses'; that is to say, filling
l(Vf
a place within a piece which can be filled by a single word; 
these two ore the Verbal Clause-Type, in the extended form, 
and the Nominal Clause-Type.
The extended Verbal Clause-Type can fill the place 
of a noun, or of an adverb.
In the examples, the constituent pieces of the 
included clause will be identified in the first line 
under the reading transcription; then the clause-type 
of the included clause, and finally, the pieces in the 
whole clause.
pu me tah-raA kot mepakabiv amnito9 purnu nxVCTf 7*15
QP P P P  IP VP
(xVCTfTq)
PPP IP1
’we shall see whatever he makes for u s ’
no inpet, kot ri ibtAAmnen 9o pa9 even ta, ... (part
PPP AP IP VP of nxVCTf)
(xVCTf)
CP SP
’but as for my uncle, who has been 1 
giving orders for me to be killed’
nA na ka me ibte karo9 cA9kot 9oane? nxVCTf/q 7*77
P P P _____ VP
(xVCTf)
QP PPP AP VP
3Did you do as I instructed you?'
1. The included clause is the object of the verb in this
example, but this is not immediately apparent, as the object 
is analysed as an integral part of the Verbal Piece.
The Nominal Clause-Type can fill the place of a 
ncun only,
na ai]5 xjvra za am a rerek kao. nxVCTf 1*
PPP SP IP NP
(NCTnfl
VP1
’you are eating your soft buriti fruit*
4-32 Minor clause-types
Minor clause-types are distinguished from major 
clause-types by their (internal) structure, and by their 
(external) distribution. Unlike major clause-types, minor 
clause-types have a fixed sequence of grammatical elements, 
all of which belong to the same word class for any 
particular minor clause-type. Also, minor clause-types 
have only been found occurring in direct speech (not 
narrative) , and almost invariably introduce it as the 
first grammatical element(s) following the Indirect 
C-lause-Type which precedes direct speech (see 4.313? 
page 99 )* There are two minor clause-types, which will 
be described in 4-321 and 4.322: the Interjectory Clause-
Type, and the Vocative C'lause-Type.
4-321. The Interjectory Clause-Type
The Interjectory Clause-Type comprises members of
1. In this example, the Nominal Clause-Type is the
object; for further comments, see footnote on the 
previous page.
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the class of interjections only (see 8 .3) usually singly, 
but occasionally in pairs or triplets. This minor clause- 
type can occur as a response to a ciuestion or statement, 
as well as introducing direct speech. It often occurs as 
the peak of the tune-unit D (see 2.41).
In the examples, the Interjectory Clause-Type will
be set in the context of the clause it follows or
precedes, the latter simply being identified as a Verbal 
Clause-Type, a Nominal Clause-Type, etc, without the 
constituent pieces being individually identified.
ne, oibko; j£a kotpu za me oicko." 8,23
InjCT VCT/c nxVCTem
'Drink it I Thxs is what we are 
going to drink'
"Ha na ka vc me VanmekaprAn~re pi?" "a, meibte °pir kenA. " 
VCT/q InjCT exVCT 7°66
'Did you kill Vanme KaprAn~re?" "Yes, we did kill him,"
k.3c£2 The Vocative Clause-Type
The Vocative Clause-Type comprises a noun, and usually 
occurs with the tune-unit A; see 2.41.
"krAmpet~ti, pu mo, 3*2
VocCT VCT
'Father, let us go, .
When both the Interjectory Clause-Type, and the 
Vocative Clause-Type occur speech-initial, the Vocative 
Clause-Type usually follows the Interjectory Clause-Type, 
but the reverse order does occur.
"kva, pa^krAm-r e , mo na ka ^ke-ri amnlnipec1? 1 " 4.17
InjCT VocCT VCT/q
'But my son, why have you behaved 
like this?'
L
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"ickrAnuget~ti , kva h a , pa pam icA^kA za pi ; M 3-37
VocCT InjCT VCT
'Nc, no, my father, I myself will 
catch the head-ornament.1
4.4 THE PIECE
The piece is the grammatical element which is set up 
in the grammatical hierarchy intermediate between the clause 
and the phrase, and most (though not all) pieces comprise 
one or more phrases. All pieces can be assigned to the 
limited number of Pieces set up for the description of 
the Clause-Types in the preceding major section (4.3)•
For convenience of description, Pieces are divided 
into two groups: those whose structure can be stated by 
means of phrases (Phrasal Pieces); and those whose structure 
can not be stated by means of phrases (Non-Phrasal Pieces). 
These will be described in turn in sections 4.41 and if.42.
4.41 Phrasal Pieces
There are two sorts of Phrasal Piece - Nominal and 
Verbal; the former will be described in 4.411, the latter 
in 4.412.
A.^fll Nominal Pieces
A Nominal Piece is one which always comprises at least 
one nominal phrase, as set up in 6.2. Pieces have been 
found comprising a maximum of three phrases.
1There are k Nominal Pieces which have been set up:- 
the Indirect and Emphatic Indirect Pieces, the Emphatic 
Object Piece, and the Subject Piece. • These will be 
described in three sub-sections (a) to (c), in the order 
given above, the two Indirect Pieces being considered 
together.
(a ) The Indirect and Emphatic Indirect Pieces
The Indirect and Emphatic Indirect Piece always and 
only comprise phrases of the Nominal Phrase Type B (see 
6*212.22), that is, phrases that comprise an Indirect 
Particle (see 9*2). The former Piece frequently comprises 
two such phrases, and sometimes three, but the latter has 
only been found with one*
In the examples given in this section on Phrasal 
Pieces, the phrases of which the particular piece under 
consideration consists will be underlined, and all the 
Pieces will be labelled. The usual identification of the 
Clause-Type will follow.
num ma ken tak. 9o a9parrma tc. nxVCTM' 7
cp ap Tp iSxlL%rlu VP
’and he fell downwards, dashing 
against the rocks'
hum Apeh pe acpen ria Amra9 9o pa nxVCTf k
CP IP VP
'and they were shouting to one another, 
as they worked’
1. The Transitive Verbal Piece may comprise a nominal
phrase, but this nominal phrase does not have status as a
1
«■ isl QkamA ketka poi, nxVCTem o
EIP PPP VP
'when you arrive bock in it (the 
village)'
(b) The Emphatic Object Piece
The Emphatic Object piece may comprise any nominal 
phrase-type other than B, and has been found comprising 
only one phrase. It is distinguished from the Indirect 
Pieces by its internal structure, and from the Subject 
Piece by the fact that the clause in which it occurs can 
be transformed into a favourite order clause with the 
(erstwhile) Emphatic Object Piece immediately preceding 
the verb. By a suitable choice of verb, the phonetic 
shape of the verb marks the fact that the preceding 
nominal phrase is functioning as its object.
nc  i^kritniAnrX~r e k u v i  raX kumc, nxVCTem 7
CP EOP IP VP
'and they threw his pet macaw into 
the fire'
This clause can be transformed into
nc  kuv± mX i^kritmAnrX-re me nxVCTf
CP IP VP
where me is that form of the verb kumc which occurs with 
an immediately preceding object.
(c) The Subject Piece
The Subject Piece, like the Emphatic Object Piece, 
may comprise any nominal phrase-type other than B, but 
unlike it, has been found to comprise up to three phrases. 
It is distinguished from the Indirect Pieces by internal
1. For a discussion of the special case in which
the Nominal Phrase-Type B consists of the Indirect 
Particle only, see 6.212.22, footnote 1.
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structure, and from the Emphatic Object^Piece by not 
being transformable, as there described .
hum nAb krA^kA kamrek~ti, A9kA bven £a, a9p£n~9a ma 
CP SP AP VP
nxVCTf. 3*50
'and the red-crested woodpecker, the 
owner of the head-ornament, fled away 
from them into the jungle'
4*412 The Verbal Piece
The Verbal Piece comprises one, and only one, verbal 
phrase; for the description of the verbal phrase, see 7-*P*
akaper ket n c , nxVCTf/Vc 1..21
VP
'Be quiett '
ne ^tem kure kumrec, nxVCTf 3»50
CP VP
'and spread very rapidly'
4.42 Non-Phrasal Pieces
There are four Pieces whose structure is not stateable
1. There are other distinguishing features such as the
fact that the Subject Piece can occur in a clause with an 
intransitive verb, whereas the Emphatic Object Piece 
cannot; and the Subject Piece shows concord of person 
with the Predicate Particle Piece and with the verb, if of 
a suitable class, which the Emphatic Object Piece does not*
in terms of phrases. They are the Predicate Particle 
Piece, the Connective Piece, and the Adverb and Emphatic 
Adverb Pieces, These will be described in three sub­
sections, (a) to (c), according to the order given above, 
with the Adverb Pieces considered together.
(a) The Predicate Particle Piece
The Predicate Particle Piece consists of an ordered 
sequence of particles, each of which is assignable to a 
closed class; these classes, and their order within the 
Predicate Particle Piece, will be described in 9»3*
"pu me mo , " 
PPP VP
'let us go 11
nxVCTf
nir-nc kot rna ken prek~ti ver omor xVCTf
CP PPP AP IP VP
'so they took him away to the 
mountain'
7.26
no na prc pa Am rcpizaAm nc. 
CP PPP AP NP
NCTf 7.98
'but I was embarrassed'
(b) The Connective Piece
The Connective Piece is that piece which always 
precedes the other pieces in the clause, whether in 
favourite, non-favourite, or emphatic order. It consists 
of a sequence of up to three members of the class of 
conjunctions (see 8,4).
nc tc 
CP VP
nxVCTf mult
'and went'
Amri-num bep Cucu~r e kXm:
CP PPP SP IP
nxICTnf 3.1
'now Moon said to him'
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na-r-ne kot kAm men 
CP PPP IP VP
xVCTf 2* 26
'so he threw it to him'
(c) The Adverb and Emphatic Adverb Pieces
The Adverb Piece is defined as that Piece which occurs 
following the Subject and/or Predicate Particle Pieces, and 
preceding the Indirect Piece, in the favourite order of the 
major clause-types.
The Emphatic Adverb Piece is defined as that Piece 
which occurs preceding the Subject and/or Predicate 
Particle Pieces. Its internal structure (non-phrasal) 
distinguishes it from the Emphatic Indirect and Object 
Pieces (phrasal).
nc ra amhl mA 9pro nlpec. nxVCTf 5*12
CP AP IP VP
'he had already made a wife for 
himself
"t okic pu mol " 
EAP PPP VP
nxVCTem 3.1^
'let us go soon
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CHAPTER 5 THE PKEPIXIAh PARADIGM, AND STRONG- AND WEAK FORMS
5.1 INTRODUCTORY RB1ARKS
In this chax^ter, the forms of the prefixial paradigm and the strong 
and weak forms of stems will be described* These apparently diverse 
subjects are grouped together in this chapter for the sake of economy of 
description* The prefixial paradigm occurs (in general) with nominals, 
verbals, and certain classes of particles) strong and v/eak forms are 
exhibited (in general) by nominals and verbals. Hence, to save needless 
repetition, and since the phonology of these forms (as opposed to their 
grammatical function) is independent of the grammatical class to which 
they are prefixed or belong-^ -, they are thus described in a separate 
chapter. Moreover, the prefixial paradigm and the distribution of strong 
and weak forms are closely related, for non-3rd person prefixes are 
affixed to the Y/eak form, and 3rd person prefixes to the strong form.
The chapter will be divided into two parts, the first (5*2) 
describing the prefixial paradigm, and the second (5.3) describing the 
strong and weak forms.
5.2 THE PREFIXIAL PARADIGM
The prefixial paradigm, comprising eleven members, is set out below; 
the forms given are those that occur with any monosyllabic noun whose 
initial C unit is a member of the subsystem Cp (excluding T when it 
occurs with the initial-prosody y). Other forms of the prefixes than 
those listed will be discussed in sections 5.21 and 5.22.
The members of the paradigm will be presented in four columns. The 
first column will give the translation, the second the reading trans- 
cription, the third the phonetic transcription, and the fourth the 
phonological transcription. This last will be given in terms of the 
phonological elements set up for the syllable unit U (see 2*22, pp.3k “ 4-0) 
with certain additional consonantal units, Yvhich will be discussed below.
1, The 3rd.person prefixes form a partial excexDtion to this statement.
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'lst.pers.sg.'
. Vxc- (jJ) j^ yity
'2nd.pers, sg.' a~ (a)
13rd.pers„ sg. ' i9- (i) j?iyi
'lst.pers.dual exc. pa’- (p a )
'1st.pers.dual inc.
. v 2vaxc- ^yvat*^
'2nd.pers.dual' vara- (vara) ^yva ■¥ yiyv i
* 3rd.pers,dual' va9- (»«a) jzfeva
'lst.pers.pl.exe. '
2
m£pa9- (m£ba) nyna 4- yiypi
'1st, pers.pl. inc. ' m£ic“ (m£x§ or 
m£j)
nym at^
'2ndpers.pl.' ~ 3 ms a- (m£a) nyma + yiyo.
'3rd.pers.pl,* mg’-3 (mg') nym a
Two new phonological elements* initial c units* have been intro­
duced in the phonological analysis of the prefixial paradigm; these are 
represented in the phonological transcription by v and r. The phonetic 
exponents of these initial o units are the same as those of the initial- 
prosodies w and r* but the^ have not been handled as initial-prosodies 
because they do not have the grammatical and phonological implications 
that the initial-prosodies have (in terms of juncture and strong and we ale 
forms).
It. is of interest to note, with respect to the phonology of the 
prefixial paradigm, that the prefixes occur with the syllable-prosody y 
only> that the initial c units (p, v, r and m) all have labial phonetic
1. The term 'exclusive' means 'exclusive of the 3rd person' and the 
term 'inclusive' means 'inclusive of the 3rd person*.
2. The forms va- and m£~ are isolatable as 2nd.order prefixes* but it 
has not been thought profitable to handle the paradigm in terms of 
orders. It will serve the purpose of the thesis better to consider the 
prefixes as (unitary) elements in a paradigmatic system, which functions 
as a unitary whole in the grammar of the language. Cf.H.McKaughan, 'The 
Inflection and Syntax of Maranao Verbs', Publications of the Institute
of National Language, Manila, 1958* p.8; 'However* for ease of description 
and reference* we have listed the members of the paradigms as units 
.without further analysis. '
3. The prefixes vamea- (7*2l) and vamg- (8.39) were also recorded* The 
former was translated as equivalent to mg’a-* but the latter was translated 
as 'they four*.
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exponents , except r> that the juncture "between any two syllables within a 
prefix is 2 only* and that the c unit m can occur word-initial in a prefix* 
but not in a simple stem or root'*-.
The detailed description of the various forms of the members of the 
paradigm will be given in two main sections: 5*21 will describe the 1st, 
person (inclusive) prefixes* and 5.22 will describe the other prefixes.
5*21 The forms of the 1st.person (inclusive) prefixes
The 1st,person (inclusive) prefixes* viz.* ic-, vaic-, and m£ic-, 
occur in a variety of forms* which parallel those exhibited by a syllable 
with the final c unit t and the final-prosody y as described in chax^ter 3* 
under the section on Jc t;ype junctures (3*3)* That is to say, 1st,person 
(inclusive) x^rofixes occur in junctures with th^uncture-prosodies Z* X,
H* and Yi and in junctures with the juncture-prosody Z they occur in 
simple, nasal, non-y, and voytgI junctures. There are no o junctures 
because U syllable units do not occur with this structure.
The examples Y d ll  be confined to those with the 1st,person singular 
£>refix ic-. The prefix will b^6nderlined in the reading transcription* 
the phonetic transcrir>tion will be of the whole word (as given in 
isolation) * and the phonological transcription will be confined tpihe
.x and the syllable immediately following it.
icvrek *1 descend* (idz'yrvgv) yiylt^ + ^wyPWEk
itri 'together with m e 1 (id'li) yiy±tjZ?  /yrJt
i£pa 'my arm' (it'pa) jriyity ? jt&A
icuzakor ’I smoke' (it,tpujak'koro) )?5yity j^ wti
izalcva 'my mouth* (iS/hak'kvia)2 ^yity Y/+ZvVyja
1. Except for certain members of the Adverb Class (see 8,52),
2, There is fluctuation in the phonetic exponent of the juncture- 
prosody Y* when it occurs with the initial c unit j, between an alveole- 
palatal grooved fricative articulation and a palatal frictionless 
articulation when the^preceding syllable has the structure jriyit .
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5.22 The forms of the non-lst person (inclusive) prefixes
The non-lst person (inclusive) prefixes share the common 
phonological feature that they alllconsist of short open syllables? of 
structure cv? and can therefore occur with the juncture-prosody system 
set up for Jv junctures in chapter 3 (see 3.2)* i.e. 9 and 2 juncture- 
prosodies. In ..the paragraphs below? the distribution of these juncture- 
prosodies with the prefixes will be described* and the various forms of 
the 3rd,person prefixes will also be described,
person prefixes always occur with the juncture-prosody 2.
'your arm' (ap'pa) + }&A
2
’you were born' (agat'to) j?iya + j^yka
The 1st.person exclusive prefixes (pa- and mgpa-) occur with the 
juncture-prosody 9 when affixed to a stem whose initial consonant unit is 
a member of the subsystem Cp? unless the juncture-prosody 1 is present? 
in which case, the juncture-prosody is 2. It is also 2 in all other 
cases. S. g.
pa9pa 'our arms' (pa9 'pa,) J^ ypa +
*» / © \ / Y /2 yW *
pacva 'our teeth' (pat'tp v*a) jaypa + ja TA
palcato 'we were born' (pagat'to) ^ypa 4* ka
The 3rd.person singular prefix occurs in two forms, zero .»aad jziyi. 
The former occurs with nouns? modifiers? and verbs: the latter Y d t h  
nouns only.
The 3rd. person singular prefix zero always occurs with the 
juncture-prosody 9 when prefixed to a modifier* it occurs with 9 or 2 
juncture-prosody when prefixed to a verb? depending on the subclass of 
the verb. (For affixation to nouns? see the next paragraph.) E. g.
*1 o
n& 3capfro n£ 'he/it is hot' (na9ka) nNA +* j^ yka
na id a 'he walked' (nap'xDa) nNA 4* }?fPA
na 9prot 'he ran' (na9 'prdndo) nNA 4- nw^PAt
1. na and n£ are particles? the former used because 9 juncture-prosody 
is not found folloYdng silence? the latter being necessitated by the 
grammatical structure of a modifier preceded by na.
The 2nd,
E, g.
apa
akato
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Both of the 3nd,person singular prefix forms occur with nouns. The 
form aero is found with all vowel initial nouns exoex^ t those which are 
disyllabic and whose penultimate syllable has the structure ^y9a: the form 
y(y± occurs with all other noun stems. In this latter case, if the stem 
has an initial consonant unit which is a member of one of the subsystems 
Cp or cp, or is vowel initial with w initial-prosody, the xn?efix is linked 
by the juncture-prosody 9 to the stem> otherwise, it is linked by the 
juncture-x^rosody 2. g.
fw0 'food or his food'
9inu 'nose or his nose'
i9kamro 'his blood* (i9ka) jtffyi + rfyka
va or i9va 'his tooth' (i9 Va) m : a
imut 'his neck' (im'budu) yiy± +■ jrfvsMXt
A rare third form of tha 3rd. person singular prefix was found with 
vowel initial nouns. The form was y(y9ii and was found with both 9 and 2 
juncture-prosodies, the former when the initial-prosody w was present, 
the latter when the initial-prosody 9 was present. E.g.
9i9vrQ^ 'his ribs' (9i9 'urv) J^ y9i + j^ wyrwE
'his lead-shot' (9i9''dt)3 I3
5.3 STROMG AMD TWEAK FORMS
Certain of the stems which can occur with the prefixial paradigm 
are found in two different forms. These two forms are termed 'strong' 
and 'weak1 5 the latter occurring only when it is in construction with a 
preceding grammatical element, the former occurring without being in 
such a construction.
1. This form of the 3rd.person prefix necessitates introducing the new 
phonological element 9 , as an initial c unit; it is not analysed as an 
initial-prosody for the reasons given in the paragraph which follows the 
listing of the prefixial paradigm (see p*115.)
2. Corresponding dual and plural forms were also found, such as me9i9- 
and va9i~.
3. This form (and parallel ones) is analysed as occurring with a 2
juncture-prosody and an open pre-junctural syllable, rather than as a 
closed pre-junctural syllable with H juncture-prosody, because of the
general phonological feature that a long contoid is the phonetic 
exponent of the juncture-prosody 2.
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The relationship, at the phonological level, between the strong and 
weak forms of any particular stem can be stated solely in terms of the 
phonology of the two forms. That is to say, two stems from different 
grammatical classes, which have the same strong form, will have the same 
weak form* and vice-versa. Strong forms are always vowel initial\ weak 
forms are always consonant initial.
The juncture between a weak form and the preceding syllable is 
always characterised by the juncture-prosody Y (see 3*^ -> P-8^)1 
juncture between a strong form and any syllable which may precede it is 
never characterised by Y juncture-prosody.
The description of the strong and weak forms will be given in two 
main sections, the first (5.31) describing the structure of strong and 
weak forms and the relationship between them, the second (5.32) describing 
some special junctures in which the post-junctural syllable is a weak 
form.
5.31 The structure of strong and weak forms and the relationship between
them
The description of strong and weak forms will be given in two main 
sections. The first of these (5.311) will describe strong and weak 
forms whose initial syllable has the syllabie-prosody n> the second 
(5.312) will describe strong and weak forms whose initial syllable has 
the syllable-prosody
5.311 Strong and weak forms with the syllable-prosody n
Stems whose strong and weak forms have an initial syllable with the 
syllable-prosody n have a weak form whose initial consonant unit is either 
11 or N^. The former is found when the stem is disyllabic, the latter when 
it is monosyllabic.
In the examples throughout this section (5.3) the first column will 
give the strong form in reading transcriptionj the second column will 
give the initial syllable of the strong form in the phonological trans-
1. Very occasionally, in the speech of some speakers, the initial C unit 
was ^ not N. Thus, aqin for ahin ’your dung* (1,9).
1^ -AJ
cription* the third m i l  give the v/eak: form in reading transcriptionj the 
fourth will give the initial syllable of the weak form in the 
phonological transcription> and the fifth will give a translation.
£r nwylr hir nw^Ir f to sitr
am nAm ham nNAm 'chin1
opo nwa hopo nwna *to extract
9 1
9ikra ny i hlkra nyni ' handf
5. 312 Strong and weak forms v/ith the syllable-prosody y(
The description of the strong and weak forms of stems whose initial 
syllable has the syllable-prosody ^ will be given in three subsections. 
The first* 5.312.1* will describe stems whose weak form has one of the 
initial consonant units J or j; the second* 5.312.2* will describe stems 
whose weak form has one of the initial consonant units T or tj and the 
third* 5.312.3> will describe stems whose weak form has the initial 
consonant unit p0
5.312.1 We ale forms with the initial consonant unit J* or j
Stems v/hose weak form is found with the initial consonant unit J* 
or j* have strong forms with the initial-prosody 9* except for the case 
in which the stem is monosyllabic and has the final c unit t with the 
final-prosody y; for this case* see the next section.
9i2 fy I zi piyJI 'bone1
9are1 y(y a zar£ J^ yja ’to say some­
thing 1
1. At the phonetic level this syllable was found as either (9i) or (9i) 
or* occasionally* (9ffi). It is analysed as having n syllable-prosody 
rather than y(* even though the first of these forms appears to pre­
dominate, because the corresponding weak form has the initial c unit n.
2. Monosyllabic stems* with the initial-prosody 9, have a marked
tendency to occur in the weak form only when prefixed vdtfer the non-3^ d
person prefixes* and not in the other constructions in Yfhich a weak form
is found.
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5.312*2 Weak forms with the initial consonant unit T* or t
Stems whose weak form occurs with the initial consonant units T or t 
have strong forms without initial-prosody, or with the initial-prosody w. 
The only exceptions are disyllabic stems whose penultimate syllable has 
the syllable-prosody w and whose ultimate syllable is not of the general 
structure ]0NV, Also included in this group are monosyllabic stems with
initial--prosody 9 and the final c unit t ,. with y final-prosody.
om jriwEtn com jffwTEn 'to pound something
Apeii /iwya cApen /wyta 'to work'
uzanJfcr f^wi cuzanftr jrfwti ’to return'
UhVQ cunvQ ykrtl + ^{wy^NS 'to cook something'
9ec st7 ceo /yTEt7 'to tell lies*
5.312.3 Weak forms with the initial consonant unit p
Stems whose weak form occurs with the initial consonant unit p 
have strong forms whose penultimate syllable has the syllable-prosody Wj 
and whose ultimate syllable does not have the general structure ^%V.
2 2
omu t^wa f $ML pumu ^wpi + jpfwMI 'to see something'
2 2
uti yhd. + nyTI puti ^wpi + nyTI 'heavy',
5.32 Junctures involving a weak form
When the post-junctural syllable belongs to the weak form of a 
stem* and has the general structure pi or ni* very commonly the phonetic 
exponent of the v unit i is zero? and the initial c unit p or n can be 
regarded as forming a closed syllable with the elements of the pre- 
junctural open syllable. This new closed syllable is then in juncture 
with the following syllable with a Jc type juncture.
In the examples, the three syllables under consideration will be 
underlined in the reading transcription and will be given in both 
phonological and phonetic transcription. The v unit whose phonetic 
exponent is aero will be bracketed* and the juncture analysed in terms 
of the Jc type juncture system.
9oamnipa;tA ny^NI prifwyp(i) + ^vyTA ( ' j i i p ' tA)
'to take care of something'
tu hire v^/TJ. nyn(i) JE ('tun'le)
'one side of his stomach'
XIQ fiSkze 9-& fatyk Jla nyn(i) 5 KE (, rjgoV'kse)
'on one side of the river'
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CHAPTER 6 THE NOMINAL PHRASE, THE NOMINAL, AND THE NOMINAL SUffFIXBS
6.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In describing the structure of the various major clause-types set 
up in chapter 1, use was made of what were termed Phrasal Pieces’, 
which were subdivided into Nominal and Verbal Phrasal Pieces (see 1.11, 
p3J07). The former were defined x^artly in terms of their internal 
structure, as including at least one nominal £>hrase* and partly in turms 
of their external distribution in the clause-types. The purpose of this 
chapter is to describe the internal structure of the nominal phrase, 
which will be done by means of a system of nominal phrase-types, whose 
structure, in turn, is stated by means of a number of word classes.
Thus, In this chapter, the elements of the grammatical hierarchy smaller 
than the piece, and which are relevant to the description of nominal 
pieces, vri.ll be described ™ the (nominal) phrase, the various nominal 
word classes, and the nominal affixes.
The chapter will be presented in three main sections - the 
Nominal Phrase (6.2), the Nominal (6.3)? and the Nominal Suffixes (6.1).
6.2 THE NOMINAL PHRASE
The nominal phrase will be described in two main sections> the 
first, 6.21, will describe its internal structure, and the second, 6.22, 
the various constructions into which nominal phrases enter within the 
piece.
6.21 The structure of the nominal phrase
The structure of the nominal phrase will be described in terms of 
a system of nominal phrase-types, each of which can be considered to 
consist of a nucleus, comprising major and minor words only, and an 
optional periphery, comprising particles only. Section 6.211 will 
describe the periphery, and section 6,22 the nucleus.
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6.211 The periphery of the nominal phrase
The periphery of the nominal phrase comprises particles only? and 
may or may not occur in any particular phrase. The particles of the 
periphery can he grouped into three closed classes - the Nominal 
Particle Class? the Quantitative Particle Class? and the Terminal 
Particle Class.
All peripheral particles are invariant (i.e. they never occur 
affixed)? and they almost always are found with tertiary stress on the 
ultimate syllable.
The three classes of peripheral particle will be described in the 
sections 6.211.1 to 6*211.3. Examples? however? will not be given in 
these sections as the occurrence of these particles vail be illustrated 
in the examples given in the section on the nucleus of the nominal 
phrase (6,212).
6.211.1 The Nominal Particle Class
The Nominal Particle (NPt) Class is a closed class defined as 
consisting of the following five particles - jsa? ta? ze ? ata? and 
zaza. It is very difficult to assign any meaning to the first four of 
these, particles (which are listed approximately in their relative 
frequency in text and whioh are generally substitutable for one 
another)? but at times they can be translated by 'this' or 'which* z o  
is also used with the sense of 'from among*. The fifth particle zaza 
is used as a. generic or group plural? in such phrases as memi zaza 'men 
(in general)'? or mgApeh cvoii zaza 'the workmen (considered as a group) * ? 
and is always associated with the 3rd,person plural prefix me-.
In the great majority of cases these particles are found following 
the nucleus? but they occasionally occur between the words of which the 
nucleus is comprised. It is difficult to say whether such occurrences 
are infrequent free variants? or whether there is some semantic 
difference? such as emphasis on some word? or group of words? in the 
phrase. When a particle occurs within the nucleus? the major word which 
immediately follows it may occur in either the strong or the weak form.
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6.211. 2 The Quantitative Particle Class
The Quantitative Particle (QPt) Class is a closed class, defined as 
consisting of the folloydng two particles - va ‘two1, m£ 'more thaii 
two*. These always occur finally in the phrase, and so follow any members 
of the Nominal Particle Glass that may be present*
6.211* 3 The Terminal Particle Class
The Terminal Particle (TPt) Class is a closed class, defined as 
consisting of the following particle - n£. Unlike the two previous
classes, this class occurs if and only if certain syntactic conditions 
are fulfilled (see 6.212.14.) ? and it never occurs with the other two 
classes.
6.212 The nucleus of the nominal phrase
The description of the nuclei of nominal phrases will be given in 
terms of a system of nominal phrase-types-^-. This system is subdivided 
into two types of jxhrase „ simple and complex. Simple phrase-types will 
be described in 6,212,1, and complex phrase-types in 6,212.2.
All phrase-types, whether simple or complex, can be analysed as 
subordinate endocentric constructions, except the phrase-type B, which 
is exocentric. Also, apart from the phrase-type C, the head word of 
the construction is the first word,
Within the nucleus of a nominal phrase, all attributive (non-head) 
forms.- which exhibit the contrast between strong and weak forms (see 
5m3)9 occur in the weak form when immediately following another major 
word; they may occur in either form when following a Nominal Particle 
(see above, on previous page).
1. The description is confined to nominal phrase-types consisting of 
nominals only in the simple phrases, but the extended form of the verb 
can also form part or all of the nucleus of a nominal phrase (for 
further detail, see 7.31? s3)o
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6.212.1 Simple nominal phrase-types
Simple nominal phrase-types are divided into unitary, "binary, and 
trinary forms on the hasis? of the number of (simple) phrases that they 
comprise. These m i l  be termed Nominal Phrase-Types 1, 2, and 3^> 
respectively, and •will be described in sections 6.212.11 - 6,212.13. A 
fourth section, 6,212* 11*., describes the conditions under which the 
Terminal Particle is found in the simple nominal phrase-types.
6.212.11 Nominal Phrase-Type 1
The Nominal Phrase-Type 1 occurs in two forms, which are termed 
la and lb,
2
Nominal Phrase-Type la. comprises a major noun (N) > or a major 
noun preceded by a minor noun (Nmr)> or a minor noun-^ .
In the examples, the constituent members of the phrase will be 
identified by the abbreviations given: the phrase-types themselves wall 
be identified by such abbreviations as NFf-la, etc.
2.3 
3.25 
8.10
mefi NPT-la *honey1
N
afio msfi ta NPT-la fyour honey
Nmr N NPt
aho NPT-la ‘yours*
Nmr
1. Numerals are used for simple phrase-typesj capital letters will be 
used for the complex phrase-types.
2. The term 1phrase* may seem a little anomalous applied to a single 
form, bpt it seems simpler and more consistent to use this terminology 
thus preserving the parallellism with the other (polyverbal) phrase- 
types.
3. These throe forms are grouped together as Nominal Phrase-Type la 
because the first two have parallel distribution in the other phrases, 
and because this is the simplest place in which to include the third. 
This third form, however, is rare, and (as might be expected) does not 
parallel the distribution of the other two closely, being more limited 
in distribution.
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Nominal Phrase-Type lb comprises a sequence of one* two* or three 
modifiers (m ) , one of which may he a minor modifier (Mmr).
9kefi mec NPT~lb ‘he was almost naked1 7.91
M M
m£apiit& NPT-lb ‘all of you' 6.BS.2
Mnr
6.212,12 Nominal Phrase-Typo 2
Nominal Phrase-Type 2 is a binary simple nominal phrase consisting 
of a Nominal Phrase-Type la followed by a Nominal Phrase-Type 1.
i In the examples in the following sections a literal translation 
will be given to facilitate understanding. The Nominal Particles will 
not be translated , and this will be indicated by a dash - s prefixes 
will be translated, and will be followed by a plus (*■) linking them to 
the translation of the stem to which they are affixed.
130 bikze ‘one side of the river' 4*5
N N
NPT-la NPT-la
NPT-2 
water side
mi flo a^ijro 'the man's pig' MF110.12
N Nmr N
NPT-la NPT-la
NPT-2 
man poss. pig
1, No example with three modifiers wqs found in text material, but 
only in elicited material.
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9ikse pic rersk ’one side only was soft* 1*23
N Mmr M
NPT-la NPT-lb
NPT-2 
side only soft
6.212.13 Nominal Phrase-Type 3
Nominal Phrase-Type 3 is a trinary simple nominal phrase 
consisting of a Nominal Phrase-Type la followed by a Nominal Phrase- 
Type 2*
hAc krit^ kA. kamrek %a ’the red-crusted woodpecker’ 3*28
N N M NPt
NPT-la NPT-la NPT-lb
NPT-2
NPT-3
woodpecker crest red -
6.212.14 The_occurrenee of the Terminal Partiole
The occurrence of the Terminal Particle is closely linked with the 
occurrence of the Predicate Particle Piece, and so it da- necessary to 
male© a distinction between its occurrence in speech, and in narrative
(cf.9.311)-
In speech, the Terminal Particle closes a nominal phrase in which
the final major form is a modifier, and which is clause-final, if
a) the clause contains a Predicate Particle Piece * or
b) the clause is an imperative onej or
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c) the clause follows a sequence of clauses, the first of which 
fulfils either of the above conditions. ^
In the examples, the Predicate Particle Piece will be underlined, 
and the nominal phrase analysed in the usual way. If the clause is 
imperative, this m i l  be stated.
11 no na pre pa £rn icpi zafon ns • " 7* 98
PHP NPT-lb
but non- compl. I only 1^embarrassed -
future
'but I became embarrassed*
" amft uma 9ket ns " imperative 'don't be afraid* 3-^6 
NPT-lb 
you*to fearing not -
" m° na ka °ts alcu , n£ anin mso nff ?" 1.9
PPP NPT-2
what non- you emph, it+eat, and your* good - 
future dung
'What have you been eating, and is your dung good?'
When the clause occurs sentence-medial, and is linked to the 
following clause by the conjunction ns 'and', the Terminal Particle 
and the conjunction can be regarded as 'fusing' so that only one n£ 
occurs.
" zsJL na pa icpunui ng rii . " 5*21
PPP NFT-lb “  ~
that is non- I I+ruined
why future and sit
'That is why I am sitting here ruined (literally, that is 
why I am ruined and sitting here)'
1. The statement of the occurrence of n£ is complicated by two 
factors* (a) its homophony with the conjunction n£ (see ex.5.21 above)* 
and (b) the 3rd,person pronoun being zero in most cases. It is possible, 
therefore, that further material and research might modify the above 
statements, to a greater or less extent. With those that follow, however, 
they give a high degree of predictability of the occurrence of n£.
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In narrative (in which certain restricted forms only of the 
Predicate Particle Piece are found - see 9-311*12), n£ occurs if the 
Subject Piece occurs in the clause, or a preceding one.
t2L hGm ve Am inet ta ^A^amakkro nff . 6.BL. 1
SP NFf-lb
but and - only his+uncle - him+fearing -
'But his uncle was really afraid of him'
6. 212.2 Complex nominal phrase-types
A complex nominal phrase-type is one that includes a form that is 
not a nominal. There are three such complex phrase-types, which are 
termed Nominal Phrase-Types A, B, and C, and v^hich are dewcribed in 
sections 6.212.21 - 6.212.23 respectively.
6.212. 21 Nominal Phrase-Type A
Nominal Phrase-Type A consists of a simple phrase-type followed by 
a modal. This phrase-type is only found clause-final, that is to say, 
it is found only in the Nominal Piece in the Nominal Clause-Type, No 
example has been found in which the modal was separated from the nucleus 
by a peripheral particle.
To distinguish this phrase-type from the sinple phrase-types it is 
sufficient to consider the contrast between phrase-type 2, when two 
modifiers occur (the phrase thus having the structure N - M - M), and 
the present phrase-type when it consists of a phrase-type 2, with one 
modifier, followed by the modal (the phrase thus having the structure 
N - M - Ml, where Ml stands for modal). These two phrase-types contrast 
in the following two respects;
a) The Termihal Particle can never occur following the present 
phrase-type, whereas it follows the phrase-type 2 whenever the necessary 
conditions are fulfilled (as in example 1.9 on the previous page).
b) The ultimate syllable of the final modifier in phrase-type 2 
occurs as the peak of a tune-unit D, whereas in phrase-type A it is the 
ultimate syllable of the non-final modifier, immediately preceding the 
modal.
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The two examples immediately following this paragraph illustrate 
the phonological difference between Nominal Phrase-Type A and Nominal 
Phrase-Type 2 by giving the pitch pattern of the two phrase®. The third 
example gives a further example of Phrase-Type A> but without the pitch 
pattern.
■ -  • * \
y fo9to kure kumr£c o9, togu’^ regum’retp hD A. 4
M M Ml
NPT-lb
NPT-A
he+many soon intensity ’they will increase very rapidly’
imSkupr© zo9to mec m£up,pr vjo9,tom”be hD 8,41
N M M
NPT-2
single-woman many good ’a good many of the single women’
m£pa9p.&m ze 9o kenft ’he is definitely one of our 7.14
N NPt M Ml ancestors'
NPT-2
NPT-A
our-father - one certainty
6.212.22 Nominal Phrase-Type B
Nominal Phrase-Type B is an exocentric phrase consisting of a 
simple nominal phrase-type3 or a Nominal Phrase-Type C (q.v. below)? ^ 
(or a verbal phrase-type), followred by an Indirect Particle (see 9«2) «
1. In analysing this £>hrase-type as exocentric, note has been taken of
13k'
This phrase-type occurs in the Indirect and Snphatic Indirect Pieces 
only.
3Qocpor~rs M r k A  za mZ ’into the wasp’s nest’ 3*53
N N NPt IPt
NPT-2
NPT-B
wasp nest - into
k£n prek~ti vor 'tov/ards the mountain* 7.26
N M IPt
NPT-2
NPT-B
rock high towards
6.212.23 Nominal Phrase-Type C
Nominal Phrase-Type C consists of a simple nominal phrase-type as 
head* preceded by a Nominal Phrase-Type 3 as attributive.
urn kflm 9kaqo ’honey mixed with the wax’ 2*14
N IPt N
NPT-B NPT-la
NPT-C
wax with liquid (honey)
(con) the fact that an Indirect Particle is always found preceded by a 
nominal phrase, a verbal phrase, or prefixed. Thus, the phrase always 
has two parts - an indirect particle, and a preceding grammatical 
element. Cf* the parallel analysis of the Transitive Verbal Piece 
(7*211.1, s2). This means that this nominal phrase-type can occur 
simply as an inflected Indirect Particle.
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i^ iv ’o 3-rkA9~ti ’a wnsp-nest marie of mudf 3*52
N IPt N
NPT- B NPT-la
NPT-C 
mud with nest
6.22 Construetions intc which nominal uhroses enter
In analysing the pieces in which nominal phrases are 
found occurring, it is necessary not only tc distinguish the 
above phrase-types, hut also three types of construction into 
which such phrase-types enter. These are described in turn 
below•
A simple construction is one which comprises only one 
cf the phrase-types described above: all the examples so
far n;iven in this chapter have been of this type.
A coordinate construction is one in which two or more 
nominal phrases are linked by means of the particle 
conjunction nc 'and'.
In the example, the line underneath the whole piece 
will have co written in its centre to indicate the type 
cf construction. E.g.
mekupro nc me9pro9ket £n 'the single women and 8*53
------  ---  ---- - ----- ■— —  the single men'
NPT-la NPT-la
co
SP
single women-and single men -
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■^n appositional construction is one in -which two nominal 
phrases are juxtaposed without the particle conjunction ne, 
and without forming a single phrase .
In the examples, the line underneath the whole piece 
will have app in its centre tc indicate the type of construc­
tion. Also, except for the case in which the phrase are type 
B, a comma will mark the end cf the phrases in apposition.
E • g *
hum Cu6u~re, M±tvre~re, 9te&kih,
NPT-la NPT-la
_____  ji pp_________
SP
•">nd Lunar Moon he-very happy
’and Mocn was 3«5
overjoyed’
num Sac krA°kA kamrek-ti, A9kA even za, 3*30
NPT-3 NPT-2_____ app______
SP
and wood- crest red head- person -
pecker ornament
'and the red-crested woodpecker, the 
owner cf the head ornament'
hum Apeh pe scpen mX Amra9 9o pa 'they were ^.8
— — — — —   — -------- — --------- shouting tc one
NPT-B NPT-B NPT-B another as they
— --------------— — a p p ----- — ------- — — — - worked '
IP
and working in another tc shouting with go (intens)
1. In appositional construct!!ns, even though a major
word follows another major word (across the boundary between 
the two phrases), it dees not occur in the weak form. This 
distinguishes it from a single phrase.
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6.3 THE NOMINAL
1
A nominal is defined as any major form that occurs in the 
nucleus of a nominal phrase-type.
Nomina Is are divided into two major classes - nouns and 
modifiers, and these classes will be defined and described 
in sections 6.31 and 6.32 respectively.
6.31 The noun
A noun is defined as any form which, when it occurs as 
the final word in a sentence-final clause in which there is 
Predicate Particle Piece, is net followed by the terminal 
particle ne.
"kotpa %a hex) 
(ls?Ppers.)
Xm i<5pe kupe 
N
I am going to become 
a white man'
6.BP2
Nouns are divided into two main classes - min^r nouns and 
major nouns. These will he described in 6.311 and 6.312 
respectively.
6.311 Minor nouns
A miner m-un is defined; as any noun which cannot occur 
with the suffixes ~re 'diminutive* and ~ti ‘augmentative*.
1. Except for the extended form cf a verb, which is defined
independently; see 7.3 and 7*31*
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There are two minor nouns, °ame 'loth' , and £ 
'possession'. They exhibit strong one weak fcrms in the 
same way as major words (see 5*3) I thus iz&mc, 'both cf 
us, we two', azame 'both cf you, you two', 9ame 'both, 
both cf them, they two'; and ino 'my possession', aho 
'your possession1, £ 'his, her, its possession', ^arne has 
not been found in the weak form other than when prefixed, 
but o occurs in the (uninflected) weak form when
occurring in a Nominal Phrase-Type 2 cr 3*
Miner nouns are distinguished from major nouns on the 
following three grounds
a) they do net occur suffixed with -re and ~ti:
b) tht-y can only occur preceding the nucleusj
c) they are always followed by strong forms.
’amc mi za 'these tw-. men' FS216.22
Nmr N NPt
ino %ijro 'my pig' FS
Nmr N
Minor nouns are distinguished from the peripheral 
particles on the following three grounds
a) they occur with the prefixial paradigm'!' and exhibit
strong and week fcrms;
h) they occur preceding the majcr words in the nucleus;
c) they usually occur with primary stress cr secondary
stress on the ultimate syll'ble.
1. This statement does net imply that there are no
particles that occur with the nrefixial paradigm, but only 
th^t, in the context of nominal phrases, occurrence with 
the prefixial paradigm is one < f the characteristics cf 
minor nouns, as opposed to peripheral rarticles.
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6.312 Major ncuns
^ foajor noun is defined as any noun that can occur with 
the suffixes ~re and ~ti.
Major nouns can he independently classified on three 
grounds, as follows.
a) on the basis of their internal structure;
b) on the basis cf their occurrence or non-occurrence 
with the prefixial paradigm;
c) on the basis of their juncture with a preceding 
particle.
The classes set up on these grounds will be described 
in turn in sections 6.312.1 - 6.312.3*
6»312.1 Simple, derived , and compound nouns
All major ncuns can be classified as simple, derived, 
or compound, on the basis of their .internal structure.
Simple nouns are defined as those that comprise one 
morpheme only.
Derived nouns are those that ccoorise an extended verb
1 . A fourth classification of some of the major n.mns
will be set up in 6.A2.
1^0
stem felltwee by the bound roct - c a  1ncminaliser1 . The verb 
stem may be either transitive cr intransitive; transitive forms 
will be translated by a past participle, intransitive fcrms by 
a gerund .
ka° ticA 1breechclcth1 cf. ka,?ti'? 'folded'
kat or^A ’mother' cf. ka t or 'bearing'
komcA ' cup1 cf. kom 'drinking
tikbA 1 breath' cf. tik 'dying1
Compound nouns are these that comprise two or more roots 
or stems (neither of which is ca). Eight types of compound 
noun have been found, which are presentee1 in the following 
three groups: A - those that comprise ncminals only; B - those
that comprise a verb; C - those that comprise a particle.
- Group A ™ compounds comprising ncminals only.
N + N k r  A 9 k.A ere st cf * k r a  
kA
1hec d ’ 
'skin1
mi t za p oc (5 a 'east' cf.mit 'sun'
zapobcA * place c f
frequentative
emergence '
N + M kr Ajtik"r c 'wasp' cf. krA 
tik
' head 
1 b l a c k '
M + N r s r c k k A 'flanks’ cf. r c r e k  ’s o f t
kA skin
N + N + M
r o p k r A z a k c t  'n i g h t - a p e '  cf. r o p
k r  a
' d og'
'head' 
Sakot 'round1
“ c a analysed as a bound roct, rather than as a suffix, 
because while it dees net iccur free, it alsc dees net exhibit 
any of the phonological characteristics associate'"1 with a 
suffix (cf. 6.ifl),
1^ -1
Group B - compounds that comprise a verb (always in the 
extender form).
N + V k A c k a p e r tape recorder' cf. kAb 'container'
k.aper ' speaking 1
V + N k ritniAnr A ~ r e  'pet m a c a w '  cf. 9 o 9 k r i t  ' r a i s e d '
m A n r A « r c  'macaw'
irkA 'wasp-nest' cf. £r
k A
'sit t i n ^ ' 
'skin (i.e. 
shell)'
V + h i  9e c h i 'l i a r ' c f .9 eb 
h i
'lieing'
’characterised 
by'
Group C - compounds that comprise a particle, always an 
Indirect Particle.
Pt + N 1 AX)C 1 s w e a t ' cf . v A 
1QO
1 o n '
1wster1
Pt + V 9Anor 'heart' cf A
nor
' on'
* suspended
6.312.2 Noun classes 1 and 2
All major nouns can he classed as Class 1 or 2 on the 
basis of their occurrence or ncn-cccurrence with the prefixial 
paradigm.
A Class 1 ncun is defined as any major ncun that can 
occur with the prefixial paradigm; a Class 2 noun is defined 
as any noun that cannot t ccur with the prefixial paradigm. 
Semantically, Class 1 ncuns are objects cr persons sustaining 
a close relationship to human beings, such as parts cf the 
body, relatives, and such possessions as houses, bows, feather 
ornaments, etc? Class 2 ncuns are objects <. .r persons that do 
not sustain such relationships.
1^2
Some examples cf members cf these two classes are 
listed below, each with the translation 'your and
'the man's Since Class 1 ncuns cccur in the weak
form in these ci'nstrnctic.ns, the strong form will be given 
in brackets, tc facilitate comparison between the two classes. 
The classes will Ve identified as N/l and N/2 respectively.
a pr i 'your footprint' N/l
ano pri 'ycur trail' N/2
ml pr i ’the man's footprint' N/l
mi ho pri 'the man's trail' N/2
azakvs 'ycur mouth' N/l (9akva)
ano 9 a pro 'ycur pig' N/2
mi zakva 'the man's mouth' N/l (9nkva)
mi ho 9apro 'the man's pig' N/2
ace 'your cloth' N/l (e)
ah5 e 'ycur spider' N/2
mi ce 'the man's cloth' N/l (e)
mi no e ' the man '‘s spid er ' N/2
Certain ncuns, such as ma ’liver’, belcng to be th classes.-
ama ’your (own) liver’ ano ma ’your liver (of
some animal)’
a. few nouns were uncertainly classed, such as pAr ’canoe’. 
apAr ’your ca.nce’ nhb pAr ’ycur canoe’
Class 2 nouns are divided into twe subclasses a and b: 
Subclass 2a ncuns are defined as those that c^n immediately 
follow a noun to form a Nominal Phrase-Type 2 ; Subclass 2b 
ncuns arc' defined as these that cannot so occur.
1* There are a few ncuns (shown to te such by the non­
occurrence cf the Terminal Particle), such as even, which 
have been found in an attributive ;lace only; they are classed 
as 2a nouns.
1A3
9 ami N /2 a 'tail1 rop zami 'the dog's tail'
i]r e N/2 a ' e gg' krA9i ~ r c  pre 'the hen's egg
rop >T/2b 'dog' mi no rop 'the man's dog
6.312.3 Ncun classes A and B
All major ncuns whose initial consonant unit is a member 
of the subsystem Cp or cf the subsystem cp con be classed as 
A cr B on the basis cf their juncture with a preceding 
particle, (cr miner ncun).
^ Class A ncun is defined as any ncun such that the 
sequence ;article + ncun occurs with the juncture-oroscdy 9 ;
a Class B ncun is defined as any n-. un such that the sequence
particle + ncun occurs with the junctur-.-prosody 2 .
Seme members cf these two classes are given below in 
pairs for contrast. In the reading transcription, the members 
of Class A will te written with an initial glottal-plosive when 
following particles cr minor nouns. The nouns will be 
identified as N/l,A etc.
par 'foot' N/l, A na 9par kahve 'he pierced the foot
par 'bed' N/l, B na par nipeb 'he made a bed'
tu 'stomach' N/l, A na 9tu pumu 'he looked at the 
st omach1
tu 'grass' N / 2 , B na tu k.rA9ta 'he cut the grass'
kaAr 1 splinter ’ N / 2 ,A ino 9k<?.Ar 'my splinter'
kai 'peanuts' N^ 2 ,B ino ka± 'my peanuts'
lMf
6.32 The Modifier
A modifier is defined as any form, which when it occurs 
as the final were! in a sent cnee- final clause in which there is 
a Predicate Particle Piece, is followed by the terminal 
particle ne.
no na pre pa Ain ibpizamm ne. 'but I became embarrassed' 7*98 
PPP M ~TPt
(lst.pcrs.) (affixed with 1st, 
pers.prefix ic-)
Like ncuns, modifiers are divided into two main classes - 
minor modifiers and major modifiers; these will be described 
in turn in 6.321 and 6 .322.
6.321 Minor modi fiors
■A minor modifier is defined as any modifier which cannot 
occur with the suffixes ~re and ~ti.
There are two minor modifiers, piS 'only' and piita 'all'. 
They are distinguished from major modifiers o.n three grounds as 
follows
a) they do not occur suffixed with -re and ~ti;
b) they are followed by strong forms;
c) they always occur with the juncture-prcsody a when
preceded by a short open syllable.
prln &a ^i£ 0 'only these bitter scuari nuts' FS219*6
N NPt Mmr M
g)c piitA urn 
N Mmr M
'all the dirty water' FS218.6
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They are distinguished from the 'peripheral particles on 
the following two grounds
a) they occur with the prefixial paradigm; e.g. 
icpic ’only I', meibpiitA '^11 ef us1;
b) they always occur with primary cr secondary stress 
on the ultimate syllable.
6.322 Major modifiers
A major modifier is defined as any modifier that can 
occur with the suffixes -re and ~ti.
The description of the major modifiers will be 'presented 
in two main sections, the first, 6*322,1 dealing with their 
classification, and the second, 6.322.2 with some aspects of 
their -phonology.
6 .322 .1 Classification of th e ma j c. r modifiers
Major modifiers can be independently classified cn two 
grounds, as fellows
a) their internal structure:
b) their occurrence or ncn-iccurrence with the prefixial
paradigm.
1. A third classification of some cf the major modifiers
will be set up in 6.42.
IMS
It will he seen that these two classifications parallel 
the first two classifications cf the noun (see 6.312); there 
is no third classification on the ground cf the juncture with 
a preceding particle as the sequence particle + modifier 
occurs only when the modifier is prefixed, for Class 1;
Class 2 modifiers all occur with the same juncture.
The classes set up on these two grounds will he described 
in sections 6.322.11 and 6 .322.12 respectively.
6 .322.11 Simple, derived, and compound modifiers
Li>e major nouns, all major modifiers can he classified 
as simple, derived, ir compound.
Simple modifiers arc defined as those that comprise one 
morpheme only. Some of the simple modifiers found in text 
are given below'-.
kamrek ’red’ pr ek 'tall, high'
ke t 'no, none' ra£ 'large, big,
race ’good' rcrek 'soft'
o9 to ’ many' toe 'hard’
Derived modifiers are defined as those that consist cf 
pi- prefixed to an extended verb stem, always of Class 2. 
The sequence particle + derived modifier has the juncture- 
prosed y E.g.
pinin ’to have had cf. kuni ’to have intercourse
intercourse’ with someone' (form
(iv) is nih)
pipro 'covered' cf. pro 'to cover something'
2/B9
Ik7
Compound modifiers are defined as these that comprise 
two or more stems. Four types of compound modifier were 
found, which are grouped into two groups parallel with the 
first and the last set up for the noun.
Group A - compounds com]; rising nomine Is only.
M + M poqri~re 'narrow’ cf. po 'broad'
ijri ' small'
N + M 9ircrek 'weak.' cf. 9i 'bone'
rcrek 'soft1
Group B - compounds that comprise s particle, or a minor
noun. The particle is always an Indirect Particle, the minor
noun 9ame.
Pt + M 9omec 'to do well' cf. °o ’with'
me<5 ' good '
0X9amakkro 'tc be afraid' cf, 9a 'on'
9 atiia kkr o 'afraid'
Nmr + M 9amebkrut 'two' cf. 9amc 'both'
abkrut 'two'
6 ,322.12 Modifier classes 1, 2, and 3
All major me. 'ifiers can >e classed as Class 1, 2, or 
3 as follows.
A Class I modifier is defined as any modifier that can 
occur with the pr^fixial paradigm, the paradigm showing 
concord of person with the Predicate Particle Piece or Subject 
Piece, All the simple, derived, and compound modifiers yiv'&L tU* 6ir 
(except 9omec) belong to this class, as do the majority of 
modifiers.
ikS
A Class 2 modifier is be finer? as any modifier that always 
occurs with the Indirect Particle mA in the some clause, the 
particle showing confcrd of person with the Predicate Particle 
Piece or the Subject Piece. Class 2 modifiers are further 
divided into two subclasses a and b ; Class 2a cannot occur 
with the prefixial paradigm, Class 2b can. In this latter 
case, there is no concord cf person between the prefixial 
paradigm and the Predicate Particle Piece cr the Subject 
Piece.
Eight members of Class 2 were found, four in each sub­
class; these are listed below, and some examples are given 
from text to illustrate their occurrence in a clause. The 
sequence particle + plosive-initial member cf Class 2 always 
occurs with the juncture-prcscby 2 .
Subclass 2a Subclass 2b
kaiqa
kor
kri
rna
’lazy 1
1 thirsty 1
'cclcl* (of 
persons)
’wild, untamed1
9ap>e 1 to be sorry fcr1
kin 'to like1 (other
than food)
prXm 'to need, want,
desire, be hungry'
uma 'to fear'
n c kXm kor,
"amA uma 9ket ne."
"inna mepapiitA
mcpazape. 11
'they will be thirsty' 
'Don't be afraid I '
'I am sorry fcr us all.'
1.3^
3*^6
8.19
A Class 3 modifier is defined as any modifier which does 
not occur with the prefixial paradigm, nor with the Indirect 
Particle mA. The only members cf this class that have teen 
found- are the two compound modifiers 9omec 'to do well', and 
9omnui ftc do badly'; and modifiers which are the extended form 
cf a Class 2 verb, such as pir 'killc-d', nor 'suspended', etc.
There are c few modifiers to which it is not possible to 
apply the abcve criteria for collocational or syntactic 
re-'sens. For example, um 'dirty', is only used of water, net 
persons, and sc there is no possibility of obtaining it with 
the prefixial paradigm; and ni 'characterised by', has only 
been found in an attributive place. Such modifiers as these,
1A9
therefore, will he classed simply as modifier, without further 
suhclrssificaticn„
6.322.2 Emphatic forms cf the major modifiers
Many major modifiers have heen found to occur in special 
emphatic forms, peculiar to modifiers. Three types of emphatic 
form can Ve distinguished, and these are described in turn 
below.
Type A . In Type A emphatic forms there is marked glottal 
restriction of the stressed vcccic!, often with a medial glottal 
plosive. This vccoid is also frequently lengthened. This 
emphatic form seems to occur with any modifier.
999 9 9
mcc ’good' Emph.forms (m" bessd^i, el" bc9 cd^i, etc;
999 9 9
kro 'rotten' " " (" kro: : , " kro°oj, etc)
999 99 9
^ri~re 'small' " " (q"gri::re, q"gri : 9ir e , etc)
Type E . Type B emphatic forms have only been found to 
occur with modifiers whose ultimate syllable has the V unit 
I, and the syllable-proscdy y (with or without the syllable- 
prosody w ) . Its phonetic exponent is a very close articulation 
of the stressed vccoid , so as to produce friction (indicated 
by a + under the voccid in the phonetic transcription), 
accompanied by vcicelessness.
pici9~ti 'one' Emph. forms (pra"tp j^'ti)
tik-ti 'dirty' " " ( "tin : : ;'di)
++++
Type C . Type C emphatic form was found with one 
modifier only, whc.se ultimate syllable has the V unit A, and 
the general structure CVo*^. The phonetic exponent is voice­
less articulation of the vccoid, with lengthening.
°akai",ti 'white' Emph. form ( 9ak"ka : : : i'di)* * 9 *
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6.A THE NOMINAL SUFFIXES
There arc. two nominal suffixes , ~rc 'diminutive', and 
-ti 'augmentative', with (one or both of)" which all major 
nominals recur.
There are a few instances cf suffixed forms being 
further suffixed, up to three suffixes.
ou^-ti, pu9ti9~ti 'species cf motuca fly'
kre-re, krere°~ti, kr ere9ti~re
'species of small parrot'
The nominal suffixes will be described in two main 
sections: the first, 6 .A1 , will describe their phonology; 
the second, 6 .^ -2 , will define certain classes of nominal 
based uvon the form cf their suffixation with ~ti.
1. A suffix 'feminine' can be analysed as occurring
with the following mminals:-
mci 'bull' moc 'cow, cattle'
to 'brother* tob 'sister'
qet 'uncle' pec 'aunt',
and with various ncminals containing the root pet, such as 
krXmpet '(special) father', krAmqec '(special) mother'.
It seems doubtful whether this suffix is entering 
into any new combinations. The 'feminine' is given by using 
ni 'woman', folic wing the noun; e.g. kupe ni 'white woman'; 
rop ni 'bitch',
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6 . 41 The phenology of the nominal suffixes
The phonology the nominal suffixes will be 
described in two sections: 6,411 will describe the phonetic 
exponents cf the wcrd-proscby cf stress; 6.412 will describe 
the juncture between the stem and the suffix.
6.411 The wcrd-prosccly of stress and suf fixed stems
The worcl-prcscdy cf stress exhibits a variety cf 
patterns with resoect to the distribution cf the four 
stresses (primary, secondary, etc) ever a suffixed stem.
These c^n be summed up by saying that the ultimate syllable 
of the stttn can occur with any non-tortiary stress, and the 
suffixial syllable with any of the four possible stresses. 
Many cf these ccmbinatii..ns were f'und, but the combinations 
primary + arimary and primary + tertiary (on the ultimate 
syllable cf the stem and the suffixial syllable respectively) 
are much the commonest.
In the reading transcription, suffixes will be written 
preceded by a tilde (~), and if the ultimate syllable cf the 
stem, cr the suffixial syllable, occur with emphatic stress, 
this will be marked by on acute accent on the emphatic 
syllable.
Some examples cf the various stress patterns are given 
below. The ultimate syl-lsble of the stem, and the suffixial 
syllable, with the preceding and following syllables, will 
be given in phonetic transcription, with the pitch pattern. 
The piece to which the suffixed fern belongs will be 
indicated.
nun me^kot kritmAnrA^rc wcAm, . n ~ ... 6.AE2
, bAn‘1 a p  e t ' 1 9 A m
’behind them, he placed his pet macaw
(on a stick)1
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n u m  ra m e 9 k o t  k r i t m . A n r A ~ r c  c A m , bAn'1a 1rct'tpAm 6.AX*f
VP
’behind them, he had already placed his 
pet macaw (cn a stick)'
nc i9kritmAnra ~rc kuvi iiia kume, bAn,1a"regu 7*7^
SOP
and his pet macaw they threw into 
the fire'
6.If 12 The juncture between a stem and the nominal suffixes
The juncture phenomena relevant to nominal suffixaticn will 
be described in two subsections, the first (6 . *4-12.1) dealing 
with Jv type junctures, and the second (6. *4-12.2) with Jc type 
junctures.
6.*4-12.1 Jv type junctures between a stem and the nominal
The juncture between a nominal stem, whose ultimate 
syllable is a short open one, and the: suffix ~rc, is always 
with a 2 juncture-prosedy; with the suffix ~ti, however, both 
9 and 2 juncture-proscdies occur, cn the basis cf which two 
classes of nominal are set up'in 6.*4-2.
m  A n r  a " r e  'macaw' ( , m k A n  1 1 a  ' r e) ^wy JA + jzfy JA
mA“ti 'ostrich' ('mXt'ti) n’wyMA + y( yTl
suffixes
po9 ~ ti ' b r e a d  ' ( ' p o 9 ' ti) jfwPA + j^yTl
6. Al2.2 Jc type junctures between a stem and the nominal
suffixes
The distribution cf the juncture-prosodies set up in 3*3 
for Jc type junctures with respect to the final phonological 
unit of the stem and the suffixial syllable, is set out in 
the following chart.
THE SUFFIXIAL SYLLABLES
* ^yrjA rfyTf
P z H
t z Z0
t y Zy H
FINAL k z Ze
PHONOLOGICAL m z Z
n z Z
ELEMENTS ny z y Z
V z Z
r Ze Z
0 Z q Ze
It will ve seen that the junctures with the suffix ~re 
parallel those described in 3*3 fur junctures in which the 
post-juncture 1 syllable had the initial C unit J, the initial- 
prosody r, and primary stress. On the other hand, almost the 
reverse is true of the junctures with the suffix ~ti, only 
those junctures in which the final phrnclogical elements are 
p cr t parallelling these in which the post-juncture!
syllable has the initial C unit on' ^rimary stress. For
the other junctures, the parallel ones described in 3*3 all 
occurred with the juncture-prcsedy X, whereas here they all 
occur with the juncture prosody Z. These juncture phenomena 
are thus peculiar to the suffix ~ti.
tik~rc 
r o n ~ r e
pAr-rc
pAt«ti
mrum~ti
I: la ck1 Z(’tmg're) jrfwyTlk + yiy JA
a spiny club-(1ron 1lc) 
c a l m 1
r Tf y Zy , r f nw Jnn -f yiy JA
Zean ani (bird)’ (’pAi're) jZwyPAr + JA
great ('p a :’di)
anteater'
ant
jtfwyPAt u+ jdfyTt
Z(•mrum’di) nw Mim + jrfyTl
mai~ti crab ’ (mfbair0i) ^  rfyTl
15^
6.k2 Classes of nominal based on suffixaticn with the suffix
~ t i
All major nominals whose ultimate syllable is a short 
open one are divided intc two classes on the basis cf 
their suffixation with the suffix ~ti.
^ Class F (fortis) ncun is cne wht.se juncture with the 
suffix ~ti is marked by the occurrence of the juncture- 
prosody 9 ; a Class L (lenis) noun is one whose juncture with 
the suffix ~ti is marked by the occurrence cf the juncture- 
prosody 12 ♦
kro n/F ’root, tendril1 suffixed form: kro9 ~ t i
kro 1 rat1 suffixed form: kro~ti
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CHAPTER 7 THE VERBAL PHRASE AND THE VERB
7.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In chanter *f the Verbal Piece was set up, and was 
described as occurring; only in the Verbal Clause-Type, raid 
always in the final place in that cl? use-type . It was classed 
as a Phrasal Piece (*+.**1), and was stated to comprise 'one, 
and only one, verl al ihrase1 (A. A12) . The pur-cse of this-^ 
chapter is to describe the structure of the verbal phrase ;* 
this will be done by means cf a system cf verbal phrase-tyues, 
whose structure, in turn, will be stated in terms cf various 
w c r (1. classes, such as the verb, the modifier, and the medal.
The chapter will he present;d in two main parts - the 
Verbal Phrase (7.2), an.-1 the Verb (7.3).
7.2 THE VERBAL PHRASE
The structure of the verbal phrase is stated by means of 
a system of verbal ahrnse-types, which are divided into simple 
■and coupler forms; the former are describee, in 7 *21, and the 
latter in 7.22.
1. Traditionally, the term 'phrase' has tended tc be
restricted to nominal -hr-oses, and it mi?ht be thought thot 
there was nc case for introducing verbal phrases into this 
description as the verbal piece comprises one verbal phrase 
cnly, and so the structure could he stated in terms of the 
v e r b a l  piece only. This would be a Ljcssible alternative 
analysis, but it is felt that the parallellism with the 
nominal phrases (though net complete) justifies setting up 
verbal phrases also.
15b
7*21 Simple verbal phrase-types
Simple vorvel phrase-types are divider1 into unitary and 
binary ferns on the 'asis of.the number cf phrases occurring 
in the phrase-type * The unitary verbal phrase-type vi.ll be termed 
Verbal Phrase-Type 1 9 and is described in 7#211j the binary verbal 
phrase-type m i l  be termed Verbal Phrase-Type 2, and vri.ll be. * 
described in 7.212.
7 »211 Verl al Phrase-Type 1
Verbal Phrase-Type 1 is a unitary simple- v e n a l  phrase, 
comprising a verl) -without any further forms following it.
Each such phrase con be classified in two independent ways, 
as transitive or intransitive, and as extended or non-extender!. 
All four possible forms (transitive extended, transitive non­
extended, etc) occur. The transitive and intransitive forms 
will be described in 7 *211.1 ; the extended and non-extended 
forms in 7 *211,2 .
7»211.1 The transitive and intransitive forms cf the VerVal
Phrase-Type 1
An intransitive Verbal Phrase-Type 1 consists of a verb 
of the Verb Class 1 (see ?.32l); a transitive Verbal Phrase- 
Type 1 always contains a verb cf the Verl: Class 2 (see 7*322).
Class 2 (transitive) verbs are always preceded by a 
grammatical element which may be termed the ’object'. This 
grammatical element is either a mend er . f the prefixial 
paradigm, a nominal phrase (of any type other than A and B) , 
or an included clause. The transitive Verl al Phrase-Type 1 
is therefore analysed as exccentric, as it always comprises
1. Numerals will be user1 fcr simple verl al phrase-types ,
and capital letters f r complex verbal phrase-types; cf. 
the la* oiling cf the nominal phrase-types.
A I
a verb an;! a preceding grammatical element.
In the examples, the verb will be identified as 
intransitive, V(i), cr as transitive, V(t), and the phrase- 
type will be identified as iVPT-1 or tVPT-1 correspondingly 
Where the phrase is transitive, and the object is free, the 
latter will be identified as a nominal phrase, or included 
clause. A word for word literal translation will alsc be 
?iven, fcr ohrases that contain mere than a stem.
t c 
V(i)
iVPT-1 went mult *
pci iVPT-1
V(i)
m ca': umu tVPT-1
V(t)
ycu + see
igvra ko pumu tVPT-1
NPT-2 V(t)
buriti weed see
'came tack' 6 .AH 4
1(I can) see you' 4.13
'he saw the buriti 1.35 
calm'
tsn-mX kot mepakabiv amnito9 pumu 
(xVCT/q) V(t)
WPT-1
how he us+fcr make see
7.15
'(wo shall) sec-; whatever he makes
f or u s '
1. Cf. the analysis cf the Nominal Phrase-Type B
(6.212.22, page 133)- There are two main reasons for 
handling the sequence object + vert as a grammatical unit, 
rather thon as a seouence cf units. The first cf these is 
phone logical; if the verb is one which exhibits the ccntrnst 
between strong and weak forms, then in the sequence object + 
verb the verb is always in the weak form, except with a 
third persen prefix. Or to put it in another way, the 
sequence object + verb- is -always marked by the juncture- 
proscby Y, apart from the exception mentioned. But all 
other sequences, consisting cf major words, which are so 
marked, are handed as phrases one'1 it is therefore 
considered best to handle the seouence object + verb as a 
grammatical unit. The second reason is syntactic. The 
sequence object + verb parallels, in its external distribu­
tion, the intransitive form cf Verbal Phrase-Type 1, which 
is * singly word, and sc this sequence is handled as a 
grrrmiatical unit* M
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?.211.2 The extended and non-extcmOGd forms cf the Verbal
Phrase-Type 1
The extended form of the Verbal Phrase-Type 1 is that 
form in which the verb occurs in the extended form; the non- 
extended fcrm is that form in which the verb occurs in the
g
non-extendeb form (see ?*31« s 2 , fcr the nefinition cf 
extended and non-extended forms).
The occurrence cf this phrase-type in its two forms is 
cne cf the marks of the extended and non-extendel forms cf 
the Verbal Clause-Type (see 4.31*!f>) •
In the examples, the extended fr rm cf the verb will be 
indicated by the letter 'x' and the non-ext ended fcrm by the 
letters ’nx ’ following the symbol i cr t, and sc-para ted from 
it by cn c. hliquc stroke. The extended and non-ext ended forms 
cf the phrase-type will be indicated by the letters ’x ’ cr 
'nx' , respectively, immediately preceding the symbols i and t.
te
V (i/nx)
nxiVPT-1 ’went1 mult.
n c m
V(i/x)
icpoc 
V(i/x)
xiVPT-1
xiVPT-1
’he went* 2.37
’we came back1 6.BD6
meapumu 
V(t/nx)
nxtVPT-1 ’(I can) see you1 4.13
tah-mX kukrec, ter-re, pumun 
(NCT/Q) V(t/x)
how thing possess- 
(owned?) ion
see
xtVPT-1 2.40
’they will see what they possess
A
Verbal Phrase-Type 2 is a binary simple verbal ‘phrase, 
consisting of o Verbal Phrase-Type 1 followed by a Nominal 
Phrase-Tyoe lb (see 6.212.11, page 128).
In this verbal phrase-type, the Phrase- Tyv^ e 1 always 
occurs in the extender! form, and the phrase is closed by the 
Terminal Particle ne if it occurs in a sentence-final cr semi­
final clause, which is non-extendeb, and which fulfils the 
conditions stated in 6.212.14, page 1^0.
The examples cf this verbal phrase-type- will be given 
with the clause in which they occur, sc that the conditions 
for the occurrence cf ne c n be exemplified.
na pa apumun ket ne?
V(t/x) M TPt
'I do not know you' 7.94
- xtVPT-1 NPT-lb 
 "   --------------
VPT-2
PPP VP
- I you+see not -
nxVCTf
ne poc
V(i/x)
‘ xbVPT~l
ket.
M
NPT-lb
CP
VPT-2
VP
and he+come net 
brack
’and never came back' 6.BP2
xVCTf
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7*22 The (complex) Verbal Phrase-Type A
There is only one complex verbal phrase-type, which 
consists cf a simple verbal phrase-type followed by a mortal; 
it will bo termed the Verbal Phrase-Type A.
The pitch-cum-stress : t e e m  cf this verbal phrase-type 
parallels that described f\.r the Nominal Phrase-Type A (see 
6,2.12.23., page 132).
If the simple phrase-type is the unitary one, it occurs 
in the extende.I form if the medal is a major word, and in the 
non-ext endec1 frrir. if the modal is a particle*
°poc ket zape 'he may net return' 7*73
V(i/x) M Ml
VPT-2
VPT-A
he+come not uncertainty 
back
9eir kumreS ’you must kill him' 6 . AT2
V (t/x) Ml
xtVFT-l
VPT-A 
he+kill intensity
api. rnXn 1 (ycu) must kill him without 6.BC2
V (t/nx) MIPt fail'
nxtVT-T-1
VPT-A 
he+kill completive
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7.3 THE VERB
A verb is defined as any farm which, when it tccurs as 
the final word in a sentence-final clause in which there is 
a Predicate Particle Piece, is m  t fcll^wed by the Terminal 
Particle nc; and which cannot occur with the- nominal suffixes 
"re and ~ ti in the n-'n-extended form*
All verbs can he independently classified on the 
f c 11 owino two grc-und s : -
a) the l1k nclogicrl relationship between the extended 
and m  n-extenbed forms;
b) the occurrence t r non-occurrtnce f the verb with
an immediately precooing nominal phrase t?. farm an exocentric 
phrase .
While verbs, like nominals, can also be classified on the 
ground of their internal structure, this ground, is so 
closely related to ground (b) that it is not set up 
s e pa rately an d in d e pen' e n tly.
The description cf the verb, therefore, will be 
presented in twe main sections: ?.pl will describe the 
Classes A, B and C set up cn the basis cf (a); 7*3^ will 
describe the Classes 1 ana 2 set ur :n the basis cf (b).
7»31 Verb Classes A, B and C
All verbs are divided intc three classes A, B and C 
cn the ground t f the phonological relationship between their 
extended and ncn-extenoed forms.
The extended fcrm cf a verb is that fcrm which occurs 
as the head (first) word in the Verbal Rhrase-Types 2 and
A ; the non-extended form is that form which occurs in the 
Verbal Phrase-Type 1 when the Predicate Particle Piece dees 
not include the Subject Particle; it is also the fcrm given 
in isolation.
The extended fcrm :f the verb can occur in any place 
in which a nominal can occur, so that every nominal phrase 
has an alternative form in which one of the \:>1aces is filled 
by a verb stem in the extended fcrm. Where extcncf.ee! fcrms 
exhibit the contrast between strong and weak forms, the 
distribution of these is the same as fcr a nominal. Seme 
examples care given below cf nominal perases containing an 
extended verb stem; the constituents, the phrase(s), end 
the piece will be identified in the usual way.
mcApen Svaff zaza 'the workmen1 A.12
V(i/x) N NPt
NPT-2
SP
wor kin g porson gen.pi,
nX za pumun 9o 1 locking at his mcther1 6 .H3
N NPt V( t/x) IPt
xtVPT-1
NPT- B
IP
mother - seeing with
m o c  k A r  m a  '(he) h e a r d  the c a t t l e  ? 08 6
N V (i / x )  V ( t / n x )  l o w i n g 1
NPT-2
7*~ ~~ nxtVPT-1 "
VP
c a t t l e  lewing h e a r
1. Except in the case in which the head word is
immediately followed by a particle modal; see 7 .22, s3 «
All extended forms have nn ultimate syll^hl^ which has 
cne of the two general structures CVc /or CVe ; ncn- 
extonde-'i forms nay hove -'n ultimate syllable of any structure.
Class A verbs are those whose ncn-extonded and extended 
stems are identical.
Examples will be listed in four columns, the first 
giving the n m m x t m  ’ed form, the second the extmbed fcrm, 
the third the cl....ss, on- the fourth the translation.
srik arik A ' to r eme.in , s t “ y , dwell
ku9pau ku9 oau A 1 to bungle' something’
pr o t prot A ’ tc run ’
t cm t em A ' tc fall’
9inua 9inua A ' to hello w seme-thing '
Class B verbs are these whose ultimate syllable in the 
non-ext end e,d form differs fr> ri the ultimate syllable of the 
extended form by the final c unit only. All members of this 
class therefc re have £ ricn-extenc!ed f•: rm whose ultimate syllal 
has the structure CV.
1. Because c f tut ,/ht ne logical . arrllollism betwven 
ext end e _i forms in that their ultima tt syllables are all 
closed, a final c unit 9 is set up which eccurs in the extende 
fcrm of verbs only. Its phonetic exponent is glottal plosive 
when the following syllable has an initiol C unit which is a 
member cf the subsystem Co, -aid is zero in all ether cases.
2. Also included in this class are th"se verbs whose 
ncn-extended. form has the structure /wPEa^ f; r its ultimate 
syllable; all such velcng to the subclass Be.
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Class B is divided intc a number cf jubclasses according 
tc the final c unit af the extended form. Subclasses will 
be indicated by such abbreviations as Bk, Bn, Br , etc.
kura kuran Bn 'tc beat something i.r someone
ku9 e ku 9 e 9 B9 'tc stand (intens)'
mra rarer Br 'to walk, gc, (intens)'
pci VL-* 0 c Bb 'tc come back, arrive'
tc t cm Bm 't; gc, come'
vre vrsk Bk 'to descend 1
Class C verbs are those whc so nch-extended and extended 
forms have no regular stateable relationship tc one another. 
They are also subclassed acccr-ing tc the final c unit cf the 
extended fcrm,
akia Ak&er
ca Am
ka9tc ka 9 e k
iQor ot
7-32 Verl = Classes 1 and 2
The verb classes 1 and 2 are set uo cn the basis cf
1. It has been point el out t ,at a mere ecfncnical analysis
wc ulcl bo c btaineb by defining Class B verts as these whose ncn- 
extended fc.rm lacks the final c unit rf the extended form. Then, 
if such a definition were used, there would be no need fg r sub­
classing. If, however, the relationship between tin: extended and 
ncn-extended f^-rms is stated this way round, a parallel procedure 
has to tc followed' in the subclassing cf Classes 1 an'. 2, which 
wakes f-^ r a very complicated statement. Hence, this analysis 
has been ehcson here as giving a simpler total description cf 
the verb system,
2. Of the 10 possible final c units, only 6 have been found
occurring in extended forms of this class; cf these 6 , n, r
and 9 account for ever 80 nor cent f the members if this class.
Cr 'to shout'
Cm 'tc stand'
Ck 'tc break something (intons)'
Ct 'tc- sleep'
whether they can form an exocentric (verbal) phrase with a 
preceding nominal phrase. Class 1 will be describe:1 in 
7.321, Class 2 in 7-322.
7.321 Verb Class 1 (intronsitive)
Verbs cf Class 1 are defined as these that can net 
fcrm an exocentric (verbal) phrase with an immediately 
preceding nominal phrase. ill Class 1 verbs are thus 
ccnvoniently termed 'intransitive'.
Class 1 verbs will cc described in three secti'ns,
7 .321.1 - V.321o3 , dealing with the three subclasses 
(1.1 - 1 .3), set uo cn tiic basis c f their occurrence cr 
ncn-c ccurrc.nct witn the prefixial paradigm in the extended 
and nrn-extendcJ farms.
7.321.1 Class 1.1 verbs
Class 1.1 verbs are defined c-s these that always occur 
with the prefixial aradigm. The prefixial paradigm always 
shews concord of o^rsciji with the Predicate Particle Piece 
■and the Subject Piece.
Plosive-initial Class 1.1 verbs are further subdivided
1. Thas fact is a useful distinguishing criterion
between Class 1.1 verbs and Class 2 verbs, as the latter, 
when prefixed, do not shew concord of person with the 
Predicate Particle Piece ■'r the Subject Piece*
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cn the basis of whether they occur with 9 cr 2 juncturc- 
p r o s o d y  with the third person prefix (zero). Those that 
occur with 9 juncture-prosody will be termed 1 .1a; these 
thmt cccur with Q juncture-pros^dy 1 .1b.
Class 1.1 v^-rhs i.ccur in simple, derive* , and compound 
f: res which will be described in 7*321.11 - 7 *321.13 
respectively.
7 * 321 .11 Simple Class 1.1 vc: rbs
Simple Class 1.1 verbs are those that comprise m e  
mcrphene only. St me members c f this class arc- listed below, 
classified as tc their extended farm as well as to subclass 
1.1a or 1 .1b.
kaper 
ka t o 
kri 
ku9e 
pa
nr 51 
9ape£ 
9 ec 
9ikvA
l.lb/A
l.lb/Br
l.la/B9
l.lb/B9
l.lb/B9
1 .1 a / tx
1.1/A 
1.1/A 
1.1/B9
' to 
' tc. 
* to 
1 to 
' tc 
' t c 
' t.'-‘ 
1 to 
' to
talk, speak1 
be t.crn, come out' 
sit down (intens)' 
stand ( int ens) ' 
walk, gc (intens)' 
run 1
finish, coma to an
tell lies'
lie town (intens)'
end '
V .321.12 Derived Class 1.1 verbs
Derived Class 1.1 verbs arc these that consist cf a 
Class 2 verb stem affixed with the intransitivising prefix 
pi- .
pipro l.lb/B9 'to cover oneself, to be
covered 1
cf. pro 'to cover something1
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piaiari l.la/B9 'to give birth tc a chile1'
cf. amniapri 'to observe ^
taboos 1
7*321.13 Compound Class 1.1 verbs
Compound! Class 1.1 verbs arc these that ccnsist if two 
cr cere stems, and they can be divided into two main groups; 
Group A compounds are th-so that consist of nominal stems 
only; Group B compounds consist of a verb stem and one or 
more nominal stems. These care described in turn belcw.
Group A - those that comprise nominal stems only; in 
each case, the initial constituent cf the ccmpcund is a 
noun of Class 1 (see 6.312.2, page lkl) .
N + N tuzaro 'to be pregnant' cf. tu (l) 'stomach'
&aro (l) 'womb'
N + M kAkapr0 'to hav^ a fever' cf. ka (l) 'skin'
' kapr0 'he t '
Group B - these that consist of a verb stem with one or 
more nominal stems.
N + V tikbAmc 'to breathe' cf. tik^A (l) 'breath'
me (2) 'tc threw 
some thing'
krAkat0 'to be awake' cf. krl (l) 'head'
lea 10 (l.l) 'to 
come cut'
1. The root *ap)ri was not found free, but only in this
derived verb, and the compound amniapri. It wiuld presumably 
mean 'to put a taboo on something cr someone'. Childbirth 
was associated with work and food taboos.
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V + M + M 9amakketkati ’tc have nothing
mere tc do with*
cf. 9 amah (1.2d) 'to feel' ket 'net*
kati (meaning uncertain, hut probably 
'net, ncthing' 
cf. amrXkati 1ncthing, ntt a trace')
7021.2 Class 1.2 verbs
Class 1.2 verbs are those that recur with the -prefixial 
paradigm in the extended fcrm cnly, but never in the nrn- 
extended fcrm. The prefixial paradigm shows concord cf ojrsen 
with the Predicate Particle I-’iece, one the Subject Piece.
Class 1.2 verbs are divided into sir.u'le and derived 
forms (there are nc ccmpcund members of this class), the 
fcrmer being described in 7*321.2.1, the latter in 7*321.22.
7 * 321.21 Simple Class 1.2 verbs
Simple Class 1.2 verbs are those that comprise one 
momheme cnly. They are divided into four subclasses, a 
to d , on the basis of the phonological structure *. f their 
extended fcrm; these subclasses are described in 7*321.211 - 
7.321.21k.
1. As with Class 1.1 verbs, this fact serves to
distinguish Class 1.2 and Class 2 verbs; cf. 7*321.1,
1 1, footnote 1, page 167*
7.321.211 ' Simple Class 1.2a verbs
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Simple Class 1.2a verbs are these- wbcse (strong) extended 
form is disyllabic, with a penultimate syllable of structure 
/wya(c). If the non-extender* f^rm is also disyllabic, the 
final c unit in the penultimate syllable is the same in the 
extended *,nd non-ext ended f. rms; if the ncn-ext ended f1 rm is 
trisyllabic (in which case the n^n-ultimate syllables are 
/ya + nwymi) , the c unit in the ■penultimate syllable cf the 
extended form is m.
The examples will be .resented in the same way as in 
7.31, in fcur columns, the first giving the ncn-extended 
form, the second the (strcng) extended form, the third the 
class, the fourth the translation.
a°ki a 9 kin 1.2a/Bn • tc steal
ama-ra Amra9 1.2&/B* ' to she ut
ape Apen 1.2a/Bn ’ to work'
apku Apkur 1.2a/Br ' to eat'
In the particular case in which the ultimate syllable 
of the non-extended form has the structure /wy^TA, the (strong) 
extended form is a monosyllable <f structure /wy Ar.
a^A1 Ar 1.2a/Br 'to enter’
7 *321.212 Simple Class 1,2b verbs
Simple Class 1.21: v^rbs arc these whose extended form 
has an initial syllable cf structure /ypi(c).
1. It has been decided to class these extended firms as
Class B rather than Class C, as, once the class is known tc 
be 1.2a, 1.2b, etc., the differences between the extended 
and non-extended forms, other than the final c unit, is fixed.
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If the non-ext ended f^rm is disyllabic, end the pen­
ultimate syllable does not have the- structure yfyot*^ , then 
the extended fern is also disyllabic with the syllable J^ yt-i 
as the- penultimate syllable, If the penultimate syllable of 
the ncn-extended fcrm is j^yat^, then the extended form is 
trisyllabic, the antepenultimate syllable being j^ypi and the 
penultimate syllable being jzfya •
* a 9 kA^* * p i k A r  1.2b/Br 11c: n i x '
*apkSe *pikzer 1.2b/Br 'to turn ^ver1
abpu piapu9 1.2b/B9 'tc fight, struggle'
If the non-extended ft rm is trisyllabic, and has a 
penultimate syllable of structure k i , the extended form is 
also trisyllabic, with the antepenultimate syllable being 
j^ y pi. If the ncn-extended form is trisyllabic, and has a 
penultimate syllable if structure mi or n i , the extended form 
is disyllabic with the enultimate syllabic of structure 
j^ ypira c-r jfypin respectively. In the .articular case in which 
the nenultimnto syllable is mi, and the ultimate syllable has 
an initial C unit which is a member of the- subsystem Cp, the 
extended fcrm has an ultimate syllable with an initial 0 unit 
which is a member of the subsystem Cn, the phonetic exponents 
of the two C units having the same point . f articulation.
akuno pikunor 1.2b/Br 'to flee'
*anlpa *pinpan 1.2b/Bn 'tc exchange'
ama-ti piranir 1.2b/Br 'to dream'
V .321.213 Simple Class 1.2c verbs
Sinv >le Class 1,2c verbs are the se whose extended fcrm 
is a monosyllable with an initial C unit which is a member 
cf the subsystem Cp (other than T with the initial-prasocly y) ,
1. Forms which have only been found in compounds (usually
with the ear t i d e  9o) will be asterisked.
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and whose non-extended form is disyllabic with the penultimate 
syllable of structure j^yit^.
ibko kom^ 1.2c/Bm 'to drink1
i£tu tur 1.2c/Br 'to urinate*
7.321.214 Simple Class 1.2d verbs
Simple Class 1.2d verbs are defined negatively as those 
which do not belong to any of the three previous subclasses; 
for this class the relationship between the non-extended and 
extended forms is that stated in 7*31*
All members of this subclass 
non-extended form (which thus dis 
from the other three subclasses), 
without initial-prosody•
Sa Am 1.2d/Cta
mo mor 1.2d/Br
Qre qrcr 1.2d/Br
poi pob 1.2d/B£
te tern l,2d/Bm
n± £r 1.2d/Cr
7*321.22 Derived Class 1.2 verbs
Derived Class 1*2 verbs are
are monosyllables in the 
inguishes them phonclogically 
and none are vowel initial
to stand'
t 0 go, come'
to sing'
tc come back, arrive
to go, come'
to sit'
ose which consist cf a
1. Class 1.2c verbs, in the extended form, occur with
the juncture-proscdy 9 with the third person prefix*
l?b
Class 2 (transitive) verb stem, prefixed with a derivative 
prefix. There are three pairs cf derivative prefixes, fcr 
ncn-extended and extended fcrms respectively; these will be 
described below.
The derivative prefixes ab~ and pi-
Disyllabic verbs cf Class 2, whose initial syllable in 
the ncn-extended fcrm has the structure /yka, cccur as 
Class 1.2 verbs when prefixed with ac- in the ncn-extended 
form, and pi- in the extended fcrm.
acka9te pika9ek 1.2/Clc^ 'tc. break (intens) '
abkapo pikapcn 1.2/Bn 'to separate-1
Disyllabic verbs of Class 2b, whcse initial syllable 
in the non-extended form has the structure /wki, occur as 
Class 1.2 verbs when prefixed with ab- to fcrm (iii), and 
with pi- to the extended fcrm.
a£kv&n pikv=tn 1,2/A 'tc break1
The derivative prefixes av- and u-
Disyllabic verbs cf Class 2, whose initial syllable 
in the non-extencled fcrm has the structure /yka, cr /y^a, 
occur as Class 1.2 verbs when ore fixed with av- tc the ncn- 
extended (weak) form, and u- to the extended (weak) fcrm.
avkakre ukakreh 1.2/Bn 'to scratch, rub'
avzai uzair 1.2/Br 'tc tap, peck'
avSarc uzaren 1.2/Bn 'to say, relate, teach'
The derivative prefixes a - and a -
Disyllabic verbs cf Class 2a, whose initial syllable 
has the structure /wki in the non-extended form, cccur as 
Class 1.2 verbs when prefixed with a - in both the ncn- 
extended and extended forms.
Akubot Akucot 1.2/A 'to roast'
A k u k z a  A k u k ^ e r  1.2/Cr 'tc a s k '
1. The derived members cf Class 1,2 have their extended
fcrms classed in the same class as the Class 2 verb from 
which they are derived.
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7.321.3 Class 1.3 verbs
Class 1.3 verbs are those that never occur with the 
prefixial paradigm.
Class 1*3 verbs will be described in two sections, 
7 *321.31 end 7*321.32, dealing respectively with single and 
compound forms (there are no derived members f this class).
7*321*31 Simple Class 1.3 verbs
Simple Class 1*3 verts are these that comprise one 
mcrph.eme only.
ane anir 1.3/C r 'to do or speak thus, like
a^iSe apzeiS 1.3/BS 'to enter (intens)'
a£et a&et 1.3/A 'to remain, stay, live'
or or 1.3/A 'to melt'
zuk &uk. 1.3/A 'to wander, drift'
7.321.32 Compound Class 1.3 verbs
Compound Class 1.3 verbs are those that comprise two or 
more roots.
Compound Class 1.3 verbs can be divided into twe groups; 
Group A consists cf the noun amni 'self' compounded with 
Class 2 verbs; Group B compounds are these that consist of 
one or two members of the Adverb Class (see 8.2) ccmpcunded 
with Class 1.2d verbs (see 7.321.21A).
Group A - those that consist rf amni and a Class 2 verb.
arnni + V(2) amnima 1»3/Br 'to think'
cf. ma 'to hear, knew,
understand something'
amninipeb 1.3/A 1tc behave, act thus'
cf. nipec 1tc make, do
seraething'
Group B - those that consist < f one . r two a.'.verbs and a 
Class 2 .2d verb.
A + V (1.2d) amrini 1 .3/Br 'tc be quiet'
cf. amri 'permissive' 
ni 'to sit'
m^riba 1. 3/Cm 'to be quiet'
cf. ma 'away'
arl 'yet, still' 
ba 'to stand'
7*322 Verb Class 2 (transitive)
Verbs cf Class 2 are defined as tin se that can form an 
exc.centric phrase with a nominal phrase. All Class 2 verbs 
are thus conveniently termed 'transitive'.
All Class 2 verts can occur with the prefixial paradigm, 
the paradigm not exhibiting concord with the Predicate Particl 
Piece and the Subject Piece. With verbs that exhibit the 
contrast between strong and weak fcrms, the weak form occurs 
with a free object, and with the non-third person prefixes; 
the strong form with the 3^d persen prefixes.
Class 2 verbs are divided into simple and compound fcrms; 
the former will be described in 7*322.1 , the latter in 7 *322.2
7*322.1 Simple Class 2 verbs
Simple Class 2 verts are these that comprise cne 
morpheme only.
Picsive-initiol Class 2 verbs are divided into two sub­
classes 2a and 2b on the ground : f whether they recur with 9 
or 2 juncture-prosody with the third person prefix respective 
cf. Class 1*1 verbs (7*321.1).
Some members c.f this class are listed below: where
relevant, it is the strong extended ffrm that will be cited.
Am a h 2/A ' to place Sv. me thing'
opo op on 2/Bh ' t c extract something'
omu omun 2/Bn 'to see something'
kura kuraii 2a/Bh 'to hit something'
kupi pxr 2b/Br 'to kill something'
kapa kabAr 2b/Cr ' tc pull something up, cr
9ar c 9ar eh 2/Bn ' to tell, say something'
Those (disyllabic) members of subclass 2b, which have a 
■penultimate syllable of structure /wki, >'ccur in four differe 
forms. If a member of this group is regarded gs having a 
particular form cf the general structure /wki + CV(c), where 
C Is any consonantal unit, and V is any vcwel unit, then the 
four fcrms are the following
(i) /wki + CV(c)
(ii) /ya + CV(c)
(iii) CV(c)
(iv) CVx/c,
where x Is the final c unit cf the extended form."^ The 
syntactic distribution « f these f< rms is shown on the 
following chart.
1. The only exceptions to the above statement of the
forms are these members \f this gr<up which belong tc the 
extended class C.
Perse n 
cf PPP 
or SP.
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NON-EXTENDED FOPMS EXTENDED FORM
Occurs with: 
Free object 
Ncn-3rd »person 
bound object
Occurs with: 
3rd.persen 
bcund cbject
Occurs with 
All bcund 
and free 
objects
m  n-2n d . CV( c) /wki + CV(c) CVx/c
2nd . CV(c) /ya + CV(c) CVx/c
In the -articular cose in which C is T, with the initial- 
prcsody y, the fourth f<: rm has a strong form Vx, and a weak 
form ^TVx.
Members of this group cccur quite ccmmonly in text, and 
some are listed below* Where they belong tc Class C, all 
four forms will be given* .
kubi 2b/Br ' to put something down*
kukr e 2b/Br ' to eat something1
kuku 2b/Br ' to eat something (intens)f
kuma 2b/Br ' to hear, understand some thing
kumc 2 b/Bn ' to throw something'
kuiQO 2b/Cr ' to give something'
ar]o 130 or
kupl 2b/Br ' tc kill someone'
kupi 2b/Br ' tc take held of, catch
something'
kur e 2b/Bn ' tc thr^.w seme thing (intens) *
ku t a 2b/Or ' t c pull something'
ata ta 9-ir
kuvr 2b/Cr ' to eat something sweet'
* 9 0 9 or
7*322.2 Compound Class 2 verbs
A compound Class 2 ver1 is one that comprises two or 
mere stems. Compound Class 2 verbs are divided into two
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main groups - homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous 
compounds are those that comprise major stems only; hetero­
geneous compounds are those that comprise both major and 
particle stems.
Homogeneous compounds are of one type -nly, viz., a 
nominal stem and a verb stem. In each case, the nominal 
stem precedes the verb stem, and the verb is in the form 
which it exhibits with a free object.
9okapa
kva9o
2/Cr
B
2a/$r
tc- pull up something one at a time'
cf. 95 (M) 
kaoa (2b)
'to eat s'unc <
cf. kva (N) 
9c (2b)
'other, one’
'to pull scme thing up'
sc me thing sweet'
'a few, some'
' to eat something sweet'
Het ercgenec us compounds arj •: f one general type, viz.-, 
Indirect Particle + major stem. The indirect particles
1. The reasons fcr analysing such forms as compounds,
(particularly in the case in which the maj- r stem is a verb), 
rather than as a sequence of the Indirect Piece and the Verbal 
Piece, are the fdlowing:--
a) The non-occurrence cf the Adverb Piece 2 following 
the Indirect Particles and preceding the Verbal Piece. Such 
a sequence would be a non-favourite order cf the Verbal 
Clause-Type (see k*311(b), page 95 ), but such ccmp'unds as 
the above are not uncommon, and it would therefore be 
reasonable to have expected such a sequence tc have been found*
h) The use of the compounded fcrm in nominal contexts 
parallelling simple Class 2 verbs. E.g* pier 9oa9kin 'stolen 
bananas' ; cf. Qoi nor 'a suspended pet' .
c) The parallel compounds forme:! with nominal stems.
In connection with these compounds, it should be 
noted that the stem with which the ‘oartide is compounded 
can still occur with the prefixial paradigm, sc that a 
prefix can cccur word medially. E.g. 9opakato 'we created 
i t ' .
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which are so compounded are the two glottal- 
9o and 9 a , and the major stems are verts or 
former being members of Glass 1.
IPt + V 9okato ’to create, cf.
invent something
9Aamine 'tc order some­
one to he killed'
9oamni’oitA 'to take charge 
of, lock after 
seine t hing1
IPt + Ncm. 9omro
9 okatc 
9 Xno91 eb
't< ccck some­
thing in ashes'
'to empty some­
thing '
'tc recognise, 
know someone'
initial jnes, 
ncminals , the
kato l/la/Br 'to
come cut, 
re K r n '
cf. amine 1.2a/Bh 
'to order to kill'
cf. *amnipitA 1.3/Br 
'to take charge, 
take care'
cf. mro (N) 'ashes'
cf. kate (M) 'empty'
cf. no (N) 'eye'
ta£ (M) 'hard'
When 9o is compounded with Classes 1.2c and 1.2d (see 
7 .321.213 and 7*321,21 -^), it almost invariably occurs as 
with ncn-extended fcrms, but fluctuates with extended firms.
om° 'ycu can take it' 2.29
kotpa za akuplt-m 9odnrnor ket nc
'I am not going tc. take him 6.BD2. 
away again'
1. It is interesting to note that all the borrowed verts
that were f ■' und wore thus compounded with 9o. These were:
9onana cr 9onada 'tc? swim* (Port.nadar)
9 okonta 'to c* unt' (Pert. con tar)
9ovene ‘to sell' (Port.vender)
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CHAPTER 8 THE NON-NOMINAL, NON-VERBAL MnJCR WORD CLASSES
8,1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In the course cf the description of Apinaye grammatical 
structures thus far, reference has d e n  made tc certain word 
classes which are neither nominnls ncr verbs. It is the 
purpose of this chapter tc define and describe these classes, 
which are distinguished frcm (the great maj' rity cf) ncminals 
and verhs, in that (apart frcm the medals) they are all 
invariant: that is, they never cccur affixed, ncr do they
exhibit any contrast between strong and weak fcrms. They are 
distinguished frcm the .article classes discussed in the next 
chapter in that each of the classes described in this enactor 
comprises major wc.rc.s inly, or majcr words and particles, but 
not particles cnly.
All the classes described in this chapter are small in v 
membership (the Adverb Class is the largest, with less than 
50 members), and are distinguished from one another by 
their distribution in the various clcuse-types and pieces 
set up in chapters A tc 7*
There are five such classes: the Interrcgatives, the
Interjections, the Conjunctions, the Adverbs, and the Medals. 
They will le described in this order, which is the rder in 
which they were introduced in chanters A tc 7 in the definition 
of particular clause-types, pieces, or phrases.
8.2 THE INTERROGATIVE
In section A.315 (pagel02j), it was stated that all 
major clause-types could be classified as questions, 
commands or statements, and that questions were marked by
18A
the occurrence of a Question Piece, preceding all other Pieces 
except the Connective Piece, and consisting cf cne member cf 
the class of interrcgatives (Int). This class is defined as 
consisting of a certain set of forms, which arc- divided into 
simple and compound, described in 8.21 and 8.22 respectively.
8 .21 Simple interrrgotives
Simple interrugatives consist cf rne major root only; 
the following have Veen found
'interrcgative1
'interrogative (expresses stronger 
emotional content such as surprise, 
co ncern , etc)'
'who?'
'what? why?'
'whore?'
1. The form per occurred three times in text (5*19»21;
7 .22) immediately preceding the particle adver> apu, and was 
in each case translated by 'why': (in two of these cases apu
preceded the interrogative mo). It is uncertain whether it 
should be handled as an interrogative, as its place in the 
sentence does not parallel the r ther intarrcgatives•
2. Fcrms homophoncus with these interrogatives have been 
found occurring in other places, raising the question of whether 
these heiriGpho-ncus fcrms should he -nslysed as belonging tc 
another class, cr whether it sheul1 be said that the interro­
gative s can cccur in i ther places tJmn the Question Piece.
Either solution poses problems. For instance, the form memo 
occurs as an object, an>. sc could be cnalysed as a ir..un, but
it w.,ulc } c unique air eng the nc.uns in always occuring with the 
prefix m e-, and no other prefix. On the '.ther hand , home, phony 
and semantic similarity clone, err net the best grounds fer 
identifying two forms (i.e. further criteria such as affixes 
in c_mmon, cr parallel distribution in larger grammatical units, 
would o much surer). In this case, the hemeph-nous fr rms 
are hmv'led as belonging to different classes, accor ing tv 
where they cccur. E.g. num mc°o aa kmm: 'and scmoone said tc
CP SP I P  
her' (6.kl), where me°5 is analysed as c noun; and ta num
CP
va ni’i-ra mo 'but the two rf them went -ff somewhere (9 *2.5),
PPP AP VP
where hi9i-m is analysed as a (ccmprund) adverb.
Sa 
h a
me9o cr va9o 
mo or memo 
nok
8 .22 Ccirrpr und int err*, gatives
Ccmpc'.und interrogatives are all het crrcgcneous , consisting 
r.f a major rcc. t followed by a particle, in each case, an 
Indirect Particle. The following: compound intcrrog-.tives were 
found ! -
rno~ to A
~ ■* • 2 ni-n
n i ^ - m f  a )
tan-mX ^
8,3 THE IMIEAJECTICN
In A.321 (page 105) the Interjectery Clause-Type was 
defined as c miner clause-type, and' as comprising one- or more 
members cf the class f interjections. An int cr j c cticn is 
any invariant (major) fcrm which does n- t answer to the 
definitions cf the ether classes in this chapter, i.e. never 
occurs in the Pieces ty means of which conjunctions, adverts, 
and medals are defined.
All interjections art major words, and can i c divided 
into simple and conr.n und fcrms, the frrmcr icing described 
in 8 .3I 1 the letter in 8 .32*
1, The form of this interrogative at tns phonetic level
was (m'tot'to), sc it has teen written in the reading 
transcription in a manner parallel with the writing of the 
nominal suffix ~ti, rather than as a major word + ^article 
comp*.und, when the form *m'bodo w o u l d  have teen expected.
'with what'
'whore (at) 1 
'where (to)' 
' hew'
2, See the previous page for this footnote.
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8 *31 Simple inter3gcticns
Simple interjections ore these that comprise one root 
cnly; apart from apa they arc all mcnosyllcMes.
Simple interjecti.ns can be divided into two groups, 
which may be termed 1 initiatory' and ’responsive 1 . 'Initiatory1 
interjections arc these that almost invcrially initiate 
conversation, occuring sentence-initial; they only rarely 1 ccur 
with the final-preseries f and / set u for the tune* 'Res­
ponsive1 inturjf etiens are these that cnly rarely initiate
conversation, but cccur, rather, in response to a ^receding 
statement cr question; they cftcn ccur with tiic final- 
proscbies f and /. These two groups are listed 3 clew.
Initio.tery interjoctions
1 Lo-'-kl1 (expresses suryrise)
Calls attention tc a fallowing statement,
often a rebuke, cr a c:mmand; when
preceding another interjection, adds 
emphasis to it
’Oil’ (calls attention to following 
question)
Calls attention t- what follows; lacks 
the emotional force cf kva
e Calls attention tc what fellows; seems
to differ little frcm to
Responsive interjections
ma ’No' (cnly use.! by women)
2
nA 'No' (only used by men)
tc 1th t is so; yes’ (expresses agreement with
a previous utterance)
a ’Yes’
± Emphatic response tc previous utterance.
1. This is the only interjection ftund in narrative.
2* It wc ulci seem that nA can also be used occasionally as
an initiatory interjection; 6.U3 may 1 e an example cf such a 
use.
kva
pa or apa 
to
Occasionally, interjections cccur in sequences cf two or 
three. Apart from kva, which may precede either initiatory cr 
responsive interjections, such seauences consist entirely of 
initiatory or responsive interjections. The sequences found 
wore the following
With kva; kva to kva nA
Initiatory; c tc to c c to e
Responsive: ± nA
8 .32 Compound interjections
Compound interjccticns arc th; se that comprise more than 
cne reft. Apart from these that consist of an interjection 
and a connective, it has not I eon f-; und possible to identify 
the constituents with any certainty.
1
At O or ate'
kone or konc-num 
ku-num^
'Yes, certainly' (responsive inter jo ctioi
'I don't knew' (responsive int cr jecticn) 
cf. num(pjPt) 'and'
'Of course' (responsive interjection) 
cf. num as sieve.
va-ne
ketari
Calls attention tc. following utterance, 
usually with expc stulstcry fi-rce 
(initiatory interjection) cf. ne(OjPt)
' and '
'M,' (emphatic; used only ky women) 
(responsive interjection)
okora, o-ta, ori,orira
'Lcckl ' O f t e n  r ssc cie t». d with ke) 
(initia tc. ry interjections)
1. These forms have keen analysed as compounds as the
syllable a  or a only occurs in this combination with tc.
2, These are analysed as ccmpcunds ;ecause they occur as
sentences, sc- that the connective cannot ke analysed as "art 
cf the following clause. ku was found once in text (I.30) 
where it was probably an alternative form of kva.
8. A TFC CONJUNCTION
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The Connective Pic c« whs defined (in if.if2(t:), page 111) 
as the ncn-phrasal piece which always precedes all ether pieces 
in any clause-type, whether it vccurs in a favourite, non- 
favourite, or emphatic order. A conjunction (Cj) is any fcrm 
which is fcund in the Connective Piece.
Conjunctions are divided intc twe classes - particle 
and major; the former is described in 8.4-1, the latter in 8.4-2.
8 . 4-1 Particle con junctiens
A oar t i d e  conjunction is any conjunction that c ccurs 
finally in a sequence 'f conjunctions.
Particle cc-njunctii ns are divided into simple and 
com- >'und fcrms, the fcrmer leing descri' eel in 8 .tll, the 
latter in 8.4-12.
8 . All Simple particle conjunctions
Simple narticle conjunctions are these that comprise 
one root only: the folic wing three were- found:-
ke 
n r, 
hum
’when, sc that' 
' and '
’ and '
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nc and num differ frcm cnc enether in that nc introduces 
a clause- withe ut change cf subject (as narked by the Subject 
piece and/or the Predicate' Particle Piece) frcm the preceding 
clause, whereas hum intm i]uces a clause with a change f f 
subject* In particular, wlnn the subject is third person 
singular (which is zero in the Predicate Particle Piece), the 
changes -„f third L.trs(m singul-'r. subjects are marked by the 
use cf ne -nd hum. This difference in function between nc 
and hum also holds when they occur in sequence with ■ ther 
conjunctions, "nd in the compounds Amri-nc and Atnri-num.
An example illustrating this difference is given lelow.
Amri-hum kXm men kapje. rneb kvata, nc kunic, hum per,
and him+to- honey liquid good , ull and it+ end it+cotch
seme threw fire
nc a9per - kia tc, hum kupi, hum a°ti. 2.7
and down to go and it+ and go out
catch
'Then he (the woodpecker) pulled 
some rood honey off for him, and threw it; it caught fire, 
an'1 fell, but he (Sun) caught it, and it went out.'
Simple particle c^njuncticns can occur in pairs, subject 
m l y  to the. conditicn that ke cccurs finally in the sequence.
8*A12 Cc-mpcund particle conjunctions
Compound particle ccnjuncti' ns are these that comprise 
more than one r> c t , each f.f which is a ,article. One such 
particle comp, und was f.und, hum9a , where °a is an Indirect 
Particle. It has the meaning of 'until an action is completed1. 
E.g.
num9A apka9ti 9apec, 'until the dry had eerie tc an end' 3*8 
CP SP VP
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8. 413 The phonology f. f the particle conjunctions nc end num
Tlie particle cl n junctions nc and num have n mar keel 
tendency tc. he separated by pause from the clause in which 
they cccur, s< that while they are linked', at the grammatical 
level, tc. the clause following them, at the phcnetic level they 
are linked tc the clause .preceding them.
In the exacples, the conjuncticn(s) under consideration 
will V e underlined in the re a dine: and phcnetic transcript!;. n s .
mra , nc ai^e , num nX *0 a pi, , mhranap * gzepuni0 / ’ nX^op’pi
7.4
n±r n£ m.or, 1 pm In e/ tmol 7*30
Also, the particle conjunction nc occurs very frequently 
as (n) rt the pin, ne tic level, whenever it fellows a word whose 
ultimate syllable is a short open one; cr whenever it follows 
a word whose ultimate sylls1. le is a closed . ;r a leng cr en one, 
end precedes a word which is v-. wtl initial without initial- 
pr oscdy, or pause.
num Mit~ti mo, nc orcu , nc kuta , num1 bra: 1 di 1 monom* t ungut1 ta
5.12
Sahi, n£ otc, n_c ovci. * tqAmnotr t cnop’ poi 6* AK2-4
nc tc, nc :gvra za ... net’ten0 / ij’gvrai l.l8
8.42 Major conjunctions
X major conjunction is any conjunction which occurs 
initially in a sequence of conjunctions.
Major conjunct!;ns are divided intv simple and compound 
forms, the farmer ‘ eing described in 8,421, the latter in 
8,422,
8 H 2 1  Simple raaj-.r conjunctions
Simple ma j^r conjunctions nrt thi se that comprise one rc. t 
cnly: the f( He w i n g  wore f. uncli-
no 'but' tA 'but, until, when1^
Sir ' si '
Sir occurs cnly when followed by one cr more of the 
ether conjunctions (particle cr major), nnu when f ■; llcwed by 
nc or Sum it c ccurs in extended douses cnly.
Only one seoucnce, Sir ta Sum, has been found with mere 
than cne major ccnjunction in it; all ether sequences containin 
a major conjunctic n contain one only, followed by ne cr twc.
;v- rticle conjunctions; e.g. tS num, no k e , Sir nc Sum.
8 .^22 Compound majcr c>: n junctic ns
Com’jc.uncl majf r conjunct!: ns arc these that comprise mire 
than one re. ct, one cf which must ’e a mcjir cne. Twc types 
cf compound majcr conjunction wore fc und - homogeneous, "nd 
heterogeneous: these will be described in turn.
Twc homogeneous major conjunctions were found - ra 9a 
’until' , and. tXmta 'until, when' , but it has not proved 
possible- to identify the constituents with any certainty.
Twc. heterogeneous comp; unds were also found - Amri-nc,
when followed by Sum, seems sometimes tc occur as 
a shorter form cf tXmtA 'until, when': see fcr instance, 
6.P2.
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end Atnri-nuni. These ccmpcunds functicn in a very similar 
way tc the particle ccnjuncti:ns nc and hum, tut occur less 
frequently. It is p-ssihle that they mark the ■ spinning cf 
seme unit larger than tht sentence, such as a paragraph*
8.5 THS IDVERB
In A.A2(c), (pngell2), the Adverb Piece was defined as 
the ncn-phrasal Piece which occurs ,'receding the Indirect 
Piece ant1 fe He w i n g  the Subject ' nd Predicate Particle Pieces 
in the fa.vc urite ■: rder cf the clause-types. An adverb is 
defined as any form which cccurs in the Adverb Piece.
The description cf the adverbs will he given in twc main 
sections, the first, 8.SI, describing the classification of 
the - dverts, the second, 8.52, s me aspects of the phcnelrgy 
i.f adverbs.
8.91 The classifiesti-n 'f the adverbs
Abver‘s are divided into tw>. main classes, major and 
particle; maj;r advert s are ^escribed in 8 .511, particle 
adverts in 8 .512.
8 .511 Major adverbs
A msjcr adverb (A) is any adverb which cr,n occur in the 
Adverb Piece 2, th*t is, following the Indirect Piece in a
non-favcurite order of the clause-types (see 4.j?ll(b), 
4.312(b), cages 95 and 98*
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Major adverbs can ve classob as simple and compound. 
Simple major adverts cor-arise one r;rt cnly. The folic wing 
is a list cf seme simple major advert s f-; und in text.
acts 1again ; m re* ra * already *
ari 1still , y * f ri ' c c -ntinuously *
ma 'away (fron here)* t okic * quickly1
man 't• here 1 A 'like this., thus1
Comoound maj or adverts comprise two roc ts. It has net
always pr*. ve •; • ssible to identify the constituent roots, tut
where it hr's '..'roved -.l.ssible, this will be de ne.
a^par-mA tck wnwards 1 c f  . 1!1A (IPt) • tc '
a^pin-9a 1sc parately,
distributively1
cf, ** A (IPt) 'cn'
akupi-m 100gain tc there* c f . 171A (IPt) 'tc'
akupi-n 1again in. here*
kor-rnX 1still, yet* c f. rnX (IPt) 'tc '
raaprl
mamrl
!permissive *
^Apuri 1it * s true, it's 
certain 1
Ma j c r ad verb s have nly veen f■und singly in Adverb
Piece 2, but they con ■ ccur in pairs in the Adverb Piece,
E.g.
ke ra k.upc mXr i ri meanikra kofflA ri memo znpro 8.10
CP EAP SP AP IP AP2 VP
1 so t ha t it must be the whit . .'6 0 pie wh; buy these
things fr . m y u *
8*512 Particle Adverbs
^ particle adverb (APt) is any adverb which cannot
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occur in the Mverl Piece 2. The .;rticle a verts f..und in 
M x t  are lisM. ’.t-lt w.
apu M  uMful'(?) mZncn 'rise'
atar 'there (at)' ha-c 'almost'
kop 1 permissive'(?) Am 'only, Just, that's
ill
Particle sdvc-r1 s may ‘-ccur ’’rece 'inc; ~r fc H e w i n g  a 
major adverb, cr in pairs . E . a;.
pu me kop ari ama , 'let us wait  ^ while' ?.?o
PPP IP VP
co; na apu a u  tan!to9 k e t , ’1 e;h*. I d , they wer . vicing A.l6
In j PPP AP " VP nothing'
Arnri-num 9Ainri Xm e.nir kumrec. 'h u t  t h e y  behave'1 i n  A. 15
CP AP VP just the. same way*
8.52 Some aspects ■ f a h verhphc nclogy
Adverts, at the vh< nMt gical level, exhibit twc 
features which arc peculiar tc them as a class. The first 
f these is that ntn-ultimato syllables in adverts exhibit 
fcrms n. t exhih.it.:d by i ther U syllable ty-es; the sect nr! is 
the Ma c i n g  of emphatic stress. These are .^scribe • ih turn ►
Cert ’in a.lver' s have n-. n-ultimste syllal les which require 
an analysis using phenol, M e a l  units 'nc1 cemlinati- ns cf units 
not require-' I y ether classes. Thus, an initial c unit m 
occurs in such syllables, as i t e  the c unit t, hut without 
the initial-;,>r scby y, cr the juncture- r s; by Y. Also, the 
vcw=~l initial syll-* M e  jrfwyc is M  unb with a 9 initial-arc. sc by 
only in the adverbs, and, apart fr'n the bh mine 1 Particle 
zazc, Mverhs ore the • nly fcrms with an initial syllable cf 
structure ^fy^ja which are net wc-'k Prms. E.g.
mXncn Mist ' nwyma
t oka c ' qu i ckly ' ^w t a
9Amri 'then, new' )zfwy9a
zatA 'then, new' Ky^"ja
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A ls>-, under this i^nerpl herding, -it sh- ulr 1 o nr ted that 
a£ku91 a  is the ■ nly trisyllabic f o r m  in which the antepenultimate 
syllable has an m.en vlwc.1 unit, and the penultimate s y l l a b l e  
a close one*
The sec* nd ferture eculiar tc certain c"'vervj, is that 
emphatic stress ■'ccurs ■'n a m  n-ultinrte syllMle. In this 
case, the syllable in question will he narked with an acute 
accent. These emphatic forms nr^ aiven Ml- w •
a nr Ska t i 
/
m u  t a r  
/
mu turn
f
9 Apuri
1 n>. t hin s;1 (a ri' 'ran t ' t i )
'(ever) there' ( "mu:t 'tari) 
( "mu:t 'tun.u)' t . i. ver
there'
'it's true , ( 1,9
it's certain'
a  hrxi)
Frmi their ; h : n M  picol structure it s^ens likely that all 
thes^ f-rms are c <, n ounds, hut it has not proved o s s i M e  te iden- 
tify the constituents other than *mu 'there', m e 1, (pr-.lahly)
* tar 'at there' .
8.6 THE MODAL
The nodal (Ml) is defined as that f. rm which ■ ccurs 
final in the Nominal Phrase-Type A, (see 6.212.21, orr-e 152); 
it also . ccurs final in the- Ver1 r.l Phrase-Type A (7*22, 
page 162).
Medals will 1 e kscrilo; in two sections, 8 .6l ant: 
8.62, the fo-rner de ling with their classification, the 
latter with some rs,.ects f their uiunMcgy.
1. In f a c t ,  tho s t r e s s  always o c c u r s  on the f i r s t  syllaMe
i f  'type S. In this c, nnecjjir 11, it is interesting t>. n, M  t h a t  
a m r A k n t i  also occurs as nr A k a  t i ; and t h a t  i t s  Partugues^ 
equivalent nadinhc, w h i c h  h a s  penultimate s t r e s s ,  is renounced 
with initial stress, viz . ( "nn : :cl^ ijiu) .
8 .6l The classification : f the me dais
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Me:-1 rIs are divided intc na 3 r ?n 1 particle m dais : the 
farmer ".re described in 8 .611, tin. ] tter in 8 .612.
8 .611 Mrjir m. cials
Maj..r ii:' dnls (Ml) ere de fined rs th.se \\>hich . ccur 
with the extwn’e: f • rc ef the Ver 1 a 1 Phrase-Type 1 (sue
7.211 pno;e 158) . Three nr. j^r m  Pels have hc«n f- uni, which
k.enA 'certainty'
kumrec 'intensity*
zape '■uncertainty'
The fern Purer ec was driven inflc. c t u l v i z . ,  iSk.umr c6 , 
'I am first' » M  als, h wcver, have net Veen analyst! as 
neminnls, as they eh n- t v ccur with the nominal suffixes 
-rc and~ti, n>. r the Terminal Particle, n: r have they V ten 
fi und in phrases ther thrn th se uditi nab at. ve.-
8.612 Particle m  cl a Is
Particle me da 1 s (MlPt) are defined as these- which * ccur 
with the n-.. n-extcnc1 ecl f-'rn the Verbal Phrase-Type 1 (see
7.211 ). Twc particle me :l\ls were frunb, viz.,
'An ' crmulction ‘ (used ■ nly in positive clauses) 
ri ' c ample tic.n1 (used nly in negative clauses).
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8.62 S .. me aspects f c ia ■! a 1 v h n ■ lor^ y
It has r,lrfcp ‘y ■ e^n points out in 6,212.21 (■••age 132, 
cf. also 7 • 22, If L. a Re 162) that the rnaj r form which precedes 
a medal in a. Nominal ; r Verbal Phrase-Type 1 ccurs as the 
peak of a tune-unit D r A, and- net infrequently with hia;h 
tune-prcscdy. The modal itself, whether major or particle, 
frequently occurs with secondary -,.r tertiary stress r n its 
ultimate syllable: maj-'r m. dais "re the - nly ms j-r words 1 f
which this is true. For examples, see 6.212.21.
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CHAPTER 9 THE INDIRECT PARTICLES, TP-E PREDICATE PARTICLES,
AND THE FREE EMPHASISING PARTICLE
9.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
In thv_ previ* us chapter, the major were! classes, ther than 
n;minals an A vor!:s, were defined lie1 described; this eh-.' ter 
serves a ..rrallel eur'.esc in that it will define an .1 describe 
these particle classes which were used in the description c f 
various Tjieces and phrases in chapters k tc 7, tut which were 
net defined and clescri)ed at that pcint.
The classes t< he described all share the ccrmcn feature 
that they ccmprise particles enly and are small in membership 
(the Indirect Particles are the m st numerous an>' less than 30 
cf these were fcund).
There are r number >-f  such particle classes tc be 
doscriled, which can ho conveniently Grouped intc three groups 
cf particles, according tc thv. piece in which they c ccur: 
thest three grcu.»s are the Indirect Particles, the Predicate 
Particles, and the Free Emphasising Particle. They will Te 
described in this «. rber in secti ns 9*2 ~ 9*^i this also • eing 
the crrler in which th^y are introduce-1 in cha ;;ters k tc 7*
9*2 THE INDIRECT PnRTICLES
An Indirect Particle (iPt) is ’efin^d as a n y ’particle 
other than the Subject Particle -tc (see 9*311*21) which can
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( ccur a ffixed with the members cf the prefixinl pa rati p m .
An indirect particle always frrms one constituent (the 
final one) rf the Nominal Phrase-Type B (see 6.212.22, page 
133^1 which occurs in the Indirect Piece (see A.All(a), page
108 *
Indirect oar t i d e s  are divided int> simple and c^mp unc! 
forms: the f■ rmer will he described in 9*21,' tho latter in 9*22.
9 .21 Simple Indirect Particles
Simple indirect particles are th se that comprise one 
(aarticle) stem only. They are divided intt two subclasses,
1, an'l 2, on the gr, und of the number . f stems exhibited, an;? 
subclass 2 is further subdivided on the gr und of the f- rms cf 
the third persrn singular prefix with which the members ccur. 
9*211 will describe subclass 1, 9*212, subclass 2.
9*211 Subclass 1 cf the Simple Indirect Particles
This subclass comprises these indirect particles which 
exhibit tw\. f rms cf the stem, one with non-third eerscn 
prefixes, the ther with third person prefixes. F, ur such 
;articles navo l.cen f und, which may be gr*. uaed int<~ two 
pairs, the. members • f each pair closely resembling each 
< ther.
1. Under special circumstances (see 9*312.3) the pron- uns
pa 'I1, and ka 'you', can be prefixed by va- and m e - . They 
are distinguished from the Indirect Particles l.y their place 
in the clause.
The first pair consists of the particles p_e f i n , cn, 
from among' and mX ftc, for1. The third person singular 
form * f the particle ye is k e p , and f mX is kXrn. The 
f rms pe and. mj arc these that c ccur with a (preceding) 
nominal phrase . It should; le noted that the dual and 
plural third person prefixes (va- and me-) are linked tc 
kep and kXm by the juncture-prc* s^  dy 2 .
The second pair is 'with, by' and j^ X b n 1 . In this 
case, the third person singular f- rm is the one just givgn, 
which is also the one which recurs with a n minnl phrase . 
With the non-third person prefixes n stem with th« initial 
C unit T is used; e.g. iSto 'with me', ict X 1 ..n me', etc.
9*212 Subclass 2 cf the Simple Indirect Particles
This subclass comprises these indirect particles which 
exhibit one f« rm of the stem only. It is further subdivided 
int, subclasses, 2a, 2b, and 2c, *n the basis if the fcrms vf 
the third person singular prefix.
1. pe and mX thus parallel, in distribution, the weak
f'rms of maj' r w rds; kep and kXm the strono* forms.
2. 9o and °X thus parallel the distribution , f  ^-initial
maj.r w^rds, as such firms have a marked tendency tc use the
strong (^-initial) fcrm following a nominal phrase, as well
as f. r the third person. Cf.t p t12Q, 111*2.
3* The forms to and tX .f the stems are also used when
following a m  minsl win so final c unit has a pin netic
exgcm.nt which is dental in . c int c. f articulati* n . E.g.
acpen to 'with a m  ther' ; k&tut-1X 'on top of' .
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Subclass 2 a , occurs with the thirl ;^rs> n singular L,rcfix 
k u - , which is unique t-"- this subclass. The particles f»un.', in 
this subclass are the fell'wing:
Svnr 'like, similar tc '
me 'as well as, besides; c-ncorning'
ri ' t'-gethe-r with, at, near, by'
rXm 'than'
rum 'fr:m'
Subclass 2b ccurs with the third . r s m  singular prefix 
zer-. . The ft. H e w i n g  ..articles were 1  und in this sut class.
ka£iv 11;c , for'
kaml 'inside, in'
kutA 'as well as'
klm 'within, an'
Subclass 2c t ccurs with the third person singular ,-rcfix 
i9- . The -.articles f*. und in this subclass are the f> 1 1  wing:
kct 'after, behind (in single file)'
kuri ' ts. aether with, at, near, by'
1
vsr 'tcwords, in the lirectien • f
9 »22 Cc-mpcund Indirect Particles
Comp.und indirect particles are th. so that ci m rise twr 
sterns, the first a, n, niinol, the sec. nc! a simple indirect 
particle: they re thus all 1  ter • gene-; us compounds.
1. The '..'.article var inflects in the same way as the n.un
vre 'rib1 and the verb vrs Tt< descend', viz., icvsr (id^'vvrv), 
ovar, I9 ver.
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The following are the cc my fund indirect articles that 
were f 'u n d ; where the nominal constituent was f und free, it 
will 1 x given, with its class an-* meaning. Alsa , where the
nominal constituent is plosive-initial, it c m  U  classified
as a or b mcrr^ing t< whether the third ers- n am.fix is
linked ta it by a 9 cr 2 juncture-->rt s <3y.
9imok-9 a
°I,)! k-ri 
9izik-ri 
kr tut-ri 
kr. tut-tA 
kot-tA 
krak-ri 
ma-ri 
ear-pe 
pAn-°a 
PU-°A
n ten ->f cf. 9xmok (N/2a) ' trpCc-f a
tree), s u r c e  ( ;  f  c. river)'
'in the middle f 1 cf. 9I~;> k (N/2a) 'centre'
cf, katut (N/l) '1 ; ck' 
cf, katut (N/l) 'back'
a
' in fra nt . f '
'behind' ?
' m  t ■ r- c f ' ?
'in the middle cf 1 
'underneath' a
'at the e ' ge f '
'underneath, beneath' a cf. par (N/l) ffx t'
'instead ? f , in the place f ' a 
'rx und ah.nt'
9-3 THE PR EDI GATE R E TICLES
A predic te particle is defined as a member ■ f '.nt «. f 
the clas^d cl ssos which will te described 'uclrw. The term 
'predicate t article-' is used bcc use the members ■. f these 
classes .ccur in the Predicate Particle Piece, and, with the 
except! n of the emphatic rrmt un tarn, ccur only there.
These elf sod: classes are distinguished; by their 
distribution in the vnri;us ffrms cf the Predicate Particle 
Piece. Hence, the description rf the aredicatc particles 
will Te in terms ■: f the structure -■ f the Pr. 'icate P 1 rticle 
Piece, which is 'escriTed in 9*31* S-me aspects . f the 
ph'-nc legy rf the Predicate- Particle Piece are then given 
in 9.32.
9.31 The structure of the Predic 'te Particle Piece
The structure f the Predicate Particle Piece will he 
described in tw- mein sections: the first, 9 .311? will descrih
the non-emphrtic f-. rms ;f the Fix ce; thu stccn 9*312, the 
emphatic f rn;s i f the Piece.
9 « 311 N : n-crrohn tic farms . f the Predic n te Particle Piece
In c m s i  'erpticn cf the structure a f the ncn-emphatic 
forms rf the Predicate Particle Piece, tw distribute nnl 
factors have t ; he taken int-. account: the first is whether
the Piece -.ccurs in the extended ■'r n; n-ext ended f rm ■. f the 
clause (see 4-31, s 5? 6); the second is whether the Piece 
•.ccurs in narrative r speech. Tc disregard this letter 
distinction (s. far as this material is cncerned) w uld te 
ta 1scure the structure if the Predcrte Particle Piece by 
uniting f^rms thr t should l:e kept seprr-'te.
The discussi-n, ttieref-.ro, t f th^ n-n-emphatic f. rms f 
the Predicate Particle Piece will he -iv..n in two main sub­
divisions - 9.3 1 1 -1 , dealing with n_n-oxtended clauses;
9*311*2 dealing with extended clauses. These tw-. subdivisions 
will ve further ''ivibeb so .as t- han.'-le the different f; rms 
f und, relating these t- speech and t- narrative.
9 * 3 H * 1  Ncn-emphatic forms d  the Predicate Particle P d c e
in nen-extendeb clauses
The descrigti n of the nrn-emphatic f^rms f the 
Predicate Particle Piece in nr n-extended d r  uses will be 
given in two subsections, 9 * 3 H * H  rn T 9*311*12, the farmer 
dealing with its structure in speech, the 1 ttcr with its 
structure in narrative.
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9 »3 H »H  Non-emphatic fcrms <■ f the Predic-te Particle Piece
in nc n-extendec! clauses in speech
By 'speech' is nie;nt direct speech -r c nvirsr.ti- n. nil 
the materi.l is, of course, 1as d : n spu.ch, hut when u s e  in 
this context 'speech' is t„ be underst ■ b as hiving reference 
tt cc nverse.tio.n .
The nv.n-emphatic Predicate Particle Hecc in n»-n-extended 
d r u s e s  in s.-each ;ccurs in twe distinct, th<. ugh relates, 
forms, which will 1c termed farms (a) and (l); they are 
die scribed in turn belcw.
Form (a). This fc rm comprises a maximum sequence f 
five d a c e s  in which the first place always > ccurs. The five 
plaC’.s, with the p^rticle:s th^t fill them, are ch'rte" U L  w.
1 2 3 A 3
- % t~\ zn c e p t e va
ka
/
gu
ko>t . .aJ  
ko tka 
kot 
kotpu
ta ve me
1. A very c- nsi- .erahle prc p; rtio n cf the text material is,
in fact, converse, ti, n , this evidently being chrrect eristic cf 
Apinaye stcrd-s. In the great majority cf casts, the c-> nvcrsc- 
ti n is introduced by tin special fc rm ■. f the Indirect Clause- 
Type, described in A.3130 ) i page 100.
2. Under certain conditions, places A and 3 may ccur 
withe ut 1 (and bo n-.n-third person); thcs^ are
(a) when a pro vie us clause is partially re.jested; e.g.
" u a va kuvc - v<a kuve. 11 ’so that w^ may eat i t 1 , 3*30;
(h) in im.H-r-'tive c l a u s e s ;  e . g .  " h a ,  m e  ari m o "
'Alright, y u  (pi) m - y gc ' , 8. AA.
(c) when the su- ject -of a cl use is' mcmibiguously indicated 
in the preceding clauses- e.g. "vaihmX knpc mec £a me, hum
va kupi" 1 thr- w us (twe) (vainnX) seme me- d hv ney, and we (tw-. ) 
will catch it', 3 *32.
Such occurrences, h-wever-, arc; relatively rare.
3* See ..-age 206.
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The. particles P un:1 in nl.-ces 1, 3 ^ r -T& 'arc 'lieate
rticles; these in 2 art. twc members ■ f the Ncminal Particle 
Class (see 6.211,1, nage 126), and th se in 5 are th^ nemhers 
i,f the Quantitative Particle Class (see 6.211.2, page 12?) . 
This latter class closes the n n-em’-hatic farms .f the Piece 
as it clcses the nominal phrase. The P  rmer class .ccurs inly 
if the long P rms . f the prim uns > ccur, ana tja inly • ccurs 
with the thirl . ersen in free fluctuatP n with z a .
The predicate particles are nescrile! in turn lel^w*
Place 1. This alace is £illeb by a class if particles 
which nay le termed it. n • uns . These :,r> m. uns ccur in sh.rt 
an-'" Ik. ng forms, the latter being usob ;re--l- minantly in sentence- 
initial clauses, tin firmer in non-initial cl. uses. pa is 
first pers; n ; ka is secv nr; :ersrn; /  is thirl pcrs n; pu is 
first person exclusive, i.e. first ant seccrnd persons, exclusive 
cf the third.
This P  rm ■ f the: Predicate Particle Piece is used to
refer ti 'future' actions; th-1 is, t;. actions which hr ve n. t
yet taken place, ~r which are tcking place m  w tut arc 
c nsil^red as m ntinuing int. the future. E.g.
11 nA, kotpa Z3 kupi " 'N o , I '11 catch i t ' 3*39
" tka ‘‘’omnui nc, pu me p, r " 'If y- u bungle it, 2.17
we shall turn'
" c , pu mo " 'Let us gel ' 3*17
1. The term 'gri noun* has teen a eplieb tc these f■. rms ,
thus linking them with the n' uns, P r the P 11-. wing r^rs' ns;-
a) they < ccur in construction with the Nominal Particles 
and the Quantitative Pccrticles;
h) they can --ccur prefixed ly va- an 1 me- (see 9 *312) .
3*(r lative ti page 205).
The P.rms ke tpa and ketkg were ■ ccasianally roct rbec! , 
an'1 are tr. ted as (rare) free variants.
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Place 3 is filled by tht ..article hep , t. which it has 
n^t ,..rc veb v ssifcle tc. assign a meaning. E.tqp
" kotpa za cep Am ic e kupe " 'I oro so inp t heccme 6.BP2
a white men*
Place k is filled by the tw.. particles t£ an? V£. B* th 
cf these enph'sise the ,.rm un t s me extent; te seems t. le 
cntrestive - y u os • t me, etc; ve implies such
em.tiens os surprise , ex^ stulo.ti< n, on 1 cenc^rn. te is 
linke ■ by tim- juncture-'t sc by 9 tc ,r«.ce.'ing particles, I'y 
tim juncture-ore S' by - t procebinp major w r > ’s. ve con 
occur in on emphatic f. rm ve9 c - see 9*312, E.n.
1
h£c pu 91e me pi zapc.k mri kornX kuku 9*51
1 we w-' uld still be eotinrr r• tten we, 1 with meat1
n ton-mX kotko za v_e me 9o " 'H w c ull y-'u have 7*67
bone se? "
M  example with all five places fille? was f und, but 
an example with f^ur is cite? immediately a-’ ve. (7.67)*
Form (h). This f'rm :f the Predicate Particle Piece 
comprises a maximum sequence cf six places, of which the first 
-mb tho third always occur; the six places, with the particles 
that fill them, ore charted velew.
1 2 3 3 6
11a qre hep t e va
ka ve me
/
:pu
1. This is the r nly exnmole f^un? f te r.ccurrinq: in a
Predicate Particle Piece ■ f f- rm (a), one is f und in 
narrative, n t in s-eech. See the f . tn te attache? tc 
9.3H.12, B 2.
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It v?ill to sixii that this differs fr, r:, firm (a) in the- . ccurrence 
f the twe pieces preceding the pr .n uns; in the n. n~.ccurrence 
;■ f the 1. ng f. rms ■ f tin. ,r n.uns, r.n.1 (c:nsequently) th^ n; n- 
•rccurr^nce f the Nominal Particles.
The first tw. ..'lr.cus ere described 1 chw.
Piece 1 is filled 1 y the particle na, which is regarded 
as a tense -article, with the general meaning . f 1 n*n-future’ .
It is used in reference te ■••ast scti n, er te present acti- n 
(often without distinction) when it is n t c. nsir1eref1 rs 
continuing intv the future. Contrast this with th 1 - te O c. ning ■.f 
f- rm (a). In Nrnine 1 Clausc-Types, ^nd Predicate Particle 
Clause-Ty:.>ts, it has n .re the f* rco - f a •st.rtive1 . ■■ E.g.
M mo na ka °tc aku? " 'What are y u (-r , have y u  o.n)
eating?* 1.11
" na pa ifcpunui nc 11 'I am ruined1 5.21
Place 2 is filled, by the particle >rc, which is regarded 
as an sspectivo particle, me .ning •completion1. It tends, 
therefore, t . act s,;mewb:,t as a past tv..nse, ‘ ut Isn't ■ fton
use(1. E.g.
" na, mcpa9pAiu na pre kato " 'N.. , it is an ancestor 6.N3-4-
that has 1 eon t rn'
Tw occasional variations fr-m the ;rder given f.r the 
twe farms have 'men noted. The ..articles tc and ve may ■ ccur 
folicwing the quantitative -articles va and me, m -1 in this 
case, the letter may ! e ro,-,erte". E.g.
M na ka me ve me VanmekoprAn~re pi? " 6.AY5
'But I thought th. t y u had killed VnhmekaprXn~re‘• a i
Als , pre h-'S 1 sen f- unci 1 th preceding and fv 11 wing the 
;--re nc. uns. This sp :ears t<. 1 e a matter v. f ic!i». lect, as the 
text material regularly used the .r \:r given si ve, tut ther 
inf. rmants gave the reverse .rder.
It will 1 g seen thst the ,-r- n.uns -nd. the quantitative 
particles c- mt.ined f rm an 11-mcml er paradigm c> rrcSjpnding
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t: the prcfixial paradigm (se^ 5*2). The tw>. are ploced side
ky si-" e f r ccmparis n, using the sh-. rter firms : f the pr«. n-. uns, 
an: the f*. rms - f the .refixinl paradigm that , ccur with m.;nc- 
syll^' ic :-l sive** initial ncuns.
1st * ecrs. sg. pa ic-
2nd . - - ka a-
3rd. - / i
1st.pc-rs • dual exc, 
1st* - - inc.
2nd . «
3rd. -
pu
'a
ka
va
va
va
t-\ O.
vaih-
vara'
va9-
1st.pers*pl* exc. 
1st. - - inc.
2nd .
3rd . - -
pu
pa
fc,$a
rae
me
me
me
me
meih-
raea-
me9-
9.311*12 N-. n-emphatic f rms cf the Predicate Particle Pi^ce
in nan-extended clauses in narrative
By 'narrative' is meant the c- nsecutive narrative f a 
sti ry, ether than the c. nversr.tii n which is include" in it.
In thrj-s c ntoxt, the Predicate Particle Piece ccurs in 
twe f-. rms. The first -is simply pre, which was n. t f; und in 
ct. ml: ina tif n with any ther yrc- licrte ...articles. The sec; nd 
is the last three places in the f rms f un 1 in speech, viz,
1 2  3
hep t e v a
ve me
1. Thto ■ nly txet,ti ns t, this statement were in the text
given ly Frnncisc- Suter (text 9)1 where the pening sentence, 
and th-. cl siniT sentences uscc] fora (b) - f the Predicate Particle 
Piece as f.ll.-ws*
nmn epe-rnX na pu hup 9tc mX pi saptk ku 'A 1 ng time ' 9 * 1
a;p we used t e-t r. tton wood'
AKiri-nur/i Knne~ti na ; r e meo 9 okato 1 it was 9*^-6
Sta.r-waman wh created our feed’
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It will thus ■'e sevin that there is n> ccurrence : f the 
tense aerticle na , n r ,f the L5r; n< uns. This litter int 
reflects the fret tli't the n rrntivu is always third person; 
hut the r-'Si.ncc f the na means th^t it hr.s t- ' <■„ assumed 
that it is n- rrntecl in the erst tuns,., as this is rut f. rmnlly
ncrlat1 at any 
narrn ti ve..
int. The f. II'. wina are s. me exam ,les fr-..m
tAr.it a  num 
num va_ 9 r 
hum cep °te nc kXm:
ar e ke t o 
(5c
'until he had Veen V.rn' 
'they (tw ) went -n entine? 
'an1 they s _id t«- her'
6.E2
1.22
9*^3
9*311*2. N( n-emphatic farms f the Predicate Particle- Piec
in extended clauses
As with the- nc n-emph" tic ferns ■ f the Predicate Particle 
Piece in m  n-extended clauses, this secti n will -o ."ivi^ed 
inti tw su1 secti ns,9 -311*21 and 9 *311*22, the f' rmer des­
cribing the n. n-emphatic f rms . f the Predicate Particle Piece 
in fcXtenaed clauses in s.eech, the letter in narrative.
9.311*21 Ncn-emph:tic f.rms ' f the Predicate Particle Piece
in extern1 cl clauses in speech
In the great majcrity f cases, the Predicate Particle 
Piece in extended clauses C' marises 1 nly the inflect,.'1 Su1 ject 
Particle. The nan-third ^rs:n f rms f this -article c nsist 
rf a stem -tc, prefixed hy members ' f the rrsfixial paradigm; 
the third; person f -rms are kot, vakot, and me kot. The singular 
part • f the '^-r.'^ ir^ m is thus ictc 'I1, ate 'yau', -:nd kot ' hu , 
she, i t1 .
The Subject Particle (clang with the whale r f the 
extended clause) is ■ ften used in a timeless sense,
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expressed in English ly the simple aresent. Thus, 
vnpo9~ti kot memoi aakAr mc£ 'knives cut things well', and 
iStc memo, kaijo9 tik~r c , pumun re 9 a 'I d n't kn ,w this 
thing, c: ffee'. It is also use'" when the clause is an 
included . ne: sec k.3l6, perelOU. But at ther times, it
is used in a manner parallel with the- n..n-extcnded clauses.
Occasionally the Sui ject Particle is : recced Vy the 
initial part . f the n. n-c mnhatic fv rms .■ f the Predicate 
Particle Piece, the 'initial cart' 'cing defined as the 
exclusion of the last three places. E.g.
" kot pa zs ate anir " 'that's wh-'t y^u say' 3 *kO
“P P P U T ” SPt V(ex)
" na pre mekot kuvi mA men " 'they threw me intc a fire' 7»9§ 
PPP(h) SPt IP VP(ex)
9 . 3 H » 2 2  Non-emphatic forms f the Predicate Particle Piece
in extended clauses in narrative
The Predicate Particle Piece . ccurs in .nly . ne ft. rm in 
extended clauses in narrative - the third . crs n p.m. E.g.
  ~ ~ M h-
num mekot ms... 9plr ml omor 'an* they t* , k^nw^y tc kill
him' 7*2k
9.312 Emphatic f.rms ,-f the Predicate Partic 1 e Piece
As n emphatic farms f the Predicate Particle Piece 
were f und in extends ' clauses, ‘-n-1 nly cne (ve9e) in 
narrative, it has n.t ^een c nsi^ered necessary t, divide 
this secti n in the same way th-t 9*311 was divided.
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The Predicate Particle Piece ccurs in three typos cf 
emphatic f-rm; the first is narked sim:>ly hy p-'sitidi; the 
sec( n;.’ Py the use . f particular emphatic f rms; the third 
V.y reduplicati- n . These ."'re described in turn in s^cxi ns 
9.312.1-3 >el'W.
9 * 312.1 Emphatic f'TPJs ■. f th(; Predicate Particle Piece.
marked swirly hy prsitiin
Only ' nt emphatic f rm <. f the Predicate Particle Piece 
has rean f un,1 ■ f this type. In this, the particle hep ccurs 
in -rin emphatic siti n, preceding an Emphatic advert Piece, 
and the Predicate Particle Piece, -m .hnsised in the sec- nd 
way (sec 9 .312.2). cc;.. was else f higher pitch in this
context than in the n n-emphatic f rm f the Preeicatc Particle 
Piece. This firm . f the Predicate Particle Piece will le 
symT lised as EPPP.
M ^cP :"lPu kot nmnihpec M ' f. r ho is 1 e-having in
EPPP EAP emPPP(a) VP this way’ 6.Z1
9.312.2 Emphatic fcrms f the Predicate Particle Piece
marke-h by particular emphatic f rms
Emph'.tic f rms f this ty e c in Te ivided int tv/e 
sulty;;e-s, the first usina; the emphatic f. rm f the aarticlc 
v e ; the second usinr the emphatic .r n uns. These arc. 
described in turn 1 clew, under the headlines f subtypes 
(a) an (1 ) .
Sul:type (a) . The - article v_e ccurs in the emphatic 
f■; rm vc9c , and when it . es, it usually ■. ccurs in the emphatic 
p-siti.n, that is, preceding any .ther Emphatic Pieces and/ r 
the Prt :icatc Particle Piece (thus verla;.pina with the
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emphatic f:rm descrit ed in the secti n ab ve). In this
context, it can he regarded as a discc ntinu-.us member a f
the Predicate Particle Piece ■ ccurring in the Emphatic 
Predicate Particle Piece (EPPP). ve9c , h:wever, has alsc 
teen f' unci f. 11. wing the nc n-emphatic f rm f the Predicate 
Particle Piece when utterance-final; in this case, the 
Predicate Particle Piece is analyse! as ccurring in an 
emphatic f^rm, symt'lised aseAPPPeift, As n ted cb ve, 
ve9e has 1 con f'und in narrative als<'. E.g.
num ke v c9 e (:r± 9krac kEm Sac ku9tA~re men nopon 9o mo 3*16
CP EPPP EIP SP IP VP
’N. w (surprisingly'?) it was at the beginning v f the 
path that W.dpecker was pecking cut h ,ney1
M vc<? c ^ot 9o mcpa9pirAk? " 'D y- u think he’ll re ally
EPPP I'pp(a) te like us?’ 6.K2
M nemo na vc9e ? " ’What n earth is that*? ” F5
emPPP(i)
Subtype (b) . The 'Predicate Particle Piece is alse
emphasised’ by- the use f the class . f-^ Emphatic P r . n u n s , which 
C'.nr- rises the fell.wing three mem1 ers :
pam ’myself, eurselves’
kam 'y urself, y urs^-lves*
tarn 'himself, herself, itself; themselves'
The n n-third perse ns2immedir t ely f. ll^w the final particle in 
the inn-emphatic f-rnn; the third pers n immediately precedes 
the initial particle ■. The emphatic gr~n^uns have n«*-t l etn
1* It is n t certain h w t. handle the three f rms nob, ka.c,
toe, which were given when f 11c we ■ by nib ’■ nly’ . They were
nly given in res, nse t- elicitati n, a n ’1 wore n- t found, in t..xt,
but their ■ bvi us ph- n. logical .oorallellism with porn, kam, and 
tarn w uld seem t- indicate th-t they sh- ul 1 1 c c nsi-erc; ' with 
the emphatic jr,n uns. It is interesting t; n te that, when 
f.-11c we.I ly pic, the- usu-1 juncture patterns were n t used, the 
enhe-v- c. id being relented. E.g. ( ’ pnd^i1 -picl^ i) , etc•
2. pam was f unn ncr. fi ll- wing tnc Predicate Particle Piece
ana separated fr. in it by the; particle '!verb Am 'only', viz,
" kot'pa £a A m  g a m  kupi " ’I (and only I) will catch it1 , 3*36.
3* In the idi', m ke arm tam 'He's the . ne wh kn w s ! (8 .8)
tam ccurs with, ut any ther mem’ er af the Predicate Particle
Pie ce •
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f.un-' ccurring with tc :"nd vc. This f. rm . f the Predicate 
Particle Piece is olsc symh- lisecl rs cmEPP.
" ka me kam 9 o a mn i p i t A  " ' i t  i s  you y u r s e l v e s  wh: 8.9
em PPP(a) • * VP must  1. k a f t e r  them'
n nA,  tam na ra mcakvanimcc 9 o mo " ’N^ , he is the < no 6.U3~k
emPPP(b) • AP IP VP w h . is already killing
sc me f f  y'U*
Unlike the n n-emghatic nr. n uns, the emphatic pr* n- uns 
have been f uni in an*, th^r piece ther than the Predicate 
Particle Piece, viz., the Emphatic Object Piece. E.g.
" tam ictc omun kenA " 'It was definitely he 8.31
EOP SP VP(t) himself that I saw'
9.312.3 Emphatic f- rms .f the Predicate Particle Piece
ma r ke o 1 y r e d u p 1 i c a t i n
When the Predicate Particle Piece is ntn-thirb person 
it c,rn he made emphatic by the repetition f the pr<. n>. u n , with 
■r without the Nominal Particle, When the Predicate Particle 
Piece has the f-'rm (a), the ;.r n' un is repeated following the 
n-'n-emphr.tic f'rm; when it has the f- rm (l) it is repeated 
preceding the nan-emphatic farm. If the Predicate Particle 
Piece is dual or plural, the repeat ana n un is prefixed with 
a vn- or me- acc rdingly. Such reduplicate*, f rms were n.t 
f und with bcp, tc, ■ r vc. E.g.
" n A , mepa za mXr me9pAh-9A omo " 7*k3
PPP PPP(r)
’No, we will t-ke him away instead cf them1
vaka £a na ka va tern 
PPP(r) PPP
'y.u (two) fell' MF31.18
9.32 S ~ me aspects c f the phanclagy f. f the Predicate
Particle Piece
Th^re are twe aspects f the ph..n. l qy f the 
Predicate Particle Piece which are unique t-. it, and 
theref re ■ f special interest. They are describee! 
y elt. w.
The first • f these is very c- mra n, and consists in 
the reducti n f the number . f syllables as c\mprre'1 with 
a very si.w enunciati n f the s me f.rm. This re'ucti.n 
is particul'arly marked with ft rm (t), f which tv; ex:'m;,les 
are (?iven '"el<"w*
na ko. me ^oaza.pec. . . (qgam^o ...) 7
na pu ccp 9tc me (mbut'tpcptcm) 9
The second feature was n; t f und in text nrterinl,
Put was usee quite ccmmcnly ty the inf rmant Miguel 
Fern°n^ez. In this case, the phv netic ex,', nent f the 
initi. 1 C unit P was a bilabial nasrl when it f- II* wee! 
the c;ntracteb f. rm ■ f na . E.g*
\n na pa ri mrs ((panmari...) MF22
9■^ THE FPEE EMPHASISING PARTICLE, mXr
The p-rticle mXr is uriique am. ng the . articles in that 
it is n t c nfint. ‘ tc functi. ning as a c nstituent f a 
particular type af phrase r ..iece, but may i e attached tv 
• ny . Hence, it has n.- t 1 een descrile': thus far, and is 
termed a 'free' particle.
The - article rnXr has been f--und fell, wing every ; iece 
in the clause, except the Adverb Piece, and fils; the 
Interject.ry Clause-Type. It can rlsf ' ccur in the 
Transitive Verbal Piece, between the bject an the v^rb.
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It functi ns as a retrcgrtssively emphatic particle, sc 
that the last na j ■ r w, rd in the preceding phrase r ‘d e e  
■ ccurs as the :erk, . ften in the hirh .and, f a. tune-unit D. 
When rriAr fcll'ws the Predicate Particle Piece, the Piece 
ccurs in the reduplicate-.''- f. r r , -descri- ed r\ vc (see ex 7 .^ -3)* 
When it f■ Hi  ws a Nominal Phrase-Type B (i.e. , nc with a final 
indirect particle) it is thu indirect n'.rticle th t is 
cm -hr sisc- " •
In the exenn les, the piece , r v-hrasc the t mXr is 
f*. 11. wing will } e 1. Idled an un .crlined with a hr -ken line; 
niAr itself will d  underline, with a s d i d  line. E . g *
" t_A mXr ka rri icpumu " " tAmXlgr . . . 8.11
CP "
'Nevertheless, y u will continue t- see me'
" nA, pa rncpa £a mXr me9pAn-9A omo " . .larnep"pajamXr 7*^3
’We inded will take him aw-y instead :f them'
" g a , pu me nia kcnkrA 9prek~ti ver mXr omo." 6 .a h 3-^
IP
0
- • —  ■_______L_A_
...,ken.gr a9 ,pre jdi'MvlmAro'mo 
'Nr, let us take him away t< the m.untein'
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AN ANALYSIS OF TEXT 6
The following pages present an anlysis of text no.6, in two 
sections. The first of these, covering the first 17 sentences, is 
presented with a full phonological and grammatical analysis* the second, 
covering the remaining 5£ sentences, with an outline grammatical analysis 
only.
In the first section, the analysis of the text is presented sentence 
by sentence, as the sentence is the largest unit set up for which there 
is a congruence of phonology and grammar. Each sentence will be 
presented in four distinct ways. First, in the reading transcriptions 
second, in a free translations third, in the phonological analysis* and 
fourth, in the grammatical analysis. Each of these is described below.
The reading transcription is that used throughout the thesis thus 
far, apart from the following two differences: (a) each clause will be 
numbered consecutively throughout the sentence, the number being written 
as a subscript at the beginning cf the clauses (b) each pause-group (see 
below for this) will be marked by an oblique line and labelled with a 
series of consecutive superscripts, a, b, c, etc, within each sentence.
It is hoped that the reading transcription, thus numbered and labelled, 
will provide a convenient moans of cross-relating the phonological and 
grammatical analyses.
The unit for the presentation of the phonological analysis will 
be the 'pause-group*^, i.e. the stretch of speech between successive 
pauses. A. phonetic transcription of each pause-group will be given 
(not enclosed in brackets, however)* above this a transcript of the 
pitch pattern will be given, enclosed between lines, as has already 
been done* above this again will be the phonological analysis cf the 
pitch pattern* and finally, beneath the phonetic transcript, there will 
be a phonological analysis presented in three levels. The first will 
give the analysis in terms of the phonematic units and prosodic features* 
the second in terms of the syllable units* and the third in terms of 
the word type.
The unit for the presentation of the grammatical analysis ('other 
than the sentence, of course) is the clause. Each clause is given in 
the reading transcription, beneath which there is a line separating it 
from the analysis. The analysis is presented in a series of levels, 
corresponding to those already described, vis, morpheme, word-class, 
phrawe-type, piece, and clause-type. The phrase-type level, however, 
is more complex than the others as several layers of phrase analysis
s
1. For a theoretical discussion of the pause-group, see Part II, s9«^ -> 
pp. 61-62, of 'Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure 
of Human Behavior*, by K.L.IHke, SIL, 1955.
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may occur (e.g. in the complex phrase-typos), so that it is sometimes 
necessary to devote several lines to phrase-level analysis. Yfhere this 
is done, such linos will be grouped together by a curly brc.cket at the 
left hard end. Finally, beneath the clause-level analysis, a word by 
word literal translation m i l  be given* -L
The sentences will be labelled with capital letters, 1, 3, G, etc, 
and the clause numbers and the pause-group letters will be written 
immediately after the sentence letter. Thus, the second clause in the 
first sentence is labelled 12, and the second pause-group in the first 
sentence is labelled lb. When the analysis cf the sentence has been 
completed, a. double line will be drawn across the page*
In the second section, a grammatical analysis only is given, at 
the word-class# piece, end clause levels, with a literal translation.
The free translation is given at the foot cf the page.
To facilitate readier understanding of the text analysis, the 
following list of the grammatical abbreviations used is provided. In 
general, symbols indicating cross- and sub-classification will consist of 
small letters, the former preceding the main symbols, the latter 
following them. Yifith the list of abbreviations is given a reference to 
the main paragraph dealing vdth that particular grammatical category.
A Adverb (major) 8.511
IP Adverb Piece 4. 42(c)
AP2 Adverb Piece 2 0311(b)
APt Adverb (particle) 8.512
c command clause-type 4.315
c compound
Cj Conjunction (major) 8.42
CjPt Conjunction (particle) 8.41
CP Connective piece 4.42(b)
dAP dmphatic Adverb Piece 4.311(c)
DIP iinphntic Indirect Piece 4.311(c)
em emphatic form
POP Ainphrvtic Object Piece 4.411(b)
APn dmphatic Pronoun 9.312.2
1, Prefixes, however, as before, will also be translated, because of 
their significance for the grammar.
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HKEP jihqphatic Predicate Particle Piece 9.312
f favourite order of clause-type 4. 31
FiSPt Free Snphasising Particle 9.4
i intransitive form of VPT 7.211.1
ICT Indirect Clause-Type 4.313
Inj Interjection 8.3
InjCT Interjectory Clause-Type 4.321
Int Interrogative 8.2
IP Indirect Piece lll(a)
IPt Indirect Particle 9.2
M Modifier (major) 6.322
Ml Modal (major) 8.6ll
MIPt Modal (particle) 8.612
Mmr Modifier (minor) 6.321
N Noun (major) 6.312
NGT Nominal Clause-Type 4.312
nf non-favourite order of clause-type 4.311(b)
Nmr Noun (minor) 6.311
NP Nominal Piece 4.411
NPt Nominal Particle 6.211.1
NPT Nominal Phrase-Type 6.212
Ns Nominal suffix 6.4
nx non-extended form of VPT and VCT 7.211.1
Pn Pronoun 9.311.1
PrCT Predicate Particle Clause-Type 4.314
PPP Predicate Particle Piece 9*31, 4.42(a)
PPt Predicate Particle 9.3
pr prefix
question form of clause-type 4.313
QP Question Piece 4.315
QPt Quantitative Particle 6.211.2
strong form 5*3
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SP Subject Piece ^.ai(c)
SPt Subject Particle 9.311.21
t transitive form of VP! 7.211.1
TPt Terminal Particle 6.211.3
V Verb 7.3
VC! Verbal Clause-Type A. 311
VocCT Vocative Clause-Type A. 322
VP Verbal Piece A. 412
VPT Verbal Phrase-Type 7.2
v; weak form 5.3
X extended form of VC! and VPT A. 31, 7.211.2
(...) included clause 4.316
SjjiNTiaNCjjS A - Reading transcription
A. ^ g AtTn'i-num VaninekaprRn^re msickAm A k&to.
Free transirtion
Now* it was in the following way that Vaf1m£kaprAn~re was born 
among us.
phonological analysis
pr ml/
1Aa , y Am * br i 1 pum 'ua p.1 ms ap1 pr An ’ Is : 9
/ N- — / 2 j p  ^ 2 v ' Z i' v Zn f ^ 2
pwyn + jawya + p.y MI + mvyNIm + ja An + nyMn + jayka +
S U - S - S  S - s - U -
sV< 1 dWht cVhm (s.)
/over....
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r t 2 / r * ^
nwy rim *■ yiy JA + o
S - S
...cwhm(s)
pr hlf
<
L   A
Ab mg’ i; lcSm1 'Agat11 o
v TT *7 **2 2 * 2
nymat'7 f nwyKAm + nwyA + j?(yka ^wTA + 0
U - S S U - S
sVl(p) sYvi sY/2
Grammatical analysis 
A1 Q
Inj
Inj(r)
InjCT
yes
(The notes given at the foot of the pages axe not footnotes proper, hut 
general notes. If the reference isn’t obvious, it vrf.ll bo given in the 
notes.)
1. In the phonological analysis, h stands for word; the small letters 
s, r, and c for simple, repetitive, and compound words respectivelys 
the numbers following s¥ for the number of syllables*, the letters o and 
c following r¥ for open and closed respectively? and the letters hm and 
ht following c)7 for homogeneous and heterogeneous respectively. A (p) 
after any of the above symbols indicates that the word is a prefixed 
one, and an (s) that it is suffixed.
2. The interjection 9 (Al) is a responsive one except in this one 
context, where the sequence 9, Amri-num marks the beginning of a story.
3. Minor clause-typos, and non-x^hrasai pieces, will have e, dash at
the phrase and pisce levels in the former case, and at the phrase in the
latter case.
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A2 Amri-num VanmskaprAn~re meick&n X kato
o.i-c.iPt
cCj
N- -N- -Ns pr9-IPt A
cN: 2b lib 2b A
 pr3--V 
 V : 1. lb/Br
NPT-la NIT-13 nxiVPT~l 
AP2 VPCP IP
nxVCTnf
novvr V arms kaprAn -re us-vdthin thus he-born
SENPAfrfCE B - Reading transcription
meickAm X kato
Eree translation
Y/hilo he was still unborn *
1. Morphemes occurring bound in a particular word will be marked with
a hyphen on the bound side, and the whole word will be underlined before 
proceding to the next level.
2. The prefixes will be identified by numbers, according to the listing 
given in
3. The name of the subject of this story is handled as a compound, as 
it is always given in this form. It is interesting to note, however, 
that Vahms is currently in use as a. name among the A pin ayes, and that 
kaprRn means ’tortoise1 or ’turtle’.
A. It is characteristic Apinaye style to repeat part of a final clause 
(occasionally, clauses) as the initial clause in the next sentence, but 
no attempt is made to reproduce this in the free English translation, 
as this is not normal English style.
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phonological analysis
pr hD
 1--------
Ba m§'i^ kXm,X^ atr tome
y H Z ** Q. , 2 . * 2 * 2
nymat + mvyKijn + nwyA + pyka t #wTA + nyNk + o
IT -  S S IT -  S S
s¥l(p) sVl s^ 2 sV/1
pr hD^
Bb ,kolmJ£9alro: 1 ri
, \ Z w  ^ / V '* ,JL / Y * *
ymlU.Y + nwyMA 4- p.y a * j?lw JE •* py JI 4- 0
S -  S . U -  S S
oVht sW2 s¥l
Grammatical analysis
B1 as latter half of
A2 (see previous 
page)
B2 ne kor-mX 9aro ri
C jp t  
Cjxt
CP
and
? - I i t  I f lit
cl, Nil/L IPt :2a
NxT-la________
NPT-B
Ax: Ix"
mcICTf 
still womb in
SENTxiiNCk C - Reading transcription
a b
C ^ kor-mX 9aro ri> ^ :^'Crn ^  za 330c mX opa.. • > ^ ne / 130c kXm
9o 9krx, hhm lcep tep> ^ ne 9apoij ^ hum mra,
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ffree translation
his mother used to carry him to the river, and sit down with him 
in the water. He would turn into a fish, emerge, and SYtim about,
Phonological analysis
Ga
Gb
pr hD mL
- . - 1 - ~ - i -
1
. 1
,kolmH9a ,bro1ri,pum,nZi]Q,go ji’m&op'pa: ; :; 'n£:
, * 7j Y *
jawKhr -t- nwyMf + py a + jaw J3 + jay JI f nvrNIi
S - S U - s s s
cVht sV2 slV’l sVil
$ JL - j^ wNJiit^  ^  nwyML
2 . 2 , ^ 2  * 2 
» jawh “ jzLtri - nyNl. -
S S S S - S S
sWi sWi s\a cVht sv^ l
f
mD
..— 1 —  1 ■ "■
. . * * 1 * V ~~ ■
Zn
s
sWl
33,go IjkXm9©91krijium'kep1 temne 9ap1 x^oijium'bra
^ 1 ?"nwyrimi Ilf ny^Kl +.5hw?Mm f j^ ylGElp + $yT/*p"f1
S S S S S S S
s'/Vi sva svTi sva sva sva sva
nyNl. f y(j a + ^  nv/%lm ^  yFM/. + 0
S U - S S S
sva sv/2 sWi sva
Grammatical analysis
Cl as 32, apart from the CjPt (see previous page)
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C2 hhm nft za ipc mX opa.. •
CjPt N NPt N IPt IPt-V
Nsl/(?) NPt N :2b IPt:l cV;2/j39
r * - NPT-Ia_________
\ -  NPT-la NPT-B nxtVFI-1
CP SP IP VP
nxVCTf
and mother - water to him-carry (intens)
C3 ne' 130 c kKm 9kri
CjPt N IPt IPt pr3-V
CjPt N:2h IPt :2b IPt:l V:l.la/B9
NPT-la________
NPT-B NPT-B nxiVPT-1— -------- app---—----
CP IP VP
nxVCTf
and water within him-with she-sit (intens)
C4 fK3an kep tep
CjPt IPt N
CjPt IPtsi N:2b/B
NPT-B NPT-la 
CP IP NP
NCTf
and him-from fish
C6 hum mra
CjPt V
CjPt Vsl.2d/fer 
nxiVPT-1 
CP VP
nxVCTf 
and go (intons)
C5 n£ 9apoi
CjPt pr3~VS 
CjPt V: 1.1/136 
nxiVPT-1 
CP VP
nxVCTf
and he-go out (intens)
Note. The hum of C6 should be ne
rr.thor than hum, since tne subject of 
the clause is the same a.s the previous 
one, nviz, Vahmekapron~re. (For the use 
of ne and hum? see 8.4-H-) FS clianged 
it to n£, and in the parallel account in 
text 7, a lie is used. Cf. also D3 below, 
which can be regarded aa an expansion of 
this clause.
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SENTMGE D ~ Reading transcription
D ^ kep tep,  ^ne 9apoi, ^ ne ri amMkati9 9o mra,... , ^ ne / °  
akupit-m mra,  ^ne /° nZ za mZ aqze, g rlCSm 9o api, 
n£ ma opa,
Eree translation
Yftien he had played, he would enter his mother, who then carried 
him up the bank, and took him away.
Phonological analysis
pr mD
Da ,kep'temn^’9ap,poin^rim'jiiatf ti9om!bra.::: :n£9
y^Kftp H4- j^ yTAp ^n nyNl
2 *?
l * ^y a ? l^wPEo^ " Z© ,T, + nyNA ? ^yr Ji ■
S s S U S S s
sYfl sY/1 sYYl sW2 &W1 sT/l
yiyam
v *
ny NI
2
•H ^yka 5 ^yTI9 Xv j  9.+ JAW ix
2 yP * 2
+ ja MA +
9
nyNA + o
U - S - U - S S S S
cT/hm sWi sWi sWi
1* The junctur e-prosody Xv (see line 2 of the phonological analysis 
of Da above) was not mentioned in section 3*32 (see pp.81-83) as it 
is restricted to this one sequence of verb - 9o, where the verb is 
a member of the extended class B9„
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m D. ..
Db aup1 ptffm' br an9
/ 2 t 2 * Zv /V * & / \ ^
jnya 4 jawki 4 nwyPIm 4 ja Mil 4 nyN(n; + o
U - U - S S S
cT/ht sWi sWi
Do !n£ja^
* 2 ,y v
nwyNA + j/r JA 4 o 
S S
sY/1 sW i
mD
Dd lmKai3,gjejiCini,: nwylVLfi, 4 ^ya 4 ^y^lJE + nw^NIm 4 o 
S U - S S
sW i sYv'2 sYvl
De
pr inD
JXJ
19oap;pin,mSop,pa
<2 »2 > 2  2n * / 2 , * 2
pfaf A 4 jrfya 4 ^ypl 4 nyJS(l) 4 riMh 4 jawA 4 j&PA 4 0
S U - S S S 3 - S
sva sW2 sva sva cv/ht
1. When the particle conjunction n£ occurs as (n) at the phonetic 
level (see, for instance, Db and De above), in the phonological 
analysis it will be represented as nyN(A), as the juncture is now a 
Jc type juncture rather than a Jv one* The (n), however, still 
functions as being part of a par t i d e , as the juncture vdth pause in 
Db shows.
2. In Dd, the sequence (gje) is that given by Dstevam Larenjaj 
Prancisco Sutero gave it as (gse),
3. Vfhen the pause-group is short, the phonological analysis wilL be
written beside the phonetic transcript, not beneath it.
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Grammatical analysis
1)1 as Cif -without the CjPt D2 as 05 (see p. 225)
(see p. 225)
D3 ne r i  a m riik a ti9 9o m r a . . .
CjPt A N- -V IPt V
CjPt A cV: 1.3/B9 IPt:l V:1.2d/Br
xiVPT~l_________
NPT-B nxiVPT-1
nxVCTf
and contin. playing with go (intens)
D4 n£ akupa-ni mra
CjPt ?-IPt V
C jPt cA V : 1.2d/fer
nxiVPT-1 
CP AP VP
nxVCTf
and there again-to go (intens)
D5 nS nA za mA aqze
CjPt N NPt IPt V
CjPt N:l/(?) NPt IPtj 1 Va,3/Bc
NPT-la__________
NPT-B nxiVPT-1
CP IP VP
nxVCTf
and mother - to enter (intens)
1, Sentence D has started with the repetition of the antepenultimate 
and penultimate clauses of sentence C, and has expanded on the final 
clause, using the same verb, mra.
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D6 ftCim 9o api
CjPt IPt V
CjPt IPt:1 V;1.2d/Br 
NfT-3 nxiVPT-1 
CP IP VP
nxVCTf 
and him-with 0111111)
D7 n£ ma opa
CjPt A IPt-V
CjPt A V:2/!b9
nxtVPT-1
cp ap vp
nxVCTf
and away him-carry (intens)
SENTENCE E - Reading transcription
"K
E ^ 9opa, ^ tiSmtA..,. hum pre / kato.
Pree translation
This she went on doing, until he was born.
Phonological analysis
T  fpr mL ...
' "  jI __________
1 * •
_ _ * * \
Ea t pad&n' tA: : ; ;pdmbre 9
^w A + jjfet* + nwyTAm + nwyTA 4- nv/^NIm ? ^yrPA + o 
S - S S - S  S S
cWht cT/hm sY/’l sWi
A
Eb ka.t1 to rfyka 4* 
U -
£2 
+ 0
s¥2
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Grammatical analysis
SI as final word in D7 
(see previous page; 
9opa is a rarer form 
of opa).
num prs kato
g-Cj CjPt EPt pr3-V 
cCj CjPt PPt V:l.lb/3r
-______ - - nxiVBT-l
CP PPP(b) VP
nxVCTf
until and complet, he-born
SSNTiuN'GS F » Reading transcription
F ^ kato, g ^ 9^e9tum~re, num /° mg' kftm: pu me mo,
^ ng zAt 9okapa!,> /£ ng zAt vor mo, ^ ng /° fLGm n£ za kucij 
Vanmg lcaprivn ~re ci.
Free translation
Some time later, they (the women) said to her (his mother), 
'hLet's go and pull the potatoes up.11' So they set off for the 
potato-plot, where she put Vahmgkapriin-re down on the ground.
Phonological analysis 
mL
Fa kat'toni9 jrifyka f /vdi ? nyN(h) + nyl 4- o
U - S S S
s¥2 sVl sWi
co 
*-b
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mD
Fb
Fc
9.fta9,tu: im'rejium9 nv/y 1. 4- j^ ya f nv/TIm $ }^ yrJA + nv/^NIm f o
S - U - S - S  S
c\7ht(s)
fpr ml/
1
male, JdSm1 pume 1 m on1 ^Adogap1 p a : :
2  ^ Y <*.'2 2 j, *2 g y ' Z
nyma 4- nvyKArn + jrirc/FX V nyMA 4- nwivlA + nyN (A) 4- yiyyJA.t r
U -  8 S S S  S S
sWl(p) s\Yl s\Yl sVn'l sT/1 sV/1
9 2 2 / 2
nw A 4- ^yka 4- j?fpA T o 
S - U - S 
cYvhm
Fd
mL
n£' jTAd’uxl’mS: :n9
pr mD'f
Fe jiQm1 nK j agut11 pi:
nyNA 4- rf\N y^ j£ t ? ^vy^Er 5 nwMA +- nyN(A) + 
S S S S S
s'Wl sV/1 sV/1 sv/1 s\71
y Zn * & pj ^ , 2 , y / 2
nvrNIm 4- nv.yNA 4- prJh. 4- jawki 4- i^yJTI + o
S
sWi
s
sY/1
S
sWi
u - s
sY/2
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pr mD
L j l = _____ =_J________X
i
Ff »a jajmeap^r^n'let’t^i
/W v Zn ' ^ / 2 i*  ^ 7 i r ' y/s t * 2
ja An + nyMA f jayka + nwy PAn + jay JA. 4- yiyTI f 0
S S - U - S S - S
cWhm(s) sYvl
Grammatical analysis
PI see final word in 
E2 (p.230)
F2 .i rJne
CjPt
CjPt
CP
and
A
A
AP
9Aa9tum~re
IPt-M- -Ns 
cM:l 
NPT-lb 
NP
NCTf
when he-passing some 
time
F3 num m£ lcftm
CjPt QPt IPt
CjPt QPt IPt si 
NPT-B 
CP PPP IP
nxICTf 
and plural her-to
FA pu me mo
PPt QPt V
Pn QPt V : 1.2d/Br 
nxiVPT-1 
VPPPP(a)
nxVCTf 
we(,exc) pi. go
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m zAt 9olcapa F6 n£ ZAt vor mo
CjPt N 
CjPt N:2b 
r NPT-la
M- -V 
cV: 2/C]
CP
nxtVFT-1 
VP 
nxVGTf
and potato one-pull up
CjPt N IPt V
CjPt N:2b IPt :2c V:1.2d/Br
f NPT-la_______
I - NPT-3 nxiVPT-1
CP IP VP
nxVCTf 
and potato towards go
F7 ng* nOm 11K za
CjPt CjPt N NPt
CjPt CjPt N:l/(?) NPt 
- NPT-la
CP SP
nxVCTf 
and mother
kuoi
pr3~V 
V : 2h/Br 
nxtVPT-1 
VP
him-put down
P8 V afSme kaprZn-r s ci
N-
cN:2h
NPT-la
N- -Ns V
V :2b/3r
nxtVPT-1
VP
nxVCTf
VahmekaprXri'-re put down
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SENTENCE G- - Reading transcription 
G- ^ -Amri-ne /° Alev ©ft 9o mo,
Erce translation
Now* while she was pulling the potatoes up*
Phonological analysis
GrS
f
mL ., *
Am'brin£9
... mLf
Grb A l e r k  0 v p o m 1 m o
> 2 , r , 2 9
pvfya + jay MI + nyNA + o
U - S
s'J2
S
sWi
/ ^  . w / y Z  / 9 -2  ^ 2
jawya t jtfvvy ICSn t jaw k + nAj. + 0
U - S S S
s\(2 sVvl sY/1
G-r animat i cal analysi s
G-l A m r i - n e A k v s h m o
Cj-CjPt pr3-V IPt V
cCj V:1.2b/3fi IPts-1 V:l. 2d/iir 
xiVPT-1________
nxiVPT-1 
VP
NPT-B 
CP IP
nxVCTf
now she-pulling up with go
1. The Amri-nS in G-l is the first 'Ajnri-T conjunction since the one
which occurred in the initial sequence o, Amri-flum, It probably \* '»
introduces the detail of the second incident in the life of Vanm£-
kaprAn~re, sentence P having given the background.
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SENTENCE H - Reading transcription
H ^ Alev oh 9o mo) g ra Vanmekapriikurs 9lo\K zarl,  ^ ne ri..* 
n£ aa pumuft 9o no«
Eree translation
Vahm^kaprkn~rs raised his head, and lay there looking at her.
Fhonotogical analysis
Tf
pr mD mL
~r~
Jh!
Ha A k lk\)YpQmlmonum,ra ,ua.1p ,m£ap,pr&nle9,kr.£i'rin'li; : 1 n&ibum'bupon'no
■2 \ T  \  "y* ^  j  <y« .p  ^ <2 "W"  ^"y  ^ O
j?fwya + ykry ICEir + yfw 1, f  rntiU, + nvr Nlm + yi JL + pi Lnr t  nyMk +
U - S S S 3 S S - S.. -
sR"2 s\71 sWi sWi s',71 cWhm(s)..
j 2 I*  ^ Z / ^  ^ p  ^y /q, 2 p ; 2 2
pyka t nvy Piai £ yiy JL + nwy 107 i yfyja + ny JX + nyN(k) +
U - S - S  S U - S S
...cV/hm(s) sV/1 s¥2 sv71
yiyr J I t  nvvyNi, + yF jL  j?fwpi ? ykMlx? $ yixt .L + nwNk % 0
S S S  U - S S S
swl swl s¥l sV/2 sV/1 sWi
Grammatical pnal.ysis .
as G-l (see previous page) apart from the compound conjunction 
Amri-ne,
2 36
H2 hum ra Vahmekaprhn~re 9krh zarx
CjPt L
N~ -N~ -Ns 
cNi2b
NPT-la 
CP Bap SP
nxVCTem 
and already V arine kaprhn~re
W
N V
Nila/n/F V: 2/i39
NPT-la_________
nxtVPT-1
VP
head raise
H3 ne ri,.. nh a a pumuh ne
CjPt
CjPt
N NPt
N ;!/(?) Nrt 
N r T -la
rWV* IPt
V:2/Bh IPt«l
xtVxT-1
CP id'
■ and contin, mother
NPT-B
II'
nxVCTf
looking at with
V
V:l.2d/3r
nxiVPT-l
VP
lie
SMTiiiNCE I - Reading transcription
I nhm / m£9o za omu? 0 n£ lcftn: /? " oe... ori, .VaTSniS'kapr^ nlre 
j. £ $ 4 ~ ?
±a /^ J<Aci-yi'aX fa, ^ ne ra mepa9pumuh 9o hi.
Prec translation
Someone saw him, and said to her, 1 Look.1 Vahmekapron~re is 
already sitting up, and looking at us.* M
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Llionological analysis
la
pr
Y v 9
nvrNIm - o 
S
sfL
Ic
mD
lb m£ * 9q jom1 bungftn.
nyma 4- nw A + j?r JA + jrfwa + ^yMI + nyN(A) + nvsyKAm
* 2 z
u - s
sWl(p)
S
sT/1
hD...
U - S 
sW2
S
sWi
S
sWi
n tpe:::o'ri'ua^ji'm^ap!pr£nlera0
j^ y^ TIH ? L^Y/a + ^yrJX ? ^An*^ -^f1 nyMA + ^yka 4- nwyrPAn +
S
s¥l
U ~ S 
s¥2
S s - u - s
cWhm(s)...
/ r 2 . 9  
jify Ji. + jAi, + o
S S
sva
ci 4-
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., .hD mD mD
Id t kA jm£ tjcuSn’ lam£\>a°pum'bujion ’ jrfi:
yfavld,^  nvvyM/L + nwy%I 5 nyN(A) + yf jL f nyma + ^ypa ^
S
c\fht
S
sva
j^ wpi f ^wMIn +. A + mvy NI + 0 
U - S S S
.. sY/2(p) sWi sWi
S
sWi
' 2
S
sV/1
U - U -
sVT2(p)..
Grammatical analysis
II ftCim ms9o za omu
CjPt prll-N Nit pr3-V
CjPt N:2b/(?) NPt V:2/Dfi
NPT-la nxtVPT-1
CP SP VP
nxVCTf
and someone - him-see
12 xtg kftn 13 ce... ori
CjPt IPt Inj Inj
CjPt IPtjl Inj(i) Inj(i)
NPT-3
CP IP -
nxICTf InjCT
and her-to look.’ look.1
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Ik-
15
V ahm£kaprhn~r e ta kAC-mil hi
N- -N- -Ns NPt ?-IPt V
cN:2b NPt cA V:1.2d/Br
NPT-la - nxiVPT-1
SP IP VP
nxVCTf
Vanmekapr^n^re - up sit
ne ra mepa°pumuh 90 hi
CjPt A pr8- ~VW IPt V
CjPt A V;2/nh IPt:l V:1.2d/3r
f xtVPT-1
- NPT-3 nxiVPT-1
CP IP IP VP
nxVCTf
and already us(exc)-looking with sit
at
SPNTBNCb J - Reading transcription
El 3^
J  ^ ne hum akupi-m tem, „ ng/ Aeon 9o no
Prue translation
But he full down again, and lay kicking his legs in the air,
Phonological analysis
pr mD
1 ™ 'I _— i **“* i_________ ■ % » j __________ ______
Ja , nepumagup' ptSm' temne 9
nyNn + nv^NIm f /fya 4- /fwki + nwyPIm + nyTlm ^
S S U - U - S S
sT/1 sV/1 CWht ski
mDf 
• :___
/ - / V ' Y Z / ^ 1Jb At* tpoi ijion'no jswy a + javrTEn + jai a + nwNl.
XJ - S S S
sk'2 sVfl ski
Grammatical analysis
J1 n£ hum akupi-m tem
CjPt CjPt ?-IPt V
CjPt CjPt cl V : 1.2d/i
- - nxiVPT-1
CP IP TP
nxVCTf
and and there again-to fall
J2 ns Aeon 9o no
CjPt pr3»TS IPt T
CjPt V (0.. 2a/dii IPt; 1 V : 1. 2d/dr
jf xiVBT~l_______
\  - NPT-B nxiVPT-1
CP IP VP
nxVCTf
and kicking vdth lie
c- rU
0
nyNl +■ o 
S
ski
SMTiiiNC.E K - Reading transcription
K ^ non ms9o za " b a  ve9e /° kot 9o mdpa9pirAk.9 M
Pree translation
Then someone said to her} 11 Is he going to be like us?"
Phonological analysis
mL
* — — - |
V ' Z n  2 9' 2 ,V 2 2
Ka 1 jiums ' 9oig^m nvrNIm 4- nyma + nw L - ja JjU + nwyK/jn + o
S U - S S S
sVvl sV/l(p) sYv‘1 sVfl
mL
Kb n'd^AUe 1 9e : 9 yiwy^ W*. 4* + yiy L 4- o
9 y 9
s
sVvl
S - S 
sVom
•rrpr ml'
1—  j_____________ _
Kc ,kot' 9Qmevja9pnt1 t a :
/ H  / 9 2;awKLt + pw 4- nyma
S
sva
a . j/v, , 2 , r Ze
+ jaypa -4- pvvyrpi +■ jawy Jidc +
S U - U - u - S
sYfl sYv’2(p )
1. The 'em* after the sW in ICb stands for 'emphatic1, and both 
syllables are analysed as syllable type S, as there are no syllable 
units U vvith these structures,,
2. The end of sentence It is a rare instance of sentence-final not 
being marked by pause - hence the dots after the phonetic transcript, 
and the Zq juncture vdth the first syllable of sentence L.
2J+.2.
Grammatical enaJLysis
K1 num me 9o za kXm
CjPt prll-N NPt IPt
CjPt N :2b/(?) NPt IPt si
NPT-la NPT-3
CP SP IP
nxICTf
and someone - her-to
K2 hA ve9e kot 90 mepa9pirAk
Int PPt PPt IPt pr8- -VW
Int ppt:em Pn IPtsl V ;2/l
- - - NPT-3 nxtVPT-1
QP XPPP PPP(a) IP VP
nxVCTem/q
ques. incred- he(fut) it-with us(exc)-resemble 
ulity?
SbNTiiiNCx'.. L - Reading transcription
L ^ maj/^ mdpa9p.?£m ze 9d na kato, ^ ne /° K na 9te amninipec 
9o ang1. M
Pree translation
" No. Vhen one of our ancestors was born* he used to behave just like 
this. ”
Phonological analysis 
rmL
'ma; nlih
S
sVl
52
+ O
2 A3
pr mD
Lb me Oa9 f p£m j e1 9 onagat1to:n9
2 9 " Z j  V 2 *?' 2 . 2 / 2 / f 2 /, \ 9
nyma 4- pypa *r nwyPijn + jay JE * nw A + nNA + jayka 4- jav/IA 4* nyNtp) 4- o
U - U - S  S S S U - S S
s'sYl (p ) sT/1 sY/1 s\/l sV/2 sWi
pr mL
Lc X n a 9 , teniplp,p G j o n ,n^:
,vyA f nNA f j^ yTA, +• }?4yam ny^NI ^  nyn(i) + j^ yPEt^ + jri/w A.nw 
S
sV/1
S
sY/1
S
sY/1
U s u
cY/hm
S s
sY/1
, SZ '  Q
jaya + nyNA 4- 0
U - S
sY/2
Grammatical analysis
LI m a
Inj
Inj(r)
Inj Cl1
no (■women 
speaking)
L2 m£pa9p.ftm be 95 na k a t o
?r8— N NPt MS PPt pr3-V
N : 1/A NPt M:1 PPt V:l,lb/3r
NPT-la NPT-lb
NPT-2 - nxiVPT-1
SP PPP(b) VP
nxVCTf
our(exc)-father - one non-fut. he-born
1. Prancisco Sutero regularly gave (d#) for the (j) of the text? as in Lc,
2. The inrtial syllable of the form an£ is frequently elided, as in Lc„
L3 ne 2L na 9te amnlrlipec 9o an£
CjPt A PPt EPt N- -V IPt V
CjPt i. ppt EPt V: 1.3/A IPt:l Vtl.3/Cr
xjVPT-1_________
- - NPT-B nxiVBT~l
CP M P  PPP(b) - IP VP
nxVCTem
and thus non-fut, emjhh. doing thus -with do thus
SljINTMCB M - Reading transcription
M ^ ahir kot, ^ m£9amacper toe, mepmufL toe zaza, k&n 
VarlmekaprAn~re zape n§.
ffree translation
They continued talking like this, and those with insight, the 
ones with understanding, had pity on VafSm£kaprAn~re.
Phonological analysis
pr mD mD m-U
i ~  'i ™  I
~~ i * * * "    ~ 1_____*■*■■*. ’ * " v ---i
i i 1
Ma fpSl ,ko:pum^9sm'ba i^pSl1 tyipmeom'bu ji* tir: jag-fonva pm£ap'prAnle jap
11 pe: *ne:
1. Utterance-initial, the initial unstressed syllable of ahir tends 
to be omitted. Cf.footnote 2 on the previous page (afar is the 
extended form of an£).
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Ma(con) yiye. 4* nwy%Ir + ??iwIC£t ^  nw*%Im nyma + ?fy a + jpikAt^  3 
U - S S S U - T J - S -
sT/2 sWi sWi cYdim(p).. „
nyPAr f ^wyTSt*^ J^1 nyma + )^a f j^ MIn^" $ ^wyTEt*^ ^  J^ y^ ja +
S S u - U - S  S U -
sWi sYY2(p) sWi s\72...
/V-, ^ . Z nt v Zn ^ r / Z / r X/2 / . ^
jrir JA + nwyKAm +> ja An 4- nyMA 4- pyka + nwy PAn 4* jay JA 4- :jayja +
S S S - S
sY/1 sWi
, ** 12 2
#yPE 4- nyNA + 0
S S
sva
Grammatical analysis
Ml afar kot
V M
V:l, 3/Cr Mil
xiVPT-1 NFP-lb 
VPT-2 
VP 
nxVCTf 
speak thus after
1. It. seems host to interpret the junctures between kot and nCim (see 
line 1 of the phonological analysis) and between toe and zaza (see line
2) as being Zv junctures, rather than Zo junctures, the length being 
regarded as a concomitant feature of the 'peak* stress rather than the 
phonetic exponent of a Ze juncture.
2. The initial syllable of the particle zaza has zero phonetic 
exponent in this utterance, perhaps because, at this speed of utterance, 
the phonetic exponent at slower speed, viz (i), has been 'fused' with 
the following (j).
U - S S
cYifhm(s)
U
sW2..
M2 fitim me 9emacpsr tec * meomufl t sc zaza * kfim , 0.
°jpt prll-?-? Mmr(?) prll-VS Mnr(?) NPt IPt
CjPt cNil Mnr(?) N:1 Mmr(?) NPt XPt;l
f NPT-la NPT-lb NPT-la NPT-lb
1 - NPT-2 NPI-2 NPT-3v --------------- app----- -------------
CP SP IP
T
NCTf. • o
V af5m£kapr£n~r£ zape,.. na
-N- ~Ns MW TPt
cN:2b M:2b TPt
t NPT-la NPT-lb
NPT-2
NP
and judging-one thinking under- thinking gen.pl. him-to
standing-one
V ahme kaprihi-rs pitying
SNNTNNCE N - Reading transcription 
N ^ kSm 9ape n£ * " ma, m&pa9piSm na pre kato.
1. The classification of tsc is uncertain. Its position here parallels 
that of a modifier* and it occurs with the prefixial paradigm. But it 
does not occur with the terminal particle under suitable conditions* and
its juncture m t h  a following glottal plosive is that of a particle. It
hen therefore been tentatively analysed as a minor modifier* and it is 
translated as 1 thinking*.
2. It is uncertain whether to analyse the n£ in N1 as a Termihal
Particle (only)* as given in the analysis below'* or as a particle
conjunction(onlj)* or as a 'fusion* of the two. If it is either of 
the two latter cases* then a further clause would have to be set up in 
N* which would be the special form 'of the Indirect Clause-Type which 
introduces direct speech* but which lacks the Indirect Piece. See 
±•513* P.
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Pree translation
" No, M (they said), " it's an ancestor of ours who has been born.
phonological analysis 
pr mL
Na (lcKm^ap'peine X / 9 2 / ' 2 2nwyKAm + yiy a + jayPS + nyNA + o
S
sV/1
U - S 
s\72
S
sva
Nb
pr hD
JL
’ mamdua9' pXmnabre gat' to 
// 2 2u u . v t* 2n  a . jp u , x , * x
nMA 4- nyma 4- pypa + nwyPAm + nNA 4- jay PA 4- jayka 4- jawTA + 0
s U - IJ - S S S u - ;
sWl sYfl(p) sYVl sY/1 s¥2
Grammatical analysis
N1 k&n 9ape n£ N2 as LI (q. v. > P. 243)
IPt 
IPt :1
MS TPt 
T: 2b TPt N3 m£pa9p&n na pre
NTT-3 NPT-lb pr8- -N PPt PPt
IP NP N:l/;. i'Ji't jlj rt
NGTf NPT-la -
him-to pitying SP PPP(b)
kato
nxiVPf-1 
VP
nxVCTf
our (exc)-father non-fut. ooitiplet,
born
1. The pitch pattern of Nb is analysed as having a double peak (on 
md. and p&n) rather than two separate tune units D, as the only 
descending pitches are on unstressed sylLables.
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SBNTafCE 0 - Reading transcription
8.
0 flA. kot apu mSpakamA aptAr* ^ ns ri tan-mK mepamZ amnito,
_ pu me omu. u
3
Free translation
It may bo that he vd.ll grow up among us* and make all sorts of
things for us* so that we can see them. ’*
Phonological analysis
f
pr mD mL
_L
Oa n\d^Agodap tpu!In^uagam,^ n^ lap, tAln^rit1 ta^pm^e^amiunpitf tobufm£om 'bu
, y s 2 . 7j / ^ * 2 2 2 2 * 2
javy III + jawKAt + pyka 4* j^ wPI a nyma ^ ypa + jrfyka -1* nwyMA -
S S U - S U - U - U - S
sWl sWl s\Y2 sW2(p)
/ H / -* 2 -2 / r -2 ' v Zn 2 2 2
yiyap +■ ;hvyTAr *■ nyNA +• yly JI + ^T/m + nvyMA + nyma + ^ypa -
U - S S S S - S u - U -
sV2 sV/l sYO. cvdit , sY/i(p)...
nwyMA t fyzm Z+? ny^MI + ^wTA * ^wPI 2 nyMA + f^wa * S 0
s U - S - S  s s u  - s
cTfhm bWI sYifl s¥2
Grammatical analysis
01 hA. kot apu nig’pakamA apt a t
Int PPt APt pr8-IPt pr3-Vs
Jnt Pn APt IPt :2b V;l.l/G
" - NFT-B nxiVPT-l
QP PPP(a) AP IP VP
nxVCTf /q
ques. ho(fut) *S us(exc)-inside he-grow
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02 ne ri tafS-mit mepamK amhxto
CjPt L ?-IPt pr8-I?t N" -?
CjPt A. aL IPtjl cV:l,3/&9
_______- NPT-3 nxiVPT-1
OP AP IP VP
nxVCTf
and contin. whatever us(exc)-for make (something unknown)
03 pu me omu
PPt Qpt pr3-V
Pn Qpt V:2/Dh
- nxtVPT-1
PPP(a) VP
nxVCTf
wo(exc) pi* it-see 
fut.
SENTMCB P - Reading t r a n s c r ip t io n  
P ^ a h ir  9o p a ,. • i t i l  hum /° I /  A ptA r,
ffree translation
They went on talking like this until he grew up.
Phonological analysis
ml?
Pa ’pitrQp’pa:: >fya f  nwy^NIr 4- fa? A 4- +• o
U - S S S
s¥2 sWl sVfl
1, The analysis of the -to in amnito (02) is uncertain, though it was 
identified hy the informant with the form to of the Indirect Particle
9o. But in that case, the stressing and grammatical structure are very 
unusual.
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nnL
]
Fb ' tXpSW nwyTA 2 ny^NIm 4* o 
S S
s\71 sWl
Pc
f
mD .
nyl +■ o 
S
svn
f. .mD
"\
Pd Ap * t AT A jifoyap + j^wyTAr + 0 
U - S 
sY/2
Grammatical analysis
FI a M r pa.
V IPt . pr3~V
V:1.3/Cr IPt;l V:l.Ib/39 
xiVFT-l_______
nxiVPT-1 
VP
HFT-B
IF
nxVCTf
talking thus m t h  he-go
(intens)
F2 tit fStSm i AptAr
Cj CjPt L pr3-VS
cj cjPt k Vsi.i/b
____________- nxiVPT~l
CP AP VP
nxVCTf 
until when he-grow
SENTliNCE Q - Reading transcription
Q ^ nor r&v.
Free translation
Now? when he had he come a young man,
1. Yifhen t£ is followed by hum (P2) it appears to be an alternative 
form of t-Smtit 1 until1. Cf.E2, p.230.
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Phonological analysis
TfmL
f  ~ v
* Z * X
Qa 'noln'ctaD nwiNAr + AyNIv + 0
S S
sWl sWl
GrammaticeJ. analysis
Q1 nor niv
? M
? Msl
? NPT-lb
N/VPT-2
NA^Tf
lying new
down
1. The analysis of nor is unknown* but it seems likely that it is the 
extended form of the verb no 'to lie down1. If this is so? the whole 
phrase may be verbal or nominal* as indicated.
(Prom here on* only an outline grammatical analysis of the text will bc£ 
given, as described in the introduction to the text.)
R ^ nor niv , ^ Amri-ng I ri taMto.’
as Q1 above cCj A____ A cV:l. 3 A  9
CP AP VP
nxVCTf
now when contin. make (something unknown)
he made all sorts of things.
1. The Amri-n£ of R2 can be considered as introducing the third 
incident in the life of Vaftn£kaprAn~re. Cf.G-1* and footnote ad. loc. (p.234)*
2. The -to of tahito (R2) is identified with that of amnito: see 02, and
the footnote ad. loc. (p.249). The tani- is identified with the tarl- of
taft-mA 'how/?', Again, this would entail a very unusual word, grammatic­
ally and phonologic ally* for presumably the i would be the echo-vocoid
following the palatal h.
S , hum Z m£pacechi re turn kenZ .
CjPt A cN;l/(?) M:1 ML
CP AP NP
NCTf
and thus we(exc)-liar a long 
time
certainty
<V M  
1 ■^Um me 9o ra 9o 9ec.’ U m£9o ra 9o 9ec*
CdPt N:Zb/(?) I IPt:X V:I.l/A as ^  apapt fraa th-
CP SP AP IP VP initial CjPt.
nxVCTf
and someone already him-with he-lie 
U 9 n£*. (special form of the ICT introducing speech: see A* 313)
3 11 nA * . tarn na ra 
A
meakvohime c 9o mo .
Inj(r) JiiPn PPt A c V: 2a/A IPt :1 Vjl, 2d/Br
- emPPP(a) AP IP VP
InjCT nxVCTf
no himself non-fut. you-some-killing with go
(man speaiding) already
^ me ape nZ ae o9to ) 2 meape pZm ze o9to *
IPt:! N :l/(?) NPt M:l3
■j-p r^p as VI* with the substitution
of pZm* N:l/A* ’father', for 
NCTf nZ.
you-from mother - many
But we are inveterate liars* and so someone told lies about him* 
saying* " No* he is the one who is already killing some of you. You 
are his many mothers) you are his many fathers)
1. Since nA (U3) is a responsive interjection* it is probably given in 
response to some question not given here, such as who the killer was.
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V 9tX na ra meakvanimeo mo .
Cj PPt A 
CP PPP(b) i‘P
cV;2a/A;______ IPt: I V:l,2d/Br
IP VP
nxVCTf
but non-fut. already you-some-killing with go
¥ 1
ns hum iqet 95 za k&n uma na .
CjPt Q P t  Msl M:l/(?) NPt IPt: 1
CP SP IP
NCTf
and his-uncle one - him-to
M: 2b TPt 
NP
fearing -
X
1
amine .
cV:2/Bn
VP
nxVCTf
him-order to 
kill
n£ kftn:
as 12 (q*v,
p. 238)
" ato ,
clnj(r)
InjCT 
expresses agreement
me omo ne api
Qpt cV: Z/Br
PPP VP 
nxVCTf/c 
pi. him-1 alee
C;jPfc V>2b/3r 
CP VP 
nxVCTf/c 
and him-kill
but he is already killing some of you. ,f Then one of his 
uncles took fright, and gave orders for him to be killed, saying, 
" It is so> take him and kill him,
1. The ato in Y2 is used in response to the statement given in 
sentences U and V concerning the supposed killing activities of Vahm£- 
kaprXn~rs.
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Z cep apu tam kot amninipec . f1
PPt Apt EPn SPt oV:1.3/A
JSPPP EAP emPEPex-
xVCTem
VP
9• 9• himself he(habitual) act thus
AA 1
ne ^  /ynum me: left n 9ape ’o » !12
nA 9
c,iPt CjPt IPt:l M:2b S IPt s'!
CP IP
nxICTf
as U3 (<p v* 
p.252)
and them-to him-pitying with
AA
3
pu ms ma kenkrft 9prok~ti var mftr omo .
Pn QPt A cN:2b/i5/P M:1 IPt: 2b FEPt cV: 2/Dr
ppp( a) AP IP
nxVCTf
+ PEPt VP
wo(exc) pl„ away rock high towards emph. him-take
AB 1
n£ 9A mftr kumd , 2 ke I te ,
CjPt IPt: 1 FEPt V;2b/Bfi CjPfc A V: 1* 2d/j3m
CP Ip  ■^ FSPt VP CP AP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and it-on emph. him-throw so that when go
for he is behaving in this way. " But they were sorry for him. 
" No? let us take him away to the mountain, and threw him off it*
1. Since the pronoun kot in Z1 is homopnonous with the 3rd,person 
pronoun kot which occurs in form (a) of the PPP (see 9*311*11) p.205); 
and since the verb is a member of the Class A of extended formsj an 
alternative analysis would be to take kot as the pronoun of form (a).
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AB _ ne tern , . ne 1 amni pi, c ne ari no. "
2________   4____________________________ ->_____________________
C jx't V:1.2d/A Cjlt A N;2b/L V:2b/Br CjPt A V:1.2d/pr 
C? VP CP AP Vx Cx AP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf nxVCTf
and fall and when self kill and still lie
AC . Amri-ns 9ano * 0 ne k&n: " kva , . pu me mo ,
1______________________2____________ 2__________ 4____________________
cCj V:2/Br n Inj(i) Pn Ql:t V:1.2d/5r
as 12
CP Vx (<AV- “ PPP(a) VP
nxVCTf P*238) injCT nxVCTf
now him-invite and him-to Oi, v/e(exc) pi. go
AC n£ ksnkrA 9prek~ti amhikati. n
Cjxt cN:2b/l3/g M:1 IPt:l cV:!^/^9
Cx Ii VP
nxVCTf
and rock high on play
AD ^ hum *• 9 M ang , AE ^ Aim?i-hum me k&m mo ,
CjPt Inj(r) V;1.3/Cr cCj QPt IFt:l V:1.2d/or
CxJ - VP CP PPP IP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and yes say thus now pi. it-to go
so that he will fall and be killed. 11 So they said to him,
by way of invitation, " Let us go and play on the mountain. M He 
consented, so they went to it,
1. It is not so ea.sy to see what the significance is of the two Amri- 
conjunctions which occur on this page in AC1 and AE1, Perhaps they 
introduce subdivisions in the long third incident.
2, It is uncertain how to analyse the interjection © in ADI, that is 
to s y, to decide in what place it is occurring. It is perhaps best 
considered a.s an included direct quote.
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JUS g me9k o t kritm AnrA~re cAm , ^ ne omo .
CjPt IPt :2c oN i l/ii/ (?) V:2 /L CjPt cV:2/3r
CP IP VP CP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
•end them-after pet-mac a\v placo and it-carry
IF ^ kri tnVnra ~re oaki , ^ ne ote. ... ,
- CjPt cV:2/Bm
as the last two words
of 1JS2 above, CP VP
nxVCTf 
and it-carry
aP ne m£9kenkr.i 9prek~ti 9a  api ,  ^ ne mo
CjPt cN ;2b/b/ff MJ.______ IPt: 1 V:1.2/j3r C'jPt V: 1,2/or
CP IP VP CP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and roclc high on climb and go
IP ^ hum me 9kuzate , g hum a9par-mh te ,
CjPt QPt V:2a/Clc CjPt ca V:1.2d/3m
CP PPP VP CP IP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and pi. him-push (intens) and downwards go
while he came following them, carrying his pet macaw, which he 
placed on a stick. He climbed up the mountain, and when ho arrived, 
they pushed him off. Ls he fell,
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1J? n£ kep p i ’ o j g ne 9k ack ep  9o mo ,
CjPt IFtjl cN:2a/3/(?) CjPt V:l.la/A IFt;l V:1.2d/3r 
CP IP NP CP IP VP
NCTf nxVCTf
and him-from leaf and he-circling with go
 ^ n£ pika kamX. tern .
C jPt N:2b/j/F IPt :2b V : 1. 2d/i.
CP IP VP
nxVCTf
and ground within fall
AG ^ Arari-hum me i  °kritm A nrA~re p i  ,  ^ ne ''’k o t  kume ,
cCj QPt cN:l/h/(?) V:2b/hr CjPt IPt :2c V;2h/jfl
CP PPP VP CP IP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
now pi. his-pet-macav* kill and him-after it-
throw
AH ne mo j ^ vr 9 ,  ^ ne ma mo
„ ,™ CjPt V:l. 2d/jk CjPt A V:1.2d/.3ras iui? q,
(g-v . g p  VP CP AP VP
p0 25b)
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and go and descend and away go
he turned into a leaf, wont circling down, and fell onto the 
ground. Then they killed his pet macaw, and throw it after him. 
Descending the mountain, they went off,
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AH
L
ne poi .
CjPt V: 1. lb/lic 
CP VP
nxVCTf 
and he-come back
AX 1 ne a r e
CjPt V : 2/3flS
CP VP
nxVCTf 
and it-tell
AI n u m
CjPt
CP
and
kot
SBt
9AAmnen even
cV: 2/bid" N
3
n A
SP
xICTf
he him-order to one who 
kill
Inj(r)
InjCT 
no (man speaking)
AX
4
Am 9Apuri na ka me 9oane \
cV;2/Cr
VP
APt on PPt Pn QPt 
E P  PPP(b)
nxVCTem
only truly non-fut you pi. it-do thus
ictir , ^ ne icpa9 zaps .
M:1 CjPt V:l. lb/d9 Ml
NP CP VP
nxVCTf
I-alive and I-go uncertainty
(intens)
and arrived back in the village. When they had related what had 
happened, the one who had ordered him to be killed said, M Xou have 
indeed done ncllj perhaps I vd.ll now be able to go on living, "
1. All is an example of the special form of the ICT which introduces 
speech, but which lacks the final Indirect Particle. Also, the second 
and third words constitute an included extended verbal clause-type.
2. The nd which links ^15 end 6 together is best regarded as a fusion 
of the Terminal Particle which should close the nominal phrase in AL5 
and the conjunction which introduces Al6.
AI ^ pa tafl-rnA ri
Pn c A __ A
PPP(a) AP
NCTf
i(fut) somehow contin.
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iiJ A m r i - n £  i9teckih n £  , ^ Hum x.. • mat ote ,
cCj oM; 1 TPt G.j CjPt A N:2b cV: 2/Pm
CP NP CP AP SP VP
NCTf nxVCTem
nor/ ho-very-happy until vdien sun it-raise
AJ hum l amakri . AK n amakri ,
.2.____-___ Z ____ _ _________________________A------------
CjPt A N : 2b/(?) N:2b/(?)
CP AP NP NP
NGTf NCTf
and when aft or noon agternoon
I-ili 0 fLtim , T cg } na m£:9kot kritmAnrA~re cam
2___ ________j 2__________       ~_______ *___ —
CjPt Inj(i) PPt IPt :2c cN:l/A/( ?*)’_______V:2/A
CP - PPP(b) IP VP
InjCT nxVCTf
and behold non-fut them-after pet-macaw place
AK . n£ ote , r n£ opoi . 
A__________ J „ ______
as AP2 CjPt cV:2/,3c
CP VP
nxVCTf
Qnd it-carry and it-bring
Ho was very happy until tho sun had risen high, and it had 
become afternoons when, staxtlingly, VaimskaprAn~re put his pet macaw 
on a stick, and arrived bank vdlth it.
1. The ce, AIy3, Has boon anaJLysed as ’inserted1 into the beginning 
of clause AK.2.
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ill ^ Sum iijct za 3£ , ^ nS omu , ng :
G ^"b N:1 NPt V:1.2a/3r CjPt V:2/mS CjPt
CP SP VP CP VP CP
nxVCTf nxVCTf XOT
and his-'uncle - sit and him-see and
nL ^  ** flA na ka ve mg Vafmekapr£n~re pi ? ,f
Int PPt Pn PPt QPt cN:2b________V:2b/3r
QP PPP(b) VP
nxVCTf /g.
gues, non-fut you emph, pi. VafkagkaprAn-re kill
AM ^ H mgicte 9pir kenft H AN n ,f nA
AN
SPt V:2Wnr Ml ag U3
PPPx VP
xVCTf
■we (inc) him-kill certainty
(q.v. p. 
252)
2  kot ta apka9ti , ^ ka mg ma akupi-m omo ,
Pn NPt N:2b/(?) Pn Qpt A______ oil cV:2/i3r
PxV(a) NP ppp(a) AP VP
NCTf • nxVCTf
it(fut) - tomorrow you pi. away again him-tiake
there-to
His uncle was sitting there, and when he saw him, he said, " I 
thought that you had killed VafimgkaprJSn-re J M M We did kill
him,, " 11 Tomorrovir you will take him away again,
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AN } ne api rnftn . " AO nA *
CjPt V;2iyi3r MIPt
as U3,
CP VP (q. v. p. 252)
nxVCTf
and him-kill completive no (man speaking)
AO 2 kotpa akupa-m kot 9oiftmor ket n£ >
Pn 
IPP( a)
cA IPt: 2o 
AP IP 
nxVCTf
cV:2/Dr M:1
VP
TPt
I(fut) again there-to him- 
after
him-I-take not «
AO mulcts
J
omufi , . n£ 
A
’plr , 5 t£ 9tlr ,
SPt V:2/Dn CjPt V:2b/3r Cj M:1
PPPx VP CP V? CP NP
xVCTf xVCTf NCTf
we(inc) him-see and him-kill hut he-alive
AO ^ ne 9t£m , j nd 9poc IcenA . ”
CjPt V:1.2/Bm CjPt V:l.lb/ko Ml
OP VP CP VP
xVCTf xVCTf
and he-go and he-come hack certainty
and this time make sure you kill him. " 11 No, I am not
going to take him away again. YTe saw him and killed him, hut he is 
alive and has come hack. ”
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variant of 
Y2 (q.v.
P.253) 
egresses agreement
^ pa cep me apAn-9A m£kuma >
Pn x’rt cllt: a V : 2b/3r
x'PP(a) IP TP
nxVCTf
i(fut) ? you-instead of them-hear
AQ 0 ke memo aaza ma omo , , ne ltupi •
±___________________________________   3_________________
c^ t N:2b/(?) NPt A cV:2/3r CjPt V:2b/3r
Cl' Sx AT VP CP TP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
so that person gen, pi. away him-1eke and him-kill
(imknown)
AR ^ ihmX pir pr.Sm . ,f
IPtil M: 3 Mi 2b
IP NP
NCTf
me-to killed wanting
AS ^ iunri-hum apka9ti ,
cCj N:2b/(?)
CP NP
NCTf
now the morrow
AS ^ '^@m kao&v mdmo ze ma ,
C ji't IPt: 2b N : 2b/ (?) Nit V :2/3r
CP IP VP
nxVCTf
and him-for person - hear
(unknown)
AS y  hum
CjPt 
CP
and
n That is so. Then I will instruct some others instead of y©U, 
so that they will take him ay/ay and kill him. I want him killed.1 lt 
So, the following day, he instructed some others, and they took him 
away again.
m£ ma akupi-m omo .
Qpt A _ ck cV:2/br
xxP AP V?
nxVCTf
pi. away there again-to him-take
AT 1
" kotka
«A
za md atA omo * ^ ne *
in Nx't qpt A cV:2/Br CjPt
PPP(a) AP VP CP
nxVCTf
you(fut) — pi. now him-take and
AT
5
leva * g ketka me 9pir kumrec If•
is AG 3 
(q.v. p. 
255)
Pn QPt V:2b/ar Ml
3
PPP(a) VP 
nxVCTf
Oi you(fut) pi. ]him-kill intensity
AU
i
Atnri-hum me me 9pAn- 9 A omo... * 2 ne kupi *
cCj
OP
QPt
PPP
cIPt:a 
IP
nxVCTf
cV:2/Bt 
VP
as AQ3 (q.v.
p.262)
now pi. them-instead him-1 alee and him-kill
AV
l ne... 9ipi
9kr i tmAnr A~r e * ~za pi . ,
CjPt M:l/(?)s cN: 1/i,./ (?) NPt V:2b/br
CP SP
nxVCTf
VP
and he-on top pet-macaw kill
,r You will talee him away and make sure you kill him properly.1 ” 
So they took him away instead of the others* and killed him. They 
also killed his pet macaw on top of the mountain*
1, The occurrence of leva (AT 3) has been analysed in a similar way 
to the occurrence of ce in 1113. See footnote ad.loc., p. 259*
2. 9ipi (AVl) is analysed an modifying the (zero) 3rd.person subject* 
formally expressed in AU1* and continued by the nss in AU2 and AVI. The 
strong form shons concord m t h  a 3rd.person subject.
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ffl ne ^oamirA ,
and him-Ydth
ns 9acA
CjPt V:2/i3rS 
CP VP 
nxVCT 
and it-bury
kX ^ ne mo , ^
as IJ?k 
(q.v. p. 256)
ne poi , 7 num amikri ,
  3 ____________
as UIh 
(q.v. p. 238)
CjPt N i 2b/( ?) 
CP NP
NCTf
nxVCTf
and already them-after pet-macav/ place
and go and arrive and afternoon
IJL . num
k
ra me 9kot 9kr i tmAnr X~r e cAm ,
CjPt k IPt:2c cN: l/A/ (?) V:2/Aw
CP I\F IP VP
iJC ne me c , g ne te , ne Poi .
CjPt M:1 CjPt V:l. 2d/j3m as iliZf
CP NP CP VP (l. v. p.258)
NCTf nxVCTf
and good and go and come back
and buried it, together Y/ith him. Then they returned. But 
already, by the afternoon, he had placed his pet macaw on a stick, and 
had returned,safe and sound.
1. It is not known to what class 9oamirA '(Vj.vYl) belongs. It looks 
like a compound class 2 verb (9o and a 1.2 verb) but the informant 
could not give it m t h  a follov/ing modifier. Because of the sequence 
of n£s, if a verb, it has the subject 'they* ©pressed in hUl on the 
previous page.
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AY
AY
hum inet za na , 0 ne omu , , n£: . ,11 kva ,
-i- ___________________ ______________ 5______ A ____________
AY. 1-3 as AL.1-3 (q. v. p. 26o) as AG3
(q.v. p. 255)
nA na ka me vs ms V anms k apr An ~r e pi
as ALA (q. v.p.26o) apart from  the repetition o f  
the Quantitative Particle me.
AZ ^ " msficte 9pir > g ^  9acAr kenA "
SPt V:2b/l3r CjPt V;2/DrS Ml
PPP VP Gp VP
xVCTf xVCTf
we(inc) him-kill and him-bury certainty
BA 1 k o t  9 kr i  tmAnrA ~r e pi - kritm A nrA ~re pi
IPt:2o as the f ,nal
IP VP words in the pre-
nxVGTf coding clause.
it-after pet-macaw kill
LA ,  n£ 9oam£rA , . ne 9acA „
3 _________________ A_____________
PA, 3-A as AW, 1-2 ( q . v .  p .  26A)
BB ^ tit 9tem , ^ na 9po$ kenA . BC " nA ,
BB.1-2 as AO, 6-7 (q.v.p. 26l) apart as U3
from tA (but cf.A05) for n£. (q.v.p,252)
His uncle v/as sitting there, end when he saw him, he said,
M Look here, I thought that you had killed VahmekaprAn~re,* M M Wo 
did kill him and bury him.* • Then we killed his pet macaw, and buried 
it along with him. But he has ccme back.’ "
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BC no kotka za md Am irlmA api mAn . M
Cj
CP
Pn NPt QPt APt IPt:l V 12b/Br MIPt
ppp(a) 
but you(fut)
Ai-X IP vp
nxVCTf
pi. only me-for him-kill completive
BD nA kotpa za alcupi-m 9oinmor ket ne
as 03 
(q. v, p. 252)
cf.402* p. 261 (adding tne NPt za and 
omitting the IPt kot)
BD
BD
mdicte omuh , nd 9plr *
____________________ 4____________
nd lcurum inmor
BD. 3-4 as AO. 3-4* (<3»v. p. 26l) CjPt IPt;2a V:1.2d/j3r
CP IP
xVCTf
VP
and it-from I-go
g nd icpoc * ^ tA 9tdm * CO 9Poc kenA . !l
CjPt Vjl.lb/Bc 
CP VP 
xVCTf 
and I-come back
BD.7-8 as BB.1-2 (q.v. p. 263)
BE 11 to > ^ apka9ti ,
Inj(i) as AN2 (q.v. p. 26o)
InjCT
well
11 Then you must make sure you kill him for me. M 11 Noj I am
not going to take him there again. We saw him* killed him* and returned 
from there* but nonetheless he has obviously come back. " M Y/ell then* 
tomorrow
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B j ^ pa ap&h-9.ft mo ze 9ta ,
x’n cIPt:a ISi:2b/(?) Nx't V:2b/Cr
ixiJ(a) IP VP
nxVCTf
I(fut) you-instead person - take 
of (unknown)
BE
A-
ke mg’ ma omo . M
CjPt QPt A cV; 2/fer
CP PPP AP VP
nxVCTf
so that pi. away him-take
BF 1 hir ne kot pAh-°h memar ,
Cj CjPt SPt cIPtja V:2b/Br
CP PPPx IP VP
xVCTf
so he him-instead of them-hear
BF 2 hum me ma kot omo. BG- x ne mhnen lcupi }
0 jPt QPt A SPt? cV:2/Br
CP PPP AP PPP? VP
nxVCTf?
and pi, away he? him-take
CjPt AFt V:2h/Br 
CP AP VP
nxVCTf 
and again him-kill
I am going to replace you m t h  some others, so that they can take 
him away. ” So he instructed others , who took him away and killed him 
again.
1. The form of the clause given for BF2 appears to he what the text 
says, though the verb might he omor, in which the clause would he 
unambiguously extended. Francisco Sutero said that it was the same as 
hum mekot ma omor3 hut this would imply the occurrence of an isolated 
prefix (me), or the AP being in the middle of the PPP, either of which 
alternatives would he extremely strange.
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BG- " kotka za mg' api , j ne
Pn NPt QPt V : 2b/Br G jPt
PPP (a) VP GP
nxVCTf
you(fut) - pi. him-lcill and
atX ri ’ire ,
ix Y:2/BnS
AP VP
nxVCTf
then contin. him.-cut 
in pieces
BG- ne a9pih-9A
CjPt
CP
are BH Ice arik zape
V:2b/BH
VP
GjL
id? 
nxVCTf
and distributively him-throw
CjPt V:1.2qA S Ml 
CP VP
nxVCTf
so that he-stay uncertainty
BI ^ hum m3 omo. * > 2 kupi . BJ ^ n£... ath ri 9ire ,
as A33 ( q. v. as AQ3
p. 262) omitting (q.v. p. 262)
the AP.
as BG-3 ( q* v, above)
BJ ne
CjPt
CP
a9p£h-9h
cjk
AP
nxVCTf
omra ,
cV: 2/Q t  
VP
ne 9aret .
CjPt Vi 2/A" 
CP VP
nxVCTf
BK th hum amikri ,
Cj CjPt N : 2b/ (?)
CP NP
NCTf
wh en af t e- r no on
hum m39kot lcritmAnrh~re za cAm ,
as Ai)2 (q.v. p. 236) adding 
the NPt za
i( You vd.ll kill him, and then cut him up into pieces, throwing 
each piece away separately. Then we shall see if he will stay like 
that. " So they took him away and killed him. They cut him up into 
pieces, carried each piece away separately, and buried it. But when 
afternoon came, he put his pet macaw on a stick,
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BK ^ n£ te , ^ ne poi .
BK. 3-4- as EX. 6-7 ( q. v. p. 26k)
BL ^ tA num ve Am iqet ta 9£ 9ejnakkro ne
C j CjPt PPt IPt N:1 NPt  cM: l/( ?) TPt
CP BPPP jjftp SP NP
NCTem
but emph. only his-uncle - him-he-afraid of -
9£9amakkro f 0 ne 9oarttr 9o ku9e 3 .. ne k&n :
1__________   ±_____  -3_____________
repeat of the CjPt oV;2/Cr IPt;l V:l.lb/B9 as 12
fineapiece Gp (q*V'„^
of BL 1 (see p.23c;
above) nxVCTf
and. him-doing with he-stand
thus (intens)
^ M kotka 2a me t£ api , ^ ne omo
Pn NPt QPt JL V:2b/8r as LE3 (q.v. p. 256)
PPP(a) IP VP
nxVCTf
you(fut) - pi. now him-kill
BM g ne kuvi m£ ame , ke kapa >
CjPt N:2b/fe/P IPt;l V:2b/Bn CjPt V:2b/Cr
CP IP VP CP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and fire to him-throw so that him-burn
completely
and arrived back after them. Eis uncle yras really frightened3 
and kept on acting towards him in this same way. " You are .going to 
kill him’S he said, " You will take him and throw him into a fire3 
so as to burn him completely.
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BM 8
ka me; 9prA9cet zako . M
Pn QFt 
PPP(a)
you(fut) pi,
cN:2a/A V:2/Br
VP
nxVCTf 
chare os-1 blow
w
BN 1 hum
me kot omor , 2 ne zath 9pir }
CjPt SPt cV:2/Br CjPt A V:2b/Br
CP PPPx
xVCTf
VP CP AP
xVCTf
VP
and they him-take and then him-kill
BN
3
ne kaclv kuto j , ne kuvi mh leume ,
CjPt IPt:2b V:2b/(?) O.iPt N:2b/B/F IPt :1 V:2b/Bh
CP IP VB CP IP VP
nxVCTf nxVCTf
and him-for it-light and fire to him-thro1//
BN
JL.
num 8er , ^ num me kaciv ken ,
CjPt V;l.2&/L CjPt QPt IPt:2b M:2b/B
CP VP CP PPP IP NP
nxVCTf NCTf
and burn and pi. him-for stone
Then you will blow the charcoal dust away. fl So they took 
him, killed him? lit a fire for him, and threy/ him into it, Y/hen he 
had burned, they took a stone,
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BN
X
ns 9A 9prA9cet zalco
CjPt IPt:l cW:2a/k V;2/kr
CP IP VP
W
nxVCTf 
and it-on charcoal blow
BO 1
prA9cot zakor morape
cN:2a/A V:2/Br
w
VP 
nxVCTf 
charcoal blow
cM
because of
BO num ve
CjPt PPt
CP PPP
9Amri arnni kamZ 9pizaAm
A
AP
and emph. now
N:2b/L IPt:2b Mil IPt:l
IP
nxICTf
self within he-being with 
embarrassed
BP
1 " Ato ,
as API 
(q. v. p. 262)
kotpa
Pn
za cep .Km lcpe Imps'
IPt :1 N:2b/B/(?) 
IP NP
I(fut)
NPt PPt APt 
PPP(a) AP
NCTf
? only I-from white man
pounded the charcoal on it, and then blew it away. Because 
they had blown the charcoal dust away, he became embarrassed about 
himself. " Alright then, I will become a white manj
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BQ h a kotpa za m£amK icpe Imps’ )
as U3 
(q. v.p.232)
Pn NPt
PPP(a)
I(fut)
IPt;i IPt:l N ; 2b/B/( ?)
IP NP
NCTf
you-for me-from white man
BQ
3
9Aim?i lea me ickot ape kupe .
A Bn Qpt IPt;2b IPt: 1 N:2b/B/(?)
Pi'iP PPP(a) IP NP
NOT era
then you(fut) pi. me-after you-from white man
BR Amri-hum
1
mSamfr mec ne •,
cCj IPt:l Mil TPt
CP IP
NCTf
NP
novr you-for good —
BR 2 no inqet , kot ri ickftAmnen 9o pa9 even ta,
Cj N:1 SPt il cV:2/B£l IPt:l Vjl.lb/B9 N NPt
CP SP...
nxVCTf,..
but my-uncle he contin. me-ordering 
to kill
with go one yho - 
(intens)
for your sake, I will become a white man. Then you will be able 
to follow me in becoming white men, vdiich will be to your advantage„ 
But as for my uncle, who has been ordering me to be killed,
1. The clause, kot ri ict-ft-Amneh 9o pa9, in BR2, is an included 
verbal clause, filling the place of a noun. See 4.316* pp.103-104.
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BR o/ x roe kum£ M n e n  cvon ze me ,2( c o n ) ______________________________________________
CjPt IPt: 2a V:I.2a/Bft5 N NPt QpPt
,..SP
...nxVCTf. .,
and him-besides ordering one v/ho - pi.
to kill
BR n / s kot ta me Am arik2( con)__________________________________________
Pn NPt QPt APt V ; 1.2a/A
PPP(a) AP VP
...nxVCTf
he(fut) - pi, only remain
BS ^ Am arik , ^ ihmA mAapiitA ^
as final Cj IPt:l Mmr
two words in cp
BR2 above.
NCTf
but me-to you-all
BS ^ irunA me azape BT an±r kot
IPt :1 M:2b
IP NP
NCTf
me-to you~pitying
as Ml 
(q. v.p,2k5)
and the others who have done the same, they will remain just as 
they are. But I am sorry for all of- you. " They continued to
talk like this*
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BT g nuni a  kot aMr
CjPt A SPt V:1.3/Cr
OP SAP PPPx VP
xVCTem
and thus he act thus
BT ns meickaciv kep kupe kaciv a t
CjPt IPt :2b IPt: I N;2b/B/(?) IPt :2b V:1.2a/BrS
CP IP VP
xVCTf
and us-for him-from white man for enter
BU Amri-ne akupi-m mor , 0 ne 9poc ket
cCj cA V:1.2d/fer CjPt V:l.lb/Bo Mil
CP AP VP CP VP
xVCTf xVCTf
now again there-to he-go and he-come back not
and Vanm£kaprAn~re did as follows: he turned into a white man for 
our sake* went away there, and never came back*
1. The clause, meickaclv kep kupe, in BT3, is an included nominal 
clause, filling the place of a noun„ See 4.316, pp.103-105.
VOC . BULARY
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The* following voc"1 ulrry is -i list of thost stems r.n' roots
cittv.1 in tin. thesis cn- tie: text; it is hopf the t it will
f-cilitrte un i r s t m  ’in^ of those- ex.-,":- les for which no nslysis
or literal trr.nsl; tion, lies fhven.
The voc: ! ul;.ry will 'e riven in three columns. Tkn first of 
these, will j"ive tie,. A, inryc stem or root; the sccqh: its cl'ssi- 
ficrtion r m  su1cl;ssificrtion y me.'ns oi the symbols use: 
throughout the thesis; the third its tr ■ nslo tion. Be twu cn the 
lrst two, however, cert in forms in Tickets will 'e iv;n; 
theS'- forms consist of tne we- k for ’ s, ext nn.b forms, t± forr s 
(ii) t. (iv) of Cl-ss 2V verbs with tin. initial syll ’^ lo ku-. 
Where r verb hos Vf th r. week form m e  on ext' n m  form, the 
wtmk extender f rm only will ;c cite unless the vtTo belongs 
to the Clres C of exten'h-- forms, in which cr-se ■“oth strong :n ' 
work extender1 forms will 1 o -iven.
All sterns ere. miv n in their (strong) uninflecte-' form except 
in the cas*- of proper n:. es, wnere the suffix is m  intercr-1 ' r t 
of the- nr wo . vrr: V forr:s, xtm-'e' forms, -nr forms (ii) t (iv) 
cf Cl- ss 2b verbs with the initiel syllr’-le ku- r.rt. liste in the 
first column only if tiny n-n. cite-' in the thesis or text. Tiny 
will be- in \ritv ' n' rc.fi.rrtC to the m i n  entry.
Where r mticulrr subclmssificr ti n is unknown, this will 
1 e in ic.*to •' by - brrcketecl. question r.: rk (?).
F t  the En ’lish tr nsl-tion of the Porturucs^ riv«.n for tin, 
A inryo forms, cs- eci lly uhe irei s of flor - ne. femir. , I cm 
inn c’te-' to ' ^  P rtumucsu-Enmlish Dietionrry5 , "y J*L.*Tryl r, 
1959? (British ECiti n) ,
The -1 .h;-P etic 1 r cr use-'1 is tin f l l  winmi e., r., a , a ,
c , e , a , c , c , h , i , i , ± , k , rn , n , n , ^ , o , o , o , n , r , s , t ,
u , u , v , £, 9 .
2?b
s £a V ! 1 • 2r/Br (c a t ) ’to enter’
aSknpo cl V: 1.2/Bn (pika pon) ’to separate1
0 C,fo 9 t £ '.1V:1.2/Ck ( pika0ek) ’to break (intens)’
0cku9tA A meaning unkn.wn
s/ T fW /s»ackvin cl Vs 1.2/A (pikvxn) ’to Break1
0 (5CS V:1.2 -,/Bn ( £a £o h ) ’to kick one-’0- lems in 
the air*
seven N:21 1ancthur ;erson cr thin
a cpu V : 1.2k/B9 (uiaru9) ’to fight, strurelc’
a^tc A ’more; '’again'
r.kis V :1.2n/Cr (cAkzer) 'to shout1
aku (form (ii) Of kuku, q.v.)
akuno V:1.21 /Br ( ikunor) 'to flee'
akuyi-rn cA 'to uh',re spain'
aku v i - n cA 5 to here aor i n 1
akva Vsl.2n/Bn (CAkvsn) 'to 'pull up'
atria V:1.2:'/Ck (zam-k) 'to feel; wait, trust 
(with SPt)'
ame (form, (ii) of kucc, q.v.)
amxkrl N :2i/(?) 1 r ftcrn> : n 1
a mar a V:1*2n/B9 (CAfiira9 ) ’to shcut, call*
nmlfcti V : 1.21 /Br ( r.imnir) 'to '"ream'
vmnc ;e-m.A cA 'a Ion;' time a p., ’
amhi N : 2r'/L 1 Sv If , ncself ’
smnxnrQr i cV:1.3/B9 (smnxaqri9) ' tc V serve t "1 . s ’
!“mnika ti cV:1.3/B9 (amnxka ti9) ' to ‘•-■lay ’
amnxmc cV:1.3/Br (amhxmsr) ’to think’
JV /*/ W  »W K/
aranxnxpec cV:1.3/A (amninivbS) ’to do, ret, 1ehave
like this, in this 
w.-y '
amnlto
a mr i 
a n r 1 hi 
a m r A k a t i
amucu
ane
u. IV IV*nnxpa
. • va m r  
" a go 
ap)ze
-pa
ope 
o pi
a p i  
a pka 9 1 i
a pku 
ap>k£e 
apt Ar
o p u
Va n  
a r i k  
a to
ata
a tar 
O.tA
cV:1.3/B9
A
cV:1.3/Br
cA
Vs 1.21 /Br 
V s1.3/Cr
(omnito9 )
(:nrinir)
0 (crnp^.f rm 
anrXkoti)
(nimnur)
(ahir)
Vs 1.21:/Bn (vinmn)
(extn, ■ 1 form of one, q.v.) 
(form (ii) of kungo, q.v.) 
V:l,3/Bc (apzec)
Inj(i)
Vsl.2a/Bn 
Vsl.2o/Br
( ca; -eh) 
(cA.ir)
(form (ii) of kuai, q.v.) 
N s21:/(?)
Vsl.2a/Br 
V : 1. 21: /Br 
V : 1.1/A 
iiPt 
A
(&Apkur) 
(r.ikzer) 
(^AptAr)
( C A r i k )V:1.2a/A 
NPt
(form (ii) cf kuto, q.v.) 
APt
f to nake, do (what is 
strange or unknown)1
1 permissive; may1
'to Be quiet'
'n o t h i n g *
' to hiv!e *
'to (lo, say, like this, 
in this wry'
'to exchange'
'to enter (inte-ns)'
calls attention to 
what follows
' to work.'
'to clinf!:, ascend, 
go up'
'the next '"~y; 
tomorrow'
'to e a t '
'to turn over'
'to -'row (of hunnns) '
meaning uncertain
'still, yet'
1 t o  remain, dwe11, s t y '
'to there' 
'now; then'
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avkakre dV:1.2/Bn (bukakren) ’to scratch’
av^ai d V : 1.2/Br (Suzzair) 'to tap, peck’
avzako dV: 1.2/Br (Suzakor) ’to smoke’
avzanX dV:1.2/Br (bubanhr) 'to return’
avzarc dV:1.2/Bn (bu&areh) ’to say, relate, teach'
azet V:1.3/A (abet) ’to wait, remain, dwell'
a°kA V :1.2b/Br (pikAr) ’to mix’
a9kl V:1.2b/Bii (bA9kin) 'to steal’
a9par-mA cA 'downwards, down'
a9pih~9A cA 'separately, distributively
a9tep V : 1.2a/A (bA9tep) 'to approach'
a9t± V :1/Bk (a9tik) 'to go out (of a flame’
am Nil (ham) 'chin’
ato clnj(r) expresses agreement
A e o n ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f a b o  , q . v . )
A k u d o t d V : 1 . 2 / A  ( b A k u b o t ) ' t o  r o a s t '
A k u k b a d V ; 1 . 2 / C r  ( b A k u k b e r ) ' t o  a s k ’
A k u k b e r ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f A k u k z a , q . v . )
A k v a h ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f a k v o , q . v . )
A k z e r ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f a k i a , q . v . )
A m V :  2 / A  (<5A m ) ' t o  p l a c e  s o m e t h i n g
A m ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f b a , q . v . )
A i i m a n ( s t r o n g  e x t e n d e d  f o r m o f a m i n e ,  q . v . )
Amra0
Airi-nc
(strong extended form of amira, q.v.)
.Amn-num
An
Apeh
Apkur
Apt Ar 
AT
A 9 k f n
A°kA
A 9pumun
cCj
cC j
'now, then, and, so' 
(followed by clause with 
same subject as the 
preceding one)
'now, then, and, so' 
(followed by clause with 
different subject from 
the preceding one)
V:2/A (bAn) fto like (of food)'
(strong extended form of ape, q.v.)
(strong extended form of apku, q.v.)
(strong extended form of aptAr, q.v.; also, occasional 
free variant for aptAr, q.v.)
(strong extended form of abA, q.v.)
(strong extended form of a9ki, q.v.)
N :!/(?) 'head ornament; crest1
N:1 'one who knows, understands'
a A 'thus, in this way, like
this'
Am APt 'only; no more than, to
this extent'
Ato clnj(r) (cf.ato) expresses agreement
ba V;1.2d/Cm (Am, bAin) 'to stand'
bapo N ;2b/L 'soap'
■bA nominalising root from
verbs’
bA Int question-word
bAm (directed form of Am, V:2, q.v.)
bApeh (weak extended form of ape, q.v.) 
bA9kot cA(?) 'as follows; like this'
be Inj(i) 'beholdl l o o k ! '
be (weak form of e, N:l, q.v.)
beb (weak form of 9eb, q.v.)
ber V:1.2d/A ’to b u r n ’
bet V:1.2d/A ’to burn'
bep PPt meaning uncertain
ci (form (iii) of kubi, q.v.)
bikar N:2b/B ’cigarette'
bipro N:2b/B/F 'swallow (bird)’
civivi N:2b/B/(?) 'whistle (instrument)'
bom (directed form of om, q.v.)
bo9to (weak form of o9to, q.v.)
cukrut Ns2b/B 'guinea-hen'
bubair (weak extended form of avbai, q.v.) 
bubakor (weak extended form of a vbako, q.v.)
buzanAr (weak extended form of avbanX, q.v.)
Cubu~re N;2b/B 'Moon'
bva (weak form of v a , q.v.)
bvar IPt:2b 'like, similar to'
bvan N:2a 'person who, one who'
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e N:l/(?) (£e) 'cloth, material'
e N:2b/L 'spider'
e M:l/(?) (bs) 'bitter, sour'
0 Inj(r) 'yes'
g Inj(i) 'alright, well, then*
he Inj(?) meaning unknown
ibko Vsl.2c/Bm (kom) 'to drink'
iStu V:1.2c/Br (tur) 'to urinate'
1 N:l/(?) (hi) 'flesh? thorn, spine'
i A 'when, at such time as'
in Nil (nin) 'dung, faeces'
i Inj(r) emphatic response
ir (strong extended form of h i , q 0v 0)
irkA cN:2a/F 'wasp-nest'
ka Pn '2nd.pers•sg-'
kaAr N:2a/A 'splinter'
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kab EPn(?)
kabAr (extended form of kapa, q.v 
kaciv IPt:2b
kabkep V:l.Ia/A
kai N:2b/B/L
kamX IPt:2b
kamrek M:1
kamro N:l/A/(?)
Kane~ti N:2b/B
kanve V:2a/Br (kanvar)
kapa M:2a
kapo N:2a/A/F
kapo9tik cN:2b/A
kapro M:1
k a o  V:2a/Br (kaor)
k a p a  V:2b/Cr ( k a b A r )
kaper V:l.lb/A
kapot N:2b/B
kapreprek V;2a/A 
kaprhn N:2b/B
karo N:l/A/F
katc M:l/(?)
kato V:l.lb/Br (kator)
you only'
to, for, on behalf of, 
for the sake o f
to spin, whirl, circle’
peanuts'
inside, in, within; on’
red '
blood’
Star-woman'
to pierce something; 
to shoot something with an 
arrow; sting someone’
lazy 1
liquid; drink; liquid 
part of honey’
coffee'
hot’
to suck something; eat 
something sweet'
to pull something off, 
up, out'
to speak’
plateau’
to spank someone’
tortoise, turtle’
soul, spirit; photograph, 
picture'
empty 1
to go out, come out; be 
born'
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kat or (extended form of ka t o , q.v. )
kat or <5 a N :1/B/(?) • mother f
kat5tok N:2a/(?) 1 thunder'
katut Nsl/B * back’
katut-ri ClPt/(?) 'behind *
katut-tA cIPt/(?) 'on top of’
ka9ek (extended form of ka9tc, q.v .)
ka91 c V :2b/Ck (ka9ek) 'to break, split something1
ka9ti V:2b/B9 (ka9ti9) 'to line something'
ka9t±<5A N:l/B/(?) 'breech-cloth'
ka9ti9 (extended form of ka9ti, q.v .)
kam EPn 'yourself, yourselves'
kA N :1/A/F 'skin; bark; peel; breast'
kA V:1.2d/Br (kAr) 'to make a noise (of an 
animal); to bellow'
kAb N :2a/B 'bottle; box'
kA<$~mA cA 'upwards, up*
kAr (extended form of kA, q.v.)
kXm IPt:2b 'with; in, in the midst of
kXm (3rd.pers .stem of niA, q*v.)
ke CjPt 'so that; when'
kenA Ml 'cer tainty'
ken M:3 'naked 1
kep (3rd.pers .stem of pe , q.v.)
ke-ri cA 'for this reason1(?)
ket Mil 'negative; no, not, none'
ketari clnj(r) emphatic no (used by women 
only)
ketka Pn
zi
1 2nd.pers.sg.future 1
ketpa Pn '1st.pers . sg.future 1
ken N:2b/B 'stone, rock*
kenkra cN:2b/B/F 'rocky outcrop; hill1
kia N :2b/B 'earth oven'
kin M: 2b 'to like something (oth<
ko N:1 or 2b/B/(?)
than food)'
'wood; ornamental stick
kok N:2b/A 'wind'
kokoi N:2b/B 'monkey'
kor M ;2a 1 thirsty'
kot IPt;2c 'behind, after'
kot-tA cIPt:a 'in the middle o f
kone clnj(r) 'I don't know'
kone-hum clnj(r) 'I don't know'
kop APt meaning uncertain
kor-mA cA 'still, yet'
kot Pn '3rd.pers.sg.future'
kot (3rd.pers.stem of ~te, q.v.)
kotka Pn '2nd- pers.sg.future'
kot pa Pn '1st * pers . sg <. future '
kotpu Pn '1st.pers=exc.dual futu
kom (extended form of ibko , q.v.)
komcA N:l/A/(?) ' cup1
krab N :2a/A 'start, beginning'
krak-ri cIPt:a 'underneath'
krk N :1/A/F 'head; protuberance'
kr Am^ec cN:1/A
28,
'special female relative
krAm^e t cN:1/A
godmother 1 
'special male relative;
kr Xzapap cN:1/A
godfather ?
'hat1
krA9i cN:2b/A 'hen, chicken1
krX9kA cN:l/A/(?) ' crest1
krA9tik cN:2b/A 'wasp 1
kr e B:2b/B/L 'small parrot*
kritmAnrA cN:l/A/(?) 'pet macaw*
kri V : 1.la/B9 'to sit (intens)'
kri M: 2a 'cold (of persons)'
kro N:2a/A/F ' root, tendril'
kro N :2b/B/L 'large rat*
kro M:l/F 'rotten'
krua N : 1/A 'arrow’
kubi V ;2b/Br (aci, b i , ir) 'to place something'
kuk Nsl/A 'face 1
kukrec N;l/(?) 'possession 1
kukr e V:2b/Br (akre, kre, krer) 'to eat something'
kukrivkriv M 'many small (of stones)'
kuku V:2b/Br (aku , ku , kur) 'to eat (intens)'
kukv±r V:2b/A (akvir, kvir) 'to break something with
kuma V;2.b/Br (arna, m a , mar)
stick' 
'to hear; understand;
ku me V i 2b/Bn (ame, me, men)
give instructions to' 
'to throw somethin^'
kumrec Ml 'intensity'
kunne V :2a/Bn (kunnen) 'to taste something'
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kuho
ku-num
kuno
kupe
kupece
kupx
kupx
kupre
kupu
kupu9
kura
kuran
kure 
kur e 
kuri 
kuta
kut A
kut o 
kuvi 
kuvo
kuS-areh 
ku&ate 
ku9e
ku9e9
ku9pau
V:2b/Br (aho, no, nor) 
clnj(r)
V:2b/Cr (arid, i}5 , or)
N ;2b/B/(?)
N:2a/B/(?)
Vi2b/Br (api, px, pxr)
V;2b/Br (api, pii p±r)
N:2b/B/(?) 
V ;2a/B9 (kupu9)
'to hang something up'
'of course'
'to give something)
'white person; non-Indian'
'cloth, material'
'to kill something'
'to take hold of something; 
catch, seize something'
'unmarried woman'
'to wrap something up'
(extended form of kupu, q.v.)
V;2a/Bh (kuran) 'to beat, strike something'
(extended form of kura, q.v.)
M
V :2b/Bn 
IPt;2c 
V :2b/Cr
(are, re, ren)
(ata, ta, 9ir)
IPt:2b 
V:2b/(?)
N:2b/B/F
Vs2b/Cr ((?) 9o , 9or)
'soon'
'to throw something (intens)
'together with, at, near, by
'to pull something up, out 
off'
'as well as '
'to set light to something*
'fire'
'to suck, eat something 
sweet'
(alternate form of the weak extended form of avzare, q.v
V;2a/Ck (kuzaek) 'to push something (intens)'
V:1 .lb/B9 (ku9e9) 'to stand (intens)'
(extended form of ku9e, q.v.)
V:2a/A 'to bungle something'
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ku9tA N:2a/(?)/(?) ’woodpecker’
kva Inj(i) calls attention to what
follows'
kve N:l/A/(?) 'a little, a few, some'
kvehlmec cV:2a/A 'to kill some of'
kver U;2b/B 'manioc'
kveta cV:2a/Cr (kvs9xr) 'to pull some up, out, off
kve9o cVs2a/Br (kve°or) 'to suck, eat some of
something sweet1
kvxr (form (iii) of kukvxr, q.v.)
kvrat N:2b/B *a fish (Port.traira)1
m a
ma 
ma
mab
mai
mar
ma
ma
mamri
man
m a p r i
marifia
mAn
mAiir a
mX
N:1 and 2a/(?)
M:2a
(form (iii) of kuma, q.v.)
M:1
N:2b
(form (iv) of kuma, q.v.) 
Inj(r)
A
cA
A
cA
cV:1.3/Cm 
N:2b 
N:2b/(?)
N:2b/L
( m a r i ..Am)
1 liver *
'tame, domesticated'
'good; well'
'crab'
'no' (used by women only) 
'away (from here)' 
'permissive; may'
'to here’
'permissive; may'
'to be silent, quiet'
1 macaw'
'the blue-and-yellow m.- caw' 
'rhea'
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mA
mAn
M n c n
mivr
merape
ma-ri
markanehe
mcS
men
me
me
me
memo
memo
i
mc’5
me°o
mi
mit
Mi t ~ t i 
mitvra 
Mitvra~re 
mitzapoc^A 
moc
IPt:l (3rd.pers.stem kXm) 'to, into; for'
MIPt
men
APt
FEPt
cM(?) 
cIPt 
cN;2b/L 
M:1 
N : 2b 
QPt
IPt;2a
(form (iii) of kume, q.v.) 
N :2b/(?)
Int
(form (iv) of kume, q.v.)
N ;2b/(?)
Int
N:2a/(?)
N 12b 
N : 2b 
Nc2b 
N : 2b 
N ;2b/(?)
N:2b
'completion 1 (in positive 
clauses)
'again; also'
emphasises preceding 
phrase or particle
'for this reason'
'at the edge o f
'dragonfly'
'good; well'
'honey'
'more than two1
•as well as, besides; 
concerning'
'thing, person (unknown 
unspecified)'
'what? who?'
'someone (unknown)’ 
'who?'
'man; mcale'
' sun'
'Sun*
1 moon T 
1 Moon'
1 east'
'cow; cattle 1
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mou­
rn o 
moi 
mo~to 
mo
mor
mra
mrar
jL
mrAkati
mri
mri
mro
mrum
mut
mui
mu t ar
mu turn
m&en
N:2b 
Int 
N :2b 
clnt
V:1.2d/Br (mor)
(extended form of mo, q.v,)
V:1.2d/Br (mrar) 'to walk, go (intens)’
’bull'
'what?'
'thing (unlmown) 
'with what?'
5 to go , come'
(extended form of mra, q,v.)
cA
N:2b/(?) 
V :2/B9 
N:2b/(?) 
N : 2b 
N : 1 
Mil 
cA 
cA 
Nil
(emph. form)
(mri°)
(emph.form mutar) 
(emph. form mutum)
'nothing'
'game'
'to hunt something' 
'ashes'
1 ant'
1 neck'
'that1
'over there' 
fto over there'
'husband f
na PPt
nA Inj(r)
nA N:l/(?)
ne TPt
ne CjPt
ni N:2a/(?)
'non-future'
'no' (used by men only)
1 mother'
'and' (following clause 
has the same subject as 
the preceding one)
'woman; female'
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niv M :1 'new; young'
no N:l/F 'eye'
no Cj 'but'
nok Int 'where?'
no V:l*2d/Br 'to lie down'
nor unknown unknown
nam
nA
H ac5
u a i
in
ni
nikra
nlk^e
fV wmmcc
n m
hinua
hinu
hlpeh
nipok
hire
V  Vm e
m r
(weak form of am, q.v.) 
Int question-word (with stron 
emotional content)
'characterised by'
(variant form of n A i ,  q.v.)
N:2b (occasionally m c ) 'woodpecker'
M
(weak form of 1, q.v.)
(weak form of ’ikra, q.v.)
(weak form of 9ik£e, q.v.)
(directed form of 9lmeb, q.v.)
(weak form of In, q.v.)
(directed form of 9inua, q.v.)
(weak form of °ihu, q.v.)
(directed form of 9lpec, q.v.)
(weak form of 9lpok, q.v.)
(weak form of 9lre, q»v.)
V:1.2d/Br (Ir, n±r)
APt 
CJ
'to sit, be seated' 
'almost'
'so, thus'
natr (weak extended form of hi, q.v.)
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nl-ri clnt 'where (at)?'
hl-ri cA 'somewhere (unknown)'
nlrkA (weak form of IrkA, q.v.)
hl9l-m(a) clnt 'where to?'
nI9I-m(A) cA 'to somewhere (unknown)'
ho M:1 'withered, wrinkled'
hophop M:1 'itchey5
nor ((form (iv) of kuho, q.v.)
ho (weak form of o, q.v.)
nopo (directed form of opo, q.v.)
nopoh (extended directed form of opo, q.v.)
hum CjPt 'and ' (following clause
has a different suhject 
from the preceding one)
num-9A cCjPt 'until (the completion of
something)'
irjare (rare variant of Sare, q.v.)
qec N : 1 ' aunt'
i^ et N:1 'uncle'
plmeh (rare variant of hlmec, q.v.)
i^ ln (rare variant of hin, q.v.)
r)±v If: 2b ' mud'
po N:2b/(?) (occasionally iqob) 'water; river'
130c (occasional variant of 130, q.v.)
i^ocpor cN;2b 'species of wasp'
3Qoi N;2b 'pot'
qonopri cM:2b/(?) 'bathing-place'
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;qo9k5n
po9kon9i
W
TOO
ipr 
3qreA 
qr e
TQT c
qreqrer 
qr er
qri
qroi
qvra
N : 2b 
N s2b/(?)
(rare variant for ho, q.v.) 
(form (iii) of kuqo , q.v.) 
V:1.2d/Ct (ot, hot)
M
V:1.2d/Br (qrer)
N :2a/F 
M;1
(extended form of qrc, q.v.) 
M :1/(?)
N:2b
N;2b/(?)
'gourd'
'gourd-seed 9
'to sleep'
'many'
'to sing' (of men)
t egg!
1 smooth1
'small'
'porcupine *
'the wine mauritia or 
murity palm; log cut from 
this palm'
okapi V:l.l/B9 (bukapi9) 'to look for a way to
escape'
om V:2/A (born) 'to pound something'
opok M:1 (bupok) 'right' (of direction)
or V:l-3/A 'to melt'
oibko
okora
omn%i
orao
cV;2/Bm 
clnj(i) 
M; 1
cV;2/Br
(o...kom) 'to drink something'
'look*. '
(punui) 'useless, rotten, bad'
(o...mor) 'to carry, take something'
omor (extended form of omo, q.v.)
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omra
omu
omun
opa
opoi 
ori 
orira 
o-ta 
ot e 
o9to
cV;2/Br 
V:2/Bh
(o ...mrar) 
(pumun)
'to carry, take something 
(intens)'
'to see; know, recognise; 
understand'
(strong extended form of omu, q.v.) 
cV:2/B9 (o .,.pa9)
cV:2/Bc 
In j 
clnj 
cln j 
cV:2/Bm 
Mil
(o . » .poc)
( o . . .tcm) 
(bo9to, bo9to)
'to carry, take something 
(intens)'
'to bring something'
'look at that I 1
1 look at that I'
'look at that I'
'to carry, take something
1 many'
opo
opon
or
ot
Ni1/(?) 
Nmr
V :2/Bn
(no)
(n5)
(nopon)
'food'
'possession!
'to extract, pull out 
something'
(strong extended form of opo, q.v.) 
(form (iv) of kuqo, q.v.)
(strong extended form of qor, q.v.)
pa N;l/A/(?) 'arm'
pa V:l*lb/B9 (pa9) 'to walk, go (intens)1
pa V:2/Br (par) 'to complete something'
pa In j (i) ' O i '
pa Pn '1st.pers,sg.'
pac EPn(?) 'I only'
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par N.: 1/A T foot *
par N : 1/B ' bed '
par-pe cIPt:a ' beneath1
pam EPn ’myself, ourselves'
pAr N:2a/B 'trunk; plant; wood'
pAr N:1 or 2b/B 'canoe'
pAr N :2b/B 'ani (a bird)?
pAt N ;2b/B 'anteater'
pAtkAk cN:2b/B 'sloth'
pXm N : 1/A 1 father 1
pAH-9A cIPt;a 'instead o f
pe IPt:l (3rd.pers. stem kep) 'from, from among; at'
pep N:2b/B 'warrior, soldier'
piaipri dV: 1.la/B9 (piaipri9) 'to give birth to a child
piapu9 (extended form of acpu, q.v .)
pic Mmr 'only'
pico N:2b/B 'banana'
piit a Mmr 'all, all of'
pikapon (extended form of abkapo, q . v . )
. i£ika9ek (extended form of acka9t e, q.v.)
pi kAr (extended form of a9kA, q.v .)
pikunor (extended form of akuno, q. v.)
pikvin (extended form of ackvin, q .  V  .  )
pikzer (extended form of apkze, q. V o  )
pimnir (extended form of amati, q. V . )
pinin dM:l 'to have had intercourse'
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pinihket
pinpah 
pipr o 
pizaXm
pi
pir
pi9o
pici
pika
pine 
pir Ak 
poc
poi
pok
pon
por
po
popri
poi
prA^bet 
pr Xm
prek 
pr e 
prin 
pri
cM: 1 'not to have had inter­
course; young'
(extended form of ahipa, q.v.)
dM:l 
d(?)M;l
N :2b/B/F
(form (iii) of kupi, q.v.) 
(form (iv) of kupi, q.v.) 
cN:2a/B/(?)
M:l/F 
N:2b/B/F 
(directed form of une, q.v.) 
(directed form of u r A k ,  q.v.) 
(extended form of poi, q*v.)
'cover ed'
'ashamed, embarrassed' 
'wood'
'leaf 
' one'
'earth, land, ground, sand'
V :1.2d/Bc 
N :2a/A 
V :unknown 
V :1.lb/A 
M : 1/F 
cM;1/(?) 
cN:2b/B/(?) 
cN:2a/A 
M:2b
M:1
P P t
N:2b/B 
N :1/A/F
( p o b ) 'to come back, return'
'flame'
'to clean something'
'to catch fire, burn'
'broad'
'narrow'
'corn'
'char coal'
'need, want, desire; be 
hungryf
'tall, high'
'completive aspect'
'souari nut'
'footprint1
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pri N:2b/B/F 'trail, path, road'
pro V ^ a / B 9 (pro°) 'to cover something'
pr59ket N:2b/A 'young man'
pu N:2b/B/F 'motuca fly'
pu Pn 11st.pers.exc.dual'
pumu (directed form of omu, q.v.)
pumun (extended directed form of omu, q.v.)
pune (directed form of une, q.v.)
punui (weak form of omnui, q.v.)
p u r A k  ( d i r e c t e d  f o r m  o f  u r A k ,  q . v . )
pu-9! cIPt;a 'round about'
pze N :2a/(?)/(?) 'hole left when something
is pulled up or out1
ra A 'already'
rab M:1 'big, large; many, many
times'
ta N:2a/F 'flower'
rXm IPt:2a 'than’
t a 9a cCj 'until'
rc M(?) meaning unknown
rcrck M:1 'soft'
rcrekkA cN:l/(?) 'flank(s)'
ri A 'continuously'
ri MIPt 'completion1 (in negative
clauses)
ri IPt:2a 'together with, at, near,
by'
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N:2b/B/F 'trail, path, road'
pro V :2a/B° (pro0) 'to cover something'
pro°ket N :2b/A 'young man'
pu N:2b/B/F 'motuca fly'
pu Pn 11st.pers.exc.dual!
pumu (directed form of omu, q.v.)
pumun (extended directed form of omu, q.v.)
pune (directed form of une, q.v.)
punui (weak form of omnui, q.v.)
p u r A k  (directed form of u r A k ,  q.v.)
p u - ° A  cIPt:a ' r o u n d  a b o u t '
p&e N:2a/(?)/(?) 'hole left when something
is pulled up or out'
r a
r a b
r a  
r A m
** r\r a a 
r c
r e r c k  
r c r e k k A  
r i  
r i
A
M : 1
N :2a/F 
IPt:2a 
cC j 
M(?)
M: 1
cN:l/(?)
A
MIPt
ri IPt:2a
'already'
'big, large; many, many 
times 1
'flower'
'than'
'until *
meaning unknown
'soft'
'flank(s)'
'continuously'
'completion' (in negative 
clauses)
'together with, at, near, 
by'
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rat
r on
M ; 1 
N:2b
ror
rum
N:2b 
IPt:2a
'long'
’a macaw palm, the mucaja 
acromia; the fruit of the 
palm'
'babassu palm'
' from’
SiprI N : 2b personal name
Sit-ti N:2b personal name
Sit N:2b personal name
ta
ta
tac
tan.lt o
tah-iTLA
tan-ml 
tam
t A 
t A
t Imt a  
t e 
tab 
t ab
NPt
(form (iii) of kuta, q.v.) 
EPn(?)
cV:1.3/3° (tanito9)
'he, she, it, them only'
'to do, make something 
unknown; to not know 
what you are going to do'
tahlto9 (extended form of tanito, q.v.)
clnt
cA
EPn
Cj
A
cCj
Inj(r) 
M: 1 
Mmr(?)
'how? why?'
'whatever; somehow'
'himself, herself, itself, 
themselves'
'but; until, then, when*
'now; then'
'until, when'
expresses agreement
'hard'
'thinking'
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tabkln 
t e 
• t g
t ep 
ter 
t e 
t cm
t cm 
tlr ' 
ti 
tik
tik
t ike A
tikeArne
to
tok
toanc 
t Okie 
to 
toe 
tu 
tu
tur
turn
cM:l
PPt
SPt (3rd.pers.stem kot)
¥
N :2b/B 
N:l/(?)
V :1.2d/Bm (tern)
Vil.2d/A
(extended form of te, q.v. 
M :1
V:1.2d/Bk (tik)
M :1
(extended form of ti, q.v. 
dN:1/A/(?)
cV:l.la/Bn (tikbAmen)
Inj(i)
N :2b/(?)
(alternate stem of 9oanc, 
A
N:l/A/(?)
W : 1/A 
N:l/A/(?)
N :2b/B/(?)
(extended form of ibtu, q 
M: 1
’very happy, overjoyed*
emphasises subject
pronomial subject in 
extended clauses
'fish'
’possession1 
'to go, come'
'to fall'
)
'alive, living'
'to die'
'dirty; black*
)
'b r e a t h '
'to breathe'
'alright, well, then'
'trumpet-bush' 
q.v.)
'quickly'
'brother'
'sister'
'st omach'
'plateau-grass '
.v.)
'a long time; useless 
(with age)'
tvam N:l/A ' fat'
uma
une
unva
urAk
utl
M:2b (puma)
V:2/Bn (puneh, pineh)
V:2/Br (cuhver)
V:2/A (purAk, pirAk)
M:1 (putx, piti)
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'fearing, afraid of'
'to catch something'
'to put something on the 
fire; to cook something'
'to resemble someone'
'heavy'
uSanlr (strong extended form of avzanl, q.v.)
urn
um
N:2a
M
(hum)
(hum)
'beeswax, honeycomb' 
'dirty (of water)'
va
va
vakr c 
va-ne 
Van me
N:l/(?)
QPt
N :1/(?) 
clnj(i) 
N:2b
VanmekaprAnwre cN:2b
vane
vapo
va9o
va9o
vai
ver
ve
N :2b/(?) 
N : 1/F 
Int
N :2b/(?) 
N :1
IPt:2c
(Sva)
(bvakre)
(bvapo)
(bvai)
PPt (emph.form ve9e)
' t o o t h '
' two'
'place, spot' 
expresses expostulation 
personal name 
personal name 
'a tree' (Port.craiba)
'knife'
'who?'
'someone (unknown, 
unspecified)'
'daughter-in-law'
'towards, in the direction 
of'
probably adds emotional 
force
ve9 c (emphatic form of ve, q.v.)
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rib (small)1
V:1.2d/Bk (vrak) 'to descend, go down'
vrek (extended form of vra , q.v.)
2a NPt
ga£ A 'for this reason'
2aka (weak form of 9aka, q.v.)
&akAr (extended directed form of 9ak/v, q.v.)
zako (directed form of 9ako, q.v.)
zakor (extended directed form of 9ako, q.v.)
2akot (weak form of 9akot, q.v.)
2akri (weak form of 9akri, q.v.)
i£akva (weak form of 9ak.va, q.v.)
zame (weak form of 9amc, q.v.)
2ami (weak form of 9am±, q.v.)
zape Ml 'uncertainty'
2ape (weak form of 9ape, q.v.)
&apobbA (weak form of 9apoc2A , q.v.)
zapok (weak form of 9apok, q.v.)
zapro (directed form of 9apro, q.v.)
zar Apt 'here'
2arc (directed form of 9are, q.v.)
2ari A ’over there’
2ari (directed form of 9ari, q.v.)
zaro (weak form of 9aro, q.v.)
2ata A 'now; then’
S a z a
&At
&e
S i
Z O 9 t o
&uk
9aSn
9 a k a
9 a k a i
9 a k A
9 a k o  
9 a k o t  
9 a k r i  
9 a k v a  
9 a m a b p e r  
9amak 
9 a m a k k . r o  
9 a m c  
9 a m i  
9ano 
9 a:gr c 
9 a p r o  
9 a p e
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NPt 'group or generic plural1
N:2b 'sweet-potato'
NPt
(weak form of 9i, q.v.)
(occasional weak form of o9to, q.v.)
V:1.3/A 'to wander, drift, float
(of a feather)'
V :2/Br (zabnr)
M : 1/L (zaka)
M:1 (zakai)
V :2/Br (%akAr)
V :2/Br (zakor)
Mil (zakot)
M : 1/L (2sabri)
N : 1/F (zakva)
cV:1.1/A (zamacper)
(strong extended form of
cM:1/(?) (^nmakkro)
Nmr (zame)
N :2a/(?) (Sami)
V ;2/Br (zanor)
N:l/(?) (^aqrc)
N :2b/L
M: 2b (zape)
'to put something inside; 
to bury someone1
'white'
'white'
'to cut something (intens)'
'to blow, smoke something'
'round; small (of a 
person)'
'cold' (not of humans)
'mouth'
'to think, imagine' 
ama, q.v.)
'fearing, afraid o f  
'both, the two of'
1 tail'
'to invite someone'
'feather ornament for 
the head'
'pig'
'to be sorry for, have 
pity for, be concerned 
for'
9apea V ; 2/A (£npea) 'to look for, hunt some­
thing '
9npeh V: 1.1/A (zape£) 'to come to an end, firn
9apo£cA dNsl/(?) (£apo£Sa ) ’'point or place of comir 
or going out (intens)f
9apoi V : 1.1/BS (zapoc) 'to mo out, come out 
(intens)'
9apok M: 1 (zapok) 'rotten (of wood)'
9apr o V ;2/Br (%apror)i
'to buy something'
9ar et V ; 2/A (zaret) 'to bury someone’
9ar e V :2/Bn (zaren) 'to say, tell something
9ar eh (extended non-directed form of 9are, q.v.)
9arl V ;2/B9 (£ari9) 'to raise, lift somethi;
9aro Nsl/L (£aro) 1 wom b '
9Amri A ' now'
9 a IPt si (other stem th) ’ on f
9 a M(?) meaning unknown
^Aaraine cV:2/Bn (t a * • Ainneh) 'to order someone to be 
killed'
9Aa9tum cMsl (tha9turn) 'passing some time'
9ha9V8 cV:2/Br (t A ..A 9ver) 'to ask for something’
9AAmnefi (strong extended form of 9Aam±ne, q.v.)
°Anor c N ; 1 (tAnor) 'heart'
9 Al^ O cN:l/(?) ( t A]T)0 ) 'sweat'
9 Apr e cV s2/Br (tApr cr) 'to sing something (or 
by me:ns of something(
9£puri cA (em p h .form 9Xpuri) 'truly, certainly'
9A9amakkro cM:l/(?) (t/: . . Samakkro) T to be afraid, frighten
of something1
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9e<5 V :1.1/A (bee) 'to tell liesf
9eSni cN:l/(?) (cebiii) 1 liar'
9i N:l/(?) (Si) 1 bone'
9xkra N : 1/F (nxkra) 'hand'
9IkVA V : 1.1/B9 (nxkvA9) 'to lie down (intens)'
9xkSe N:l/(?) (nikze) 'side 1
9xmeb V : 2/A (hxmeb) 'to kill someone1
9xm5k N:2a (nxmok) 'head (of tree); source 
(of stream)'
9xmok-9A cIPt (nimok-9a) 'on top o f
9xnua V ; 2/A (ninua) 'to hollow out, scoop o' 
something'
9xhu Nsl/(?) (hxnu) 'nose'
9xpeS V : 2/A (nxpec) 'to make, do something*
9lpi M:1 (nxpx) 'on top’
9xpok N : 2a (nxpok) 'centre'
9xpok-ri cIPt (hxpok-ri) 'in the middle o f
9xre N:l/(?) (hire) 'side'
9 Ire V :2/Bn (nxren) 'to cut something up in 
pieces'
9ISik~ri cIPt (nxzik-ri) 'in front o f
9i N ;1/(?) (Si) 1 lead-shot'
9ir (extended form of lcuta, q.v. )
9o (form (iii) of kuvo, q.v.)
9or (form (iv ) of kuvo, q.v.)
90 IPt :1 (other stem to) 'with, by'
9oamIra cV(?) 'to do something along 
with someone else (?)f
9oamnxpxtA cV:2/Br (toamnxpitAr) 'to take care of some­
thing '
30k
9oan e
9 oahxr 
9oa9ki
9oa9kln 
9okate 
9okato
9okonta
9omcc
9omnui
9o ..mor 
9omr o 
9 onana 
9onada 
9opa 
9ovene 
9o9krit
cV:2/Cr (toanxr) ’to do, make something like 
this, in this way1
9okapa
(extended form of 9oane, q.v.)
cV:2/Bn (to..bA9kln) ’to steal something’
(strong extended form of 9oa9ki, q.v.)
cV:2/B9 
cV;2/Br
(tokat e9) 
(tokator)
(borrowed) 
cM; 3
cM:3
(extended form of om5, q.v.) 
cV:2/B9 (tomro9)
(borrowed)
(borrowed)
(alternate form of opa, q.v. 
(borrowed)
c V ;2/A (to9krit)
0 ''O
M : 1/(?) 
cV;2/Cr 
cV:2/Br
(weak form not 
found)
(9 okabAr)
(9o9or)
to empty something’
to create, invent some­
thing ’
to count’
to do well’
to do badly’
to cook something in. rashes’ 
to swim’ 
to swim1
to sell’
to raise a pet animal’ 
other; one’
to pull up, off one (at 
a tifrie) ’
to suck, eat one of 
something sweet’
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